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Against the background of climate change and the limited resources of 
fossil fuels the governments of France and Germany both have supported 
an accelerated market penetration of electric vehicles (EV) for several 
years. When using electricity from low-carbon power generation, the sub-
stitution of internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEV) by EV will not only 
reduce CO2 emissions in the transport sector, but also the dependency on 
fossil fuels. Nowadays, the use of EV goes still along with certain disad-
vantages compared to ICEV which inhibit a larger market penetration of 
EV. Next to high costs of EV, range limitations and a relatively long battery 
charging duration imply flexibility losses for EV users (cf. chapter 8). In 
order to reduce these drawbacks, technological advances on the vehicle 
side as well as a user-friendly charging infrastructure and mobility services 
that fulfil the users’ needs are required (BMVI 2014 p.45). As vast efforts 
were and still are made in both countries to fulfil these requirements the 
need for cooperation on these concerns were eminent. Therefore, the vision 
of the CROME (CROss-border Mobility for Electric vehicles) research pro-
ject was to create and test a safe, seamless, user-friendly and reliable mobil-
ity with EV between France and Germany as a prefiguration of pan-
European electromobility. One of its major aims was to formulate answers 
and suggestions to contribute to the European standardisation process of 
charging infrastructure for electromobility (such as electric supply, cables 
and plugs) and of corresponding services (e.g. identification, billing, and 
roaming) and to provide stakeholders with an early customer feedback. 
Several significant milestones have been achieved during the project: 
 A wide-scale cross-border field demonstration of mobility with 
more than 100 EV was performed in 2011, introducing fully public 
interoperable charging stations (EVSE), ensuring easy access and 




 The customer acceptance of electromobility as well as the users’ 
needs regarding charging in the context of cross-border mobility  
were investigated. 
 Charging services enabling simplified identification and cross-
border billing and charging spot availability as well as reservation 
was developed, implemented and tested. This serves as a corner-
stone of the European roaming concept. 
 The project contributed significantly to the European standardisa-
tion process of charging infrastructure and corresponding services. 
 Besides these achievements, this book provides our main findings 
of the accompanying research.  
In the first chapter the editors give a brief overview on the projects con-
text and its main characteristics presenting the involved partners, their 
performed tasks, the concept of interoperability, the fleet test schedule, the 
involved EV and the installed infrastructure. 
In the second chapter Daniel Ried presents the data repository of the fleet 
test, i.e. data collection, transfer and storage. The design and architecture 
of the data repository is focused on a secure and reliable operation of all 
transfers and storage. The heterogeneity of datasets was high: Technical 
data with a very high timely resolution came from the vehicle (via internet 
from vehicle manufacturers), geo-positions and other trip related data 
(recorded by smartphones) were sent by data-streams, and other data 
from the vehicle users were merged with a unique ID system. Additionally, 
various interfaces, tools and services for the data repository were devel-
oped in order to improve the usability of data imports and processing of 
raw data as well as for querying, accessing and exporting aggregated busi-
ness objects for further analytical processes. 
In the third chapter Peter Krasselt gives an insight into public EV fast 
charging infrastructure and their reactive voltage support for the grid. 
Therefore he depicts standards and technical rules for their network  
connection as well as how network disturbance can be assessed, and he 







of reactive power voltage control schemes is performed and its results  
are highlighted. 
In the fourth chapter Magali Pierre and Anne-Sophie Fulda present the 
results from 45 interviews performed during the fleet test, all respondents 
are EV users – some are employees using the EV of their company and 
others are private EV owners: First they take a deeper look into EV usage 
in a professional context, before they refer to interviews with EV users 
which influenced the EV purchase decision. Finally, changes in mobility 
patterns and experiences of EV usage during the first year are highlighted. 
In the fifth chapter Felix Vogel and Hartmut Schmeck give an overview 
on the development of electromobility services within the fleet test and in 
general. Furthermore, they describe an analysis of the users’ mobility be-
haviour with EV as well as the usability of e-services in France and in Ger-
many and expose its results. 
In chapter six Eva Weis and Silvia Balaban take a look at the harmonisa-
tion process of European legislation in the context of electromobility. They 
explicate the framework conditions and analyse the general ways of attain-
ing a European harmonisation within its limits. The chapter shows the 
harmonisation approach of the European Commission on the example of 
fast charging infrastructure. Further aspects connected to the use of EV 
regarding their need of being harmonized are equally outlined. 
In chapter seven Mathias Pfriem, Frank Gauterin and Thomas Meyer 
give an overview of the analysed usage of the EV on the basis of recorded 
trips during the field test. The authors present the data sample and their 
developed and applied data collection methods. Subsequently key figures 
of the observed mobility are presented. The charging behaviour is ana-
lysed additionally and reveals a mostly daily recharging from high states of 
charge to a full battery. Finally, national idiosyncrasies are presented by 
comparing characteristic mobility aspects of France and Germany.  
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In chapter eight Axel Ensslen, Patrick Jochem, Martin Rometsch and 
Wolf Fichtner analyse purchase intentions of EV users and fleet managers 
who experienced EV during a period of about two years in a professional 
context. Therefore, after presenting a brief literature review, they charac-
terize the sample of an online questionnaire. A binary logistic regression 
model is derived from the survey data providing information on private EV 
purchase intentions.  
In chapter nine Elise Nimal and Anne-Sophie Fulda analyse the collected 
data during the operation of charging stations installed in France in  
consideration of frequency, location and user characteristics. Additionally 
they have a deeper look into the user behaviour related to the use of charg-
ing infrastructure. 
Tim Hilgert, Martin Kagerbauer, Christine Weiss and Peter Vortisch 
pursue the question of how EV can be used in people’s everyday life in 
chapter ten. After a brief presentation of the underlying data, models and 
methods they analyse the usage of EV in the field test and give a short 
comparison of vehicle usage in France and Germany. Using the national 
household travel survey data (German Mobility Panel (MOP)) they esti-
mate the share of German car trips that can be substituted by EV and com-
pare this with the situation in company fleets. 
Condensed key findings of the accompanying studies in the fields of charg-
ing infrastructure, electric vehicle usage, user acceptance and demand for 
mobility within the fleet test are described briefly in the following: 
Charging infrastructure: Fast charging systems have a high influence on 
the voltage quality in the low-voltage network. The effect on the change in 
voltage is particularly high. Boundary value violations are observed in 
typical low-voltage networks for a distance of over 250 meters between 
the fast charging unit and the local substation. Active network supporting 
fast charge units may be operated in long branches exceeding 250 m. Here, 
the voltage band is stabilized by reactive power support and the maximum 
distance can be increased by 30%. When comparing different regulatory 
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approaches for voltage support a hysteresis-based regulatory approach 
has achieved the best results in rural, suburban and urban grid area. In 
compliance with the normative requirements for the voltage quality the 
additional power losses were in this case in the range of 1-5% during the 
loading operation due to the additional reactive power load flow. Addi-
tional fast charging systems may attenuate fast voltage changes. Here, 
the control parameters of all connected consumers who provide active 
voltage stabilizing are to be chosen with care to avoid control oscillations 
and instabilities. 
Vehicle use: In the field test, EV are applied mainly in commercial fleets of 
local focused institutions and are mainly used in urban areas within a ra-
dius of 40 km maximum. The rides are mostly short (<10 km) and also in 
combination of all day trips well below the maximum possible range. Nev-
ertheless, the vehicles are charged almost daily, so the battery is used al-
most exclusively in the upper half of its capacity. The share of journeys 
over 15 km in length is significantly higher in France, because more over-
land trips are made, resulting in relatively faster velocity profiles.  
User acceptance: EV in the context of CROME are perceived more envi-
ronmentally friendly by the French respondents than by the German users. 
In particular, the characteristic of EV to cause low CO2 emissions is evalu-
ated significantly better by the French respondents. The German field test 
participants evaluate the factor that EV are perceived as innovative and 
environmentally friendly, both inside and outside their organization by 
third parties, significantly better than the French field test participants. 
CROME field test participants, who already drove a few trips with EV, are 
more likely to purchase an EV than those who had no experience with EV. 
The multi-modal data repository with user acceptance, mobility and tech-
nical data provides a good basis for analysing the applicability of EV in 
commercial fleets. 
Replaceability of ICEV by EV: CROME survey participants have a signifi-
cant consumer preference for EV and high annual mileage. Nevertheless, 
for the replacement of an ICEV by an EV behavioural changes are mostly 
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necessary. Due to the car choices within a vehicle fleet the use of EV as a 
supplement in company vehicle fleets is a realistic scenario, as for every 
ride a reach optimal vehicle is available. However, we still see the re-
quirement to harmonize and adjust the national legislation for EV. 
Karlsruhe, October 2015   
Johannes Schäuble, Patrick Jochem, Wolf Fichtner 
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1 Context of the fleet test  
Johannes Schäuble, Patrick Jochem, Wolf Fichtner 
French-German Institute for Environmental Research / 
Institute for Industrial Production, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
This chapter will give a short introduction to the context of the fleet test. 
The following chapters will then provide detailed information on the re-
search conducted during the time of the fleet test. As each chapter solely 
provides information about the individual treated topic this chapter will 
rather highlight the environment in which these researches had been per-
formed. This will help the reader to understand certain singularities which 
had to be faced during the fleet test.  
In section 1.1 the involved partners and their tasks will be described brief-
ly. In the following section we explicate the concept and the challenges of 
interoperability during the fleet test. Section four gives a rough overview 
on the fleet schedule and section 1.4 gives an overview of all employed EV. 
Finally the charging infrastructure of the fleet is presented. 
1.1 Partners in the fleet test 
and their main activities 
Different French and German industry partners and research organisations 
participated and introduced their knowledge into the fleet test. They were 
supported by several associated partners, mainly French and German re-
gional institutions. The project was funded by French and German Minis-
tries: On French side the Ministry for Ecology, Sustainable Development 
and Energy (Ministère de l'Ecologie, du Développement Durable et de 
l’Energie), the Ministry of Industry (Ministère du Redressement Productif) 
and the Ministry of Academic Education and Research (Ministère de 
l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche), on the German side the 
Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (Bundesministerium für 
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Wirtschaft und Energie) and the Federal Ministry of Transport and digital 
Infrastructure (Bundesministerium für Verkehr und digitale Infrastruktur). 
In the following a short description of the main tasks of the full partners is 
given. We are focusing here only on the tasks related to the fleet test and 
do not mention all other tasks undertaken by the partners. Furthermore, 
we make no claim to be complete here. 
The original equipment manufacturers (OEM) Daimler AG, Dr. Ing. h.c. 
F. Porsche AG, PSA Peugeot Citroën SA and Renault SA provided the EV 
which were employed in the project. Their specifications are described in 
section five. Daimler developed a conformance test tool for Mode 3 charg-
ing processes (ISO 15118), accompanied the cross-border infrastructure 
standardisation process and also brought two types of EV into the project. 
A total of 60 cars split between the models smart fortwo electric drive and 
Mercedes-Benz A-Klasse E-CELL were involved in the project. Hereby, the 
company could gain some important insight on market research and cus-
tomer acceptance. Within the fleet test Porsche focused on the installation 
and the actual testing of battery-operated electric sports cars without 
combustion engine in form of the Porsche Boxster e model as well as the 
testing of vehicles from the Panamera family with plug-in technologies and 
their use in cross-border mobility. The brands Peugeot and Citroën partic-
ipated in the fleet test with approximately 35 mass produced EV: About 30 
Peugeot iOn and Citroën C-ZERO as well as some Peugeot Partner Origin 
and Citroën Berlingo were brought into the fleet test and used in normal 
conditions by private and commercial clients. In cooperation with the re-
search institute IFSTTAR ten Peugeot iOn and Citroën C-ZERO were 
equipped with additional data loggers. Renault brought seven mass-
produced Kangoo Z.E. into the fleet. 
For all OEMs the main findings were primarily derived from the challenge 
of a cross-border use of EV, as e.g. the different mode of operation of charg-
ing stations and several billing and payment systems as well as different 
plug types. The different additionally aspects that were put under test in-
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cluded the batteries’ durability, charging and discharging cycles, the users’ 
acceptance EV as well as the safety in traffic under everyday conditions.  
The utilities Électricité de France SA (EDF) and Energie Baden-
Württemberg AG (EnBW) provided and developed several EV specific ser-
vices (cf. chapter 5) as well as comprehensive interoperable electric vehi-
cle supply equipment (EVSE) infrastructure (cf. section 1.5). EDF focused 
within the fleet test on (1) user acceptance analysis based on experiences 
during former projects (e.g. Kléber in Strasbourg), (2) designing and defin-
ing studies on the interoperable charging infrastructures and roaming 
platform as well as (3) supporting the local territories (Communauté ur-
baine de Strasbourg, region Moselle, Thionville, Forbach, Sarreguemines, 
and Colmar) in order to deploy public charging stations (e.g. upstream 
specifications). For the latter task European conform calls for tenders for 
interoperable EVSE were developed, which were used as a blueprint in 
many other regions during the last years. Additionally, together with NIS-
SAN and CORA CHAdeMO fast charging EVSE where installed and operat-
ed. EnBW took over the corresponding role on the German side and in-
stalled and are operating an interoperable charging infrastructure in 
Baden along the French-German border in cooperation with local energy 
suppliers as well as the development of innovative tariff and access con-
cepts for public EVSE. Whereas in Germany the rollout of the EVSE was 
supported by EnBW, in France the rollout was financed by the local au-
thorities (which seems to be closer to real market conditions). For the 
rollout EnBW made use of the experiences from the MeRegioMobil project 
in Karlsruhe and Stuttgart. Together with other partners EDF and EnBW 
contributed substantially to the development and implementation of the 
interoperable electromobility platform.  
The electric infrastructure and service oriented industrial partners 
such as Schneider Electric SA, Siemens AG and Bosch Software Innovations 
GmbH installed further infrastructure and developed a comprehensive 
roaming layer, which was used to provide service interoperability in the 
fleet test. This infrastructure represents a cornerstone of current European 
roaming for EV by inertercharge (cf. chapter 5). Bosch Software Innova-
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tions provided and operated special internet services for electromobility. 
These services allowed the necessary communication among all parties 
involved in the fleet test to offer an interoperable charging for the custom-
ers. Furthermore, other added value services such as navigation and net-
worked fleet management were discussed with all partners and partly 
implemented. The Siemens AG supported the project partners in the topic 
of interoperability of the alternating current (AC) charging infrastructure 
(Mode 3), security aspects during the charging process and the installation 
and testing of direct current (DC) charging stations (Mode 4, CHAdeMO). 
Additionally, Siemens integrated infrastructure in the developed roaming 
layer and tested existing standards on plugs and charging protocols be-
tween the EV and the EVSE (mainly ISO15118) as well as between EVSE 
and the backend (e.g. OCPP). Schneider Electric SA performed different 
tasks within the fleet test (e.g. requirements for interoperable charging 
stations deployed in France), providing Mode 3 charging solutions, con-
tributing to the standardization process on charging interfaces as well as 
designing and developing advanced energy management systems for EVSE. 
The core task of the Institut français des sciences et technologies des 
transports, de l'aménagement et des réseaux (IFSTTAR) was to analyse 
vehicle data from the french EV. The Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
(KIT) and the European Institute for Energy Research (EIFER) carried out 
accompanying research analyses during the whole project duration. The 
research performed by these institutes cover most scientific aspects within 
the fleet test and is described in detail in this book. 
Associated partners are mainly regional partners on both sides of the bor-
der. On the French side these are regional corporations: 
 Conseil Général de la Moselle, 
 Communauté Urbaine de Strasbourg, 







on the German side the regional energy suppliers: 
 E-Werk Mittelbaden, 
 Stadtwerke Karlsruhe, 
 Stadtwerke Baden-Baden and 
 Star.Energiewerk Rastatt. 
Further partners are: 
 Verband der Automobilindustrie (VDA) and 
 EIFER. 
1.2 Interoperability 
Interoperability was identified as a key aspect within the bi-national fleet 
test. In the beginning of the fleet test three main domains were identified 
in which certain interoperability had to be established in order to allow 
cross border mobility for EV: (i) hardware (in particular for EV charging), 
(ii) software and services as well as (iii) billing (for charging and service 
usage). While these domains usually require analysis in the field of systems 
engineering and information technology to allow the necessary infor-
mation exchange we integrated organisational, political, and social per-
spectives, too. In doing so, a coherent infrastructure of technically differing 
solutions and services for the individual components in the fleet test were 
developed and implemented.The objective was to provide and test a first 
interoperable system of several dozen EVSE in two countries which may 
serve as a cornerstone for a barrier-free Europe-wide interoperable sys-
tem, which allows charging an EV wherever needed. 
Therefore, the following two foci (minimum requirements) were priori-
tized in the fleet test: each EV can technically connect to all EVSE within 
the system (i.e. compliant socket system) and each EV user can authenticate 
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At the beginning of the fleet test in 2011, the hardware interoperability 
was not given. On the French side most charging stations (mainly operated 
during the Kléber project) were equipped with a domestic socket (Mode 2) 
and for Mode 3 with the Italian-French socket type (Type 3 plug system). 
Furthermore, several charging stations provided a “camping socket” outlet 
(Blue P+N+E-Socket according IEC 60309) for the first TOYOTA Prius plug-
in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) version. On the German side the MeRegi-
oMobil based charging stations are equipped with domestic sockets and 
Type 2 (i.e. “Mennekes”) outlets. Hence, only an interoperable Mode 2 
charging was possible and not the preferred Mode 3 charging.  
Therefore, in the fleet test, the following steps had been performed: At 
least (additionally to the already existing infrastructure) 25 charging sta-
tions have been installed in public areas on each side of the border. Besides 
domestic socket outlets, these charging stations were each equipped with 
both, Type 2 and Type 3 socket outlets ("dual type socket" charging) and 
allowed for up to 22 kW charging. It was intended to retrofit these dual 
socket spots later in order to comply with the European standardisation 
decision1. This was taken in 2013 and favours the Type 2 socket system. 
In 2011 the situation of Software, service and billing interoperability 
has been even worse. Most of the charging processes were free of charge 
and authentication technologies – if necessary – were very diverse. Only 
the already installed EVSE by EnBW provided a unique billing system.  
For improving this situation a new and broadly accepted concept has to be 
developed. This concept should consider requirements of all European 
stakeholders (i.e. EVSE as well as EV providers and operators, utilities, 
etc.) as well as EV users. Also future developments in specific services in all 
relevant fields (e.g. navigation, EVSE reservation, further authentication) 
should be taken into account. To assure interoperability for software and 
services the following steps have been established during the fleet test: (1) 
unified access and authentication concepts based on proofed systems like 
                                                                    
1  Directive COM(2013)0018 
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RFID, NFC, (2) cross border billing and roaming concepts based on differ-
ent payment methods, (3) interoperable smart charging concepts (based 
on IEC 15118), (4) management concepts to control and monitor the 
charging infrastructure as well as (5) unified connectors for data exchange 
between the partners are analysed developed and implemented. Basis for 
this concept was a unified roaming service layer (cf. Figure 2) which also 
served as basis for several implemented smart functionalities e.g. route 
optimizing and charging spot reservation. 
 
Figure 1: Dual Charging Station for Type 1 and 2 in France. 
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Figure 2: The roaming layer architecture by Bosch used in CROME in order to allow 
interoperable charging and other services. 
1.3 Timeline 
From January 2011 to December 2014 the following steps have been per-
formed during the fleet test: 
In the beginning of 2011 the EV prototypes were set up, commercial condi-
tions fixed and possible users identified2. Afterwards the roll out of the EV 
started and their usage was monitored until the end of 2013. 
In the beginning of 2011 first the technical specifications for the EVSE had 
to be validated in order to subsequently install and operate the dual type 
EVSE within the fleet test region. In the beginning of 2012 EVSE with DC-
fast-charging capabilities for EV (Mode 4, CHAdeMO) were installed and 
operated3. Additionally, German OEM tested DC charging (Mode 4) with 
CCS-System with their company cars in 2013. 
                                                                    
2  The users were neither chosen nor subsidized. This resulted in a user characteristic which is specified in 
chapters 8 and 10. 
3  This infrastructure has also been used for the Alsace Corridor Energétique and the project RheinMobil.  
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Regarding services from 2011 to 2012 multiple tasks concerning the com-
munication of EVSE and EV, the unified access and authentication system 
as well as the development of the roaming service layer were performed. 
In 2013 further advanced services and the connection of the EVSE to the 
backend system were implemented and operated. 
A billing system between the German EVSE operators in the fleet test was 
established in 2012. In 2013 additionally French EVSE operators were 
included into the billing system. 
The conducted accompanying research exemplified in detail in the following 
chapters started with preliminary tasks in 2011 and continued until 2014 
when a final deep analysis of the data from the fleet test has been conducted. 
1.4 EV in the fleet test 
The target number of cars to be brought into the fleet test was set to a 
minimum of 100 of which most were battery electric vehicles (BEV) and 
only few PHEV. The fleet included vehicles ranging from small cars to 
sports cars and utility vehicles. These were either series vehicles which are 
and were offered for sale to final customers or small series vehicles which 
could be leased by the customers (see chapter seven and eight for a de-
tailed discussion on the customers). Within the fleet test even some proto-
types were tested by Porsche. Most EV were able to charge in Mode 2 (do-
mestic sockets) and in Mode 3 (with Type 2 or Type 3 cables) (cf. Table 1). 
Only few vehicles additionally supported DC fast charging up to 43 kW. 
1.5 Installed infrastructure 
A key objective of the fleet test was to demonstrate solutions which allow 
users to connect their EV to EVSE throughout Europe.Therefore, in a first 
step these solutions had to take into account the infrastructure which had 
already been deployed in France and Germany in 2011. In the beginning of 
the field test each user had to carry three cords for assuring interoperabil-
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ity (i.e. Mode 2 with domestic plug as well as two Mode 3 cables, one with a 
Type 3 and the other one with a Type 2 plug). The idea of providing each 
user with three different cords was abandoned as it would neither support 
a sustainable interoperability on charging spots nor meet the customer 
needs. The dual type socket solution has been introduced instead (see 
above) and all already operated EVSE by project partners have been al-
tered correspondingly. They allow for Mode 2 charging and Mode 3 charg-
ing up to 22 kW. At the end of the fleet test 50 EVSE equipped with dual 
type sockets granted a minimum of interoperability testing the project 
region (cf. Figure 3). 
Each EV has been delivered to the fleet test with a set of two cords: one for 
Mode 2 charging (domestic plug) and the other for Mode 3 charging (in 
Germany Type 2 plug and in France Type 3 plug).  
 
Figure 3: Geographical venue of the fleet test. 
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1.6 The project’s major learnings 
Europe-wide standards for the further 
development of electromobility are crucial 
The project has demonstrated that interoperability is feasible based on the 
existing technologies on both sides of the border: The fleet test showed that 
both the type 2 and type 3 plugs and sockets can be implemented in one 
charging station according to the regulatory constraints on each side of the 
border in a way that easy retrofitting is ensured. Both types enabled charg-
ing of the EV in the project. Although technically feasible, this solution does 
not appear meaningful on the long term. In order to reduce the costs for the 
deployment of the infrastructure, complexity of hardware, and to increase 
the user acceptance, the CROME partners recommended an agreement at 
European level on one standard type of plug and the deployment of charg-
ing stations which can be easily retrofitted if decided by the infrastructure 
owner, so that the costs for the adaptation to a future standard remain as 
low as possible. Thanks to the development of common specifications for 
mode 3 compliant public charging stations and to the preparation of the 
corresponding initial call for tender together with CUS, CROME contributed 
to simplify the erection of mode 3 charging stations in France. The CROME 
terms of reference for the charging infrastructure have already been adopt-
ed by further border regions in France, e.g. Pas-de-Calais.  
Fast charging is used and meets EV customer needs 
The CROME project demonstrated that electromobility corridors are an 
appropriate pattern in order to interlink already “electrified regions”. 
However, interoperable and multi-standard fast charging facilities are 
required in order to cope with the different EV types on the market and 
foster the exchange between the regions. The CROME project proved that 
CCS charging and high level communication according to ISO / IEC 15118 
work properly. 
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CROME demonstrated service interoperability by roaming of services 
The detailed definition added to the mode 3 specifications enabled a relia-
ble cross-border charging. In this respect, no further developments are 
needed. The adoption of the CROME terms of reference for charging in 
mode 3 has contributed to the development of an industrial offer in terms 
of infrastructure. 
The RFID card is a suitable media for ensuring roaming; within the project, 
the technology has proved to be user-friendly and reliable. In addition, a 
live retrieval of the information needed between the backends avoids 
keeping data in all the systems. Consequently, e. g. in case a RFID-card gets 
lost, it is sufficient to disable it in one of the systems to have it immediately 
disabled in all the network of connected systems. 
The Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) allows a flexible connection  
of different charging stations to a backend system. It brings the advantage 
of being a de facto standard used by different providers. However, a con-
nection requires the relevant partners to agree upon a common communi-
cation layer.  
It was demonstrated that the selected roaming architecture works and is 
accepted by all the partners connected, as it supports current as well as 
future business models. The CROME partners recommend for a future mar-
ketplace to build a network of independent international partners (compet-
itors) having their autonomous business and systems, the system design 
ensuring that each partner keeps his independence (data). It was proven, 
that real-time authorization between the partner systems linked via a 
roaming layer can be realized without any noticeable delay compared to the 
authorization within one partner system. This allows respecting the princi-
ple of minimized data storage and avoids large scale whitelist solutions. 
Linking vehicle data to backend systems makes innovative services possi-
ble; however, specific legal framework conditions are to be considered. 
The roaming of services will be a key enabler for future mobility solutions.  
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Cross-border billing needs a clear legal framework 
A clear legal framework is necessary for the implementation of cross-
border billing, especially with respect to the billing of the value-added tax. 
Furthermore, showing a customized pricing table at the charging station of 
each provider may considerably increase the cost transparency for the end 
user. Similarly, transferring the pricing table via roaming service layer in 
connection with the authentication service also seems to make sense. 
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2 Data collection and storage 
Daniel Ried  
Institute of Applied Informatics and Formal Description Methods,  
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
In order to analyse the usage of EV and their drivers’ behaviour, large 
amounts of data were collected, stored and processed during the project 
runtime. For this reason a data repository was developed to ensure the 
secure, safe and reliable handling of any kind of electromobility data. The 
core component of this data repository consists of several relational data-
bases for raw data, provided by EV drivers and manufacturers, and for 
processed and aggregated data (for further processing and analysis). The 
databases are surrounded by interfaces, tools, and services that were de-
veloped to provide for the import and the processing of raw data (includ-
ing cleaning, harmonisation, and aggregation). The subsequent export of 
filtered and aggregated data and extensive analyses are based on a unified 
data model and commonly used data and file formats.  
Before the development of the E-Mobility repository was started, various 
questions concerning data security and privacy issues as well as the data 
exchange and transfer process between the involved project partners had 
to be answered. These tasks were part of the planning phase, described in 
section 2.2. Their results were the foundation of the conceptual design of 
the repository, presented in section 2.3. They also served as the basis of 
the accompanying set-up of the technical infrastructure as well as the de-
velopment of interfaces, tools, and services for data handling, described in 
section 2.4. Section 2.5 presents some selected experiences and challeng-
ing issues that occurred during the operation and maintenance of the data 
repository. Section 2.6 concludes this chapter with a summary and an out-
look towards future scenarios.  
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2.1 Planning data collection 
During the planning data collection phase the focus was on three main 
topics: (1) the compliance of the E-Mobility repository to the security and 
privacy requirements of the data owners, (2) the negotiation of a project-
wide standardized data transfer process including manual and automatic 
actions with corresponding transfer protocols, and (3) the agreement of 
each data provider to a unified data exchange format including data sche-
mas and file formats.  
Most of the data collected contained confidential information owned by 
individual drivers, companies operating EV fleets, or manufacturers partic-
ipating in the CROME fleet test. These confidential data are personal data 
like e. g. age, sex, profession, or income of drivers and fleet managers, per-
son- or vehicle-related data like e. g. driving behaviour, locations, geo-
graphic coordinates, or technical vehicle data like e. g. energy consump-
tion, range, or wear. In order to prevent any confidential data from being 
retraceable to persons and vehicles, they were pseudonymized by means 
of randomized driver and vehicle identifiers. Names, addresses, license 
plate numbers, and vehicle identification number (VIN) were not collected 
or stored. Furthermore, technical data are property of every single manu-
facturer and they must not be accessible to any other project partner. 
Thus, the hosting environment of the repository was set up within the KIT 
intranet infrastructure with multi-stage physical and logical access control 
and encrypted data transfer. This allowed on the one hand for the preven-
tion from unauthorized access to the server location and to the network as 
well as the interception of messages and on the other hand for the protec-
tion of all data against abuse, corruption and manipulation.  
Due to the heterogeneity of the individual sources of technical vehicle data 
a consistent data transfer process had to be defined in close cooperation 
with the EV manufacturers. The process was to be based on standardized 
interfaces and protocols as well as data and file formats. Furthermore, it 
had to comply with common security and privacy requirements, particu-
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larly with those of each EV manufacturer. For technical data the transfer 
process was defined as a recurring upload of text files. Technical data were 
collected throughout the project runtime by the EV manufacturers with 
logging devices embedded in certain customer EV. However, these devices 
were not equipped with wireless data communication technology such as 
the telecommunication standards Universal Mobile Telecommunications 
System (UMTS) or Long Term Evolution (LTE), so all collected data had to 
be read-out manually by the manufacturers along with regular mainte-
nance work within fixed service intervals. Additionally, the collected data 
had to be automatically or manually preprocessed by the manufacturers in 
order to conform to their own requirements and to the specified data and 
file formats. The preprocessing included e. g. the pseudonymization of 
customer and vehicle identifiers, the filtering and aggregation of confiden-
tial but relevant data, the harmonisation of data values – more precisely 
their transformation from proprietary units and formats to the specified 
ones – as well as the assembling of the files prior to the upload. Figure 4 
outlines the overall data transfer process for technical vehicle data. 
 
 
Figure 4: Data transfer process and processing of technical vehicle data for the CROME data 
repository at KIT. 
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As the upload intervals spanned several months, the number of files – and 
therefore also the data volume – was estimated to be very high. As a con-
sequence, a file upload web site interface for large data volumes was de-
veloped that provided password-protected access to the E-Mobility reposi-
tory and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)-encrypted bulk file upload via the 
internet protocol Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS).  
Requirements specification for a harmonized data exchange format has 
been elaborated with regard to the data itself, its structure and values. This 
data exchange specification comprised those attributes which were identi-
fied as mandatory for the analysis of the EV usage and the drivers’ experi-
ences. Table 2 lists the required attributes (REQ) and Alternatively needed 
attributes (ALT) that most of the EV manufacturers were able to provide, 
e. g. the current timestamp, Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates, 
temperatures, utilisation of electric consumers, mileage, remaining range, 
speed, pedal positions, state of charge (SOC) and power train data, as well 
as internal attributes (INT) used for the management and the traceability 
of the collected data.  
Some of the EV manufacturers were not able to provide all of the above 
mentioned attributes; especially geographic coordinates could not be rec-
orded due to technical limitations of their logging devices. Thus, 
smartphones were delivered to their customers (EV drivers or fleet man-
agers) in order to collect geographic data and also other supporting data 
that had not been provided (cf. chapter 7). These data were recorded by 
the KIT mobility tracker application using the smartphones’ position and 
motion sensors, e. g. GPS coordinates, altitude and speed. Additionally, 
other sensor data were collected to support further driving behaviour 
analyses, e. g. the acceleration and orientation of the smartphone for each 
coordinate axis. Table 3 lists those technical attributes which specify the 
data collected via smartphones including supporting data (SUP).  
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Table 2: Data exchange specification of the data repository (simplified). 





Date and time value 
REQ-9.1 GPS_Latitude ° or arcmin  (arc minute) Decimal value 
REQ-9.2 GPS_Longitude ° or arcmin Decimal value 
REQ-10 GPS_Altitude m Decimal value 
REQ-6 Temp_Out °C Decimal value 
REQ-12.1 Temp_In °C Decimal value 
REQ-15 Heating on/off Integer code 
ALT-15.1 Heating_SeatLeft on/off Integer code 
ALT-15.2 Heating_SeatRight on/off Integer code 
REQ-16 AirCondition on/off Integer code 
REQ-17 DrivingLight on/off Integer code 
REQ-19 RemainingRange km Integer value 
REQ-20.1 Speed km/h Decimal value 
REQ-22.2 OperatingMode driving/charging Integer code 
ALT-22.3 Ignition on/off Integer code 
REQ-24 Mileage km Integer value 
REQ-25 AccelerationPedal % Decimal value 
ALT-26 BrakePedal on/off Integer code 
REQ-28 SOC % Decimal value 
REQ-44.1 
Motor_rates per minute 
(RPM)  
(only for PHEV) 
1/min Decimal value 
REQ-44.2 Motor_Torque  (only for PHEV) Nm Decimal value 
REQ-44.3 Generator_RPM 1/min Decimal value 
REQ-44.4 Generator_Torque Nm Decimal value 
REQ-46.1 EnergyConsumption kW Integer value 
REQ-49 Motor (only for PHEV) on/off Integer code 
INT-1 Source File name Character value 
INT-2 LfdNr  Integer value 
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Table 3: Geographical and technical data collected by the smartphone for the data 
repository (simplified). 
No Attribute Unit Type 
REQ-1.1 DateTime UTC/ISO 8601 Date and time value 
REQ-1.2 GPS_DateTime UTC/ISO 8601 Date and time value 
REQ-9.1 GPS_Latitude ° or arcmin Decimal value 
REQ-9.2 GPS_Longitude ° or arcmin Decimal value 
REQ-10 GPS_Altitude m Decimal value 
REQ-20.1 GPS_Speed km/h Decimal value 
SUP-3.1 Accelerometer_X  Decimal value 
SUP-3.2 Accelerometer_Y  Decimal value 
SUP-3.3 Accelerometer_Z  Decimal value 
SUP-4.1 Magnetic_Field_X  Decimal value 
SUP-4.2 Magnetic_Field_Y  Decimal value 
SUP-4.3 Magnetic_Field_Z  Decimal value 
SUP-5.1 Orientation_X  Decimal value 
SUP-5.2 Orientation_Y  Decimal value 
SUP-5.3 Orientation_Z  Decimal value 
INT-1 Source File name Character value 
INT-2 LfdNr  Integer value 
Unlike technical data from the vehicles, the data collected with 
smartphones could be transferred in real-time during the whole project 
runtime via internet using the smartphones’ data connection. Hence, this 
data transfer process was also based on standardized interfaces and mes-
sage protocols and the data and file formats were similar to those of the 
technical vehicle data (see above). Since the KIT mobility tracker applica-
tion allowed for an automatic transfer of small text files containing the 
collected data, a web service interface was developed which could be au-
tomatically invoked at the end of each trip via the SSL-encrypted internet 
protocol HTTPS. The web service was implemented using XML-based 
standards like Web Services Description Language (WSDL)4 and Simple 
                                                                    
4  WSDL is an XML-based language for describing the functionality of web services. It was developed and 
standardized by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C);  
http://www.w3.org/TR/2007/REC-wsdl20-20070626 
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Object Access Protocol (SOAP)5. However, the access to the web service 
was restricted and only permitted to the delivered smartphones by means 
of an encoded username and password combination based on the 
smartphones’ International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) numbers6.  
For both, data provided by the EV manufacturers and data collected via 
smartphones, the sample ratio was set to ten data sets per second. Each 
data set was represented by a line of semicolon-separated values in a text 
file. Each file contained a chronological sequence of lines depicting a con-
tinuous and closed item of driving (a trip) or charging action. This se-
quence was preceded by a set of invariant data related to a single trip or 
charging process in terms of a file header. On the one hand such data were 
included in the text files uploaded by the EV manufacturers, and on the 
other hand they could be entered via the start screens of the KIT mobility 
tracker and afterwards sent to the web service interface together with the 
recorded data. Table 4 lists all trip-related attributes, e.g. the driver and 
vehicle ID, the purpose of the trip, the number of passengers and the 
weight of the carried luggage.  
Finally, personal and behavioural data that were collected by means of 
online questionnaires had to be stored in the E-Mobility repository, too. 
The answers of the questionnaires were imported in the same structure 
and format in which they were stored and exported from the online survey 
tool. Personal data such as age, sex, profession, or income of drivers and 
fleet managers were used to enhance the pseudonymized driving behav-
iour profiles in order to categorize them into separate target groups (cf. 
chapter 8). Figure 5 gives a summarized overview of all types of data 
sources of the E-Mobility repository and of related import interfaces for 
the data transfer processes.  
As the figure shows, technical data and the data collected with the deliv-
ered smartphones were imported into the E-Mobility repository using 
                                                                    
5  SOAP is an XML-based message exchange format. It was developed and standardized by the W3C;  
http://www.w3.org/TR/2007/REC-soap12-part1-20070427 
6  IMEI is a globally unique serial number for mobile phones. 
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encrypted and password-protected web interfaces. The import of the ques-
tionnaire responses was based on an Extendable Markup Language (XML) 
files export from the online survey. 
Table 4: Trip-related data specification of data collected by the smartphone for the data 
repository (simplified). 
No Attribute Unit/Values Type 
SUP-10 TripPurpose private/commuting/business Integer code 
SUP-11 CrossBorder yes/no Integer code 
SUP-12 Other means of 




REQ-3.1 Adults  Integer value 
REQ-3.2 Children  Integer value 
REQ-3.11 PassengerSeat yes/no Integer code 
SUP-13 Luggage 5 kg/6-25 kg/26-50 kg/>50 kg Integer code 
REQ-4.1 User_ID  Character value 
REQ-4.2 Car_ID  Character value 
REQ-8 Car_Type  Character value 
INT-3 IMEI  Integer value 
INT-4 Trip_ID  Character value 
 
Figure 5: Data sources and data import interfaces of the CROME E-Mobility repository 
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2.2 Data storage design 
The CROME E-Mobility repository consisted of several relational databases 
in order to persistently store raw data, which were provided by EV manu-
facturers and drivers, and aggregated data, which were the results of data 
processing such as cleaning, harmonisation, as well as of certain analyses. 
The data schemas were defined by means of flat Standard Query Language 
(SQL) database tables as a union of the set of trip-related attributes and, on 
the one hand, the set of technical vehicle attributes and, on the other hand, 
the set of smartphone attributes. As a consequence, sparse table entries 
and redundant data which led to an average overhead of at most 3 % of the 
total data volume, which was accepted to avoid additional join operations 
in queries later on. Additionally, the online questionnaires were stored in 
separate database tables conforming to the data schemas of the  
online survey tool.  
In order to link all types of data for analytical purposes, i. e. technical vehi-
cle data, personal and behavioural data, a set of reusable core business 
objects was identified and conceptually designed in close cooperation with 
the other involved KIT institutes. These objects were intended for the pro-
ject-internal reuse of analysis results and they were also the foundation of 
a reference model for diverse and novel electromobility services. The ref-
erence model may enable a standardized access to data-centric basic ser-
vices and an easy composition of complex value-added electromobility 
services. It may particularly allow for the processing and the representa-
tion of selected information for dedicated target groups and for various 
context-dependent purposes (cf. section 2.6). Business object classes like 
“User” (driver or fleet manager), “Car”, “Trip”, “Charging”, and “Charg-
ingStation” were encapsulated by specific interfaces and services that may 
provide generic queries with pre-defined search parameters, e.g. for offer-
ing personalized access to a chronological overview of an EV driver’s trips 
(a history or a logbook), his range of movement or his energy consumption 
over a selectable period of time, or for visualizing anonymized information 
about all trips in a certain region. Figure 6 shows an excerpt of the unified 
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data model consisting of core business object classes. It was modelled by 
means of a Unified Modelling Language (UML) class diagram and defined 
as a set of SQL database tables which were related to each other.  
Each business object class represents a schema for a kind of fact sheet of 
related real world objects. According to this, a user’s profile contains per-
sonal data based on the questionnaires’ answers, modeled as attributes 
(within the class box), compositions with (lines with a black diamond) and 
associations to (named arrows) other classes. Such data reflect the user’s 
role during the fleet test, his age, sex, education, home location, and option-
ally the company he was employed at. Further, it contains the user’s driving 
and charging behaviour depicted by distributions over categories of cov-
ered distances, speed values, trip areas and SOC start values based on selec-
tive aggregations of all his trips and charging actions, respectively. Also the 
range of movement is an aggregated view of all the user’s trips in the KML7 
format with an accumulated frequency of clustered GPS coordinates.  
Trips and charging actions both associate a user and a car and they are 
both basically characterized by start and end values of date and time as 
well as SOC. The business object class for a trip consists of further attrib-
utes such as the covered distance, the average speed, the utilisation of 
heating and air condition, average inside and outside temperatures, the 
trip purpose, the number of passengers and the route as GPS coordinates 
in KML format. A charging action consists of a charging type (e.g. in private 
or public space) and a GPS location and it optionally associates a certain 
charging station.  
Finally, further business object classes were conceptually designed for 
other relevant real world objects, i. e. for EV used in the CROME fleet test, 
for companies operating EV fleets, and for EVSE provided by project part-
ners. The business object class for EV was separated into two subclasses 
for private and company vehicles, both based on the same superclass. The 
                                                                    
7  KML is an XML-based language for describing and visualizing geographic data. It was developed by 
Google and standardized by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC);  
http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/kml 
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superclass contains relevant static attributes describing the general prod-
uct features of an EV corresponding to its manufacturer. Additional attrib-
utes describing the operational environment and surrounding conditions 
of a company car are put in its own subclass. Moreover, general infor-
mation about a company is described by a distinct business object class. An 
EVSE is characterized by attributes for its address and GPS coordinates as 
well as for the technical specification of its charging spots. It also contains 
attributes referencing the provider and the manufacturer of an EVSE as 
well as other dynamic attributes characterising its state and behaviour, 
e. g. the availability and the reservability of single charging spots. However, 
some of these attributes are provided by the unified data model, but they 
are omitted at this point for legibility reasons. 
 
Figure 6:  Unified data model for aggregated data of the CROME E-Mobility  
repository (excerpt). 
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2.3 Data repository development 
After planning the data collection and conceptually designing the data 
storage, essential data handling routines had to be developed. This includ-
ed, first of all, the implementation of the aforementioned software inter-
faces for importing raw data into the database conforming to the data ex-
change specification.  
The upload web interface for large files was implemented as part of a web 
site which was provided separately to every single EV manufacturer (for 
security and privacy reasons). Each of the web sites included a manufac-
turer-specific authentication and authorization module as well as web 
pages for the management of user accounts and privileges, e.g. for creating 
user accounts for the people in charge of assembling and uploading files 
and changing a user’s password. However, the main part of each web site 
was the data import module that was invoked each time a file was upload-
ed by an authorized user. Figure 7 shows the web page form for  
uploading files.  
 
Figure 7: File upload web site of the CROME E-Mobility repository for EV manufacturers. 
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The uploaded files were temporarily saved on the file system of the server 
hosting the web sites and were automatically processed and imported into 
the databases. The processing was done in blocks of several files with  
a total size of 100 MB at a scheduled point of time in the evening of the 
same day. While processing the files, their text-based contents were 
checked for conformance with the data exchange specification, i.e. the cor-
rectness and consistency of the file format and the data structure (file 
header and payload data).  
The processing and import routines had to be continuously adapted and 
improved during the software development and the testing because the 
data provided by the manufacturers were not entirely of the quality ex-
pected. The main issues discovered during test imports in an early stage of 
the project were about attribute values that were recorded in an alterna-
tive proprietary unit (e. g. arc minute instead of degree used as unit of GPS 
coordinates) or scale, missing values (so-called NULL values), different 
characters used as decimal points (point or comma) or value separators 
(semicolon or comma), and the ambiguousness of date and time values. All 
these data anomalies had to be kept in mind during the software develop-
ment and finally they were automatically handled by the application logic 
of the data import module.  
The web service interface was developed for the automatic real-time trans-
fer of small data volumes. A web service is usually provided by a software 
component that is invokable over the internet by other software compo-
nents or applications, such as the KIT mobility tracker smartphone appli-
cation. However, the data upload web service could only be accessed by 
this particular application installed on the delivered smartphones. The size 
of the uploaded files was implicitly limited by the KIT mobility tracker to 
approximately 2 MB, since the data were transferred as trip fragments, 
each spanning exactly 20 minutes. All files, which were uploaded by any of 
the smartphones, were temporarily saved at the same place on the web 
server’s file system and they were automatically imported into the data-
bases with a scheduled delay of five minutes after the upload of the last 
file. The data exchange specification was accurately implemented by the 
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KIT mobility tracker, so no attribute value conversion had to be done dur-
ing the import routine, but the date and time attribute values had to be 
checked for duplicates followed by the elimination of obsolete data sets. 
This was due to an inaccuracy while recording data from the position and 
motion sensors in short intervals, which results in repetitive data sets with 
identical timestamps.  
The export of the data was realized on a regular basis for all types of data. 
For this purpose a harmonized semicolon-separated export file format was 
specified together with the involved KIT institutes. Each of the exported 
files consisted of a filtered set of attributes required for potentially signifi-
cant analysis results. Each file contained a header of invariant data and a 
chronological sequence of contiguous data sets, where the time difference 
between each two consecutive datasets was less than or equal to five 
minutes. Otherwise, if the difference from one data set to its preceding one 
was greater than five minutes, a new export file was created. Unlike with 
trips, the export files for charging actions included not all available data 
sets, but the number of data sets was reduced to one per five seconds. The 
file-based data export was supported by a software tool which was devel-
oped and refined during the early stages of the project. It provided param-
eterized queries, e. g. for the export of available trips and charging actions 
of certain drivers over a selectable period of time.  
The export of recently imported data was performed manually every few 
weeks using the export tool. During the export, all files were checked for 
consistency and quality and the thereby identified deficiencies had to be 
corrected. Thus, for instance, short trips with too less data sets were elimi-
nated; such trips were generally recorded by mistake, e. g. when 
(dis)connecting the EV to (from) the EVSE, or when the mobility tracker 
application was started unintentionally. All remaining files were of high 
quality and thus seemed to be a convenient basis for the following EV us-
age and driving behaviour analyses (cf. chapter seven). Another deficiency, 
which was identified during the analyses later on, was about mostly large 
export files, which contained a huge sequence of consecutive but partly 
obsolete data sets; such data sets were recorded although the EV was not 
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operated for a certain period of time, e. g. when the mobility tracker was 
not stopped directly after a trip had been finished. The method for detect-
ing obsolete data fragments and for separating single files into several 
trips using the mathematical computing environment Matlab is described 
in detail in chapter seven. Finally, a semi-automatic but still effort-
consuming iterative data cleaning process was carried out continuously in 
order to detect all obsolete data sets and delete them from the databases 
by means of specific executable SQL scripts, which had to be generated 
from results of the aforementioned trip separation method. Figure 8 shows 
the summarized overview of all types of export interfaces of the CROME E-
Mobility repository, which were developed during the project runtime and 
which have been provided to the involved KIT institutes.  
 
Figure 8: Iterative data processing and export interfaces of the CROME E-Mobility repository. 
The E-Mobility repository in the center of figure eight is equipped with 
interfaces to the surrounding applications, systems or frameworks. For the 
processing of the data and their extensive analyses, the data were provided 
via a file-based export conforming to the business object classes of the 
unified data model using widely accepted file formats, such as comma- or 
semicolon- separated values (CSV) as well as other formats like e. g. XML 
and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). Alternatively provided access to the 
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data repository was realized on the one hand by a direct database access 
for other analysis or statistics tools, and on the other hand by the concept 
of the E-Mobility service framework based on web service interfaces.  
2.4 Operation and maintenance 
The E-Mobility repository had been developed and set up since May 2011. 
The data collection lasted from November 2011 until October 2014. About 
564 million raw data sets were imported into the repository during this 
period. This number was reduced to 432 million data sets after cleaning and 
trip separation. The total size of all databases was added up to nearly 
150 gigabytes, which had to be managed and maintained during the whole 
project runtime, e. g. all databases had to be backuped automatically on a 
weekly basis; additionally, the previously uploaded files were archived after 
their import. Finally, the volume of the filtered and aggregated data was 
about 22 gigabytes, divided into 120,000 trips and 6,800 charging actions.  
Besides operating and maintaining the databases of the E-Mobility reposi-
tory there were challenging issues of many kinds that had to be monitored 
and coped with. These were about the servers’ hardware, the network 
topology, the servers’ operating systems, the repository’s software inter-
faces, tools, and services, and, in particular, general security, safety and 
reliability issues of all hardware and software components. 
2.5 Conclusion and outlook 
In order to be able to analyse the EV usage and the EV driver behaviour, it 
was necessary to collect large amounts of data during the fleet test. For this 
purpose, an E-Mobility repository was developed compliant to the security 
and privacy requirements of the EV manufacturers and drivers. The core 
components of the E-Mobility repository were several databases for the 
storage and the management of heterogeneous data sets collected and 
transferred by the EV drivers and manufacturers, who participated in the 
CROME project. Additionally, various interfaces, tools, and services were 
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developed which provided for the import and processing of raw data  
as well as for querying, accessing and exporting aggregated business  
objects for further analytical purposes. Such business objects conform to  
a unified data model which was also the conceptual foundation of a refer-
ence model for an E-Mobility service framework. The latter consists  
of specific interfaces and services which may enable a standardized access 
to data-centric basic services and an easy composition of novel value-
added electromobility services.  
In future use cases this reference model may allow for the processing and 
the representation of selected information for dedicated target groups, e. g. 
drivers, fleet managers, EV manufacturers, EVSE operators, utilities, mu-
nicipalities or other third party service providers. Possible integration 
scenarios of services based on the reference model may be (mobile) web 
applications, smartphone applications, or applications integrated in an in-
vehicle infotainment system. These applications may offer text- and table-
based representations including customizable queries and filter functions 
as well as graph- and map-based visualizations, e. g. by means of Google 
Maps or Open Street Map.  
As an exemplary use case, a composite service may provide information 
that is not available so far, but may be potentially relevant for EVSE opera-
tors, utilities or municipalities. This service can be composed in order to 
link an anonymized aggregation of all trips in a certain region with the posi-
tions of nearby EVSE or any other data provided in the same way by other 
parties, like e. g. traffic information, positions of traffic lights, or infrastruc-
ture capacity. Figure 9 shows an aggregated and clustered visualization of 
all trips in 2013 in the region of Offenburg/Lahr as a heat map and available 
EVSE located there as marker points by means of Google Maps.  
On the heat map visualization, road sections with a high volume of EV traf-
fic are highlighted in red. This may provide the aforementioned target 
groups with an added value, e. g. when planning further development of 
the charging infrastructure and, in particular, the construction of sections 
for dynamic inductive charging lines. This may also be an additional aspect 
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of dynamic traffic management in the future, e. g. when planning the instal-
lation of fast or bus lanes, on which EV are permitted to drive (during cer-
tain hours or traffic situations).  
 




3 Optimized strategies for 
DC-charger grid access 
Peter Krasselt 
Institute of Electric Power Systems and High-Voltage Technology,  
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
The charging requirements imposed by the majority of EV trips can be 
satisfied by AC charging with connection powers from 3.7 kW up to 22 kW 
(NPE 2014). This may be easily accomplished in compliance with existing 
technology. However, for long distance trips or flexible spontaneous route 
planning, a fast charging infrastructure is necessary. 
In 2020, a need for a public charging infrastructure consisting of 173,000 
normal power recharging points (22 kW, AC charging) and 7,100 high 
power recharging points (50 kW DC charging) is predicted in Germany 
(NPE 2014). 
Connecting fast-charging DC-EVSE to the LV electricity network has a sig-
nificant impact on power quality. 
3.1 Standards and technical rules 
for EVSE network connection 
In order to ensure the standardized voltage characteristics in public distri-
bution networks (CENELEC 2010), it is mandatory to comply with a num-
ber of relevant standards, technical rules and regulations when connecting 
a DC-EVSE in Germany. As demanded in (BDEW 2011), the EVSE operator 
requests a network connection for a load exceeding 12 kW rated power 
from the distribution network operator, since the common range of stand-
ardization for loads connected to low-voltage networks is limited to cur-
rents up to 75 A (DIN 2001, DIN 2012) and typical DC chargers are grid 
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connected with a nominal current of at least 80 A. An individual technical 
assessment of network disturbance (D-A-CH-CZ working group EMC 2007) 
has to be done. In this chapter, the following aspects are considered: 
First, the characteristics of EVSEs with passive and active front-end rectifi-
ers are summarized. Next, typical LV network characteristics are analysed, 
as the degree of network disturbance has to be calculated at the point of 
common coupling (PCC). 
This is followed by a discussion of the most relevant disturbance aspects. 
Finally, an optimized DC-EVSE AC mains connection is proposed. 
3.1.1 EVSE operation characteristics 
The overall efficiency η of a DC-EVSE, measured from the AC power entry 
to the DC charging connector, can be estimated as 95 %. With a DC charg-
ing power of 50 kW, the rated AC power at unity power factor is 53 kVA, 
resulting in an AC three phase power connection request of at least 3x80 A.  
The key component for the impact on power quality in LV-networks is the 
rectifier topology. Most EVSE interface AC mains with a passive line-
commutated rectifier as shown in Figure 10a. The passive rectifier type 
draws an inductive power factor λ of 0.96 at rated power operation. The 
total harmonic distortion (THDI) of the line currents is limited to the range 
of 40 to 70 % by technical measures (AC commutating reactor LAC and DC 
smoothing reactance LDC). 
The EVSE in Figure 10b is equipped with an active front-end. Using IGBTs, 
this self-commutated rectifier draws a nearly sinusoidal current with a 
THDI lower than 10 %. This rectifier topology also features full independ-
ent control of the reactive power consumption. 
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Figure 10: Considered EVSE-Topologies. 
a) standard line-commutated rectifier 
b) proposed self-controlled active front-end rectifier 
3.1.2 Network characteristics 
A key factor for the assessment of network disturbances is the grid imped-
ance at the PCC of the EVSE. The impedance at a PCC can be calculated by 
using the simplified network diagram shown in Figure 11.  
 
Figure 11: Single-line diagram of LV-network with an EVSE. 
The high-voltage and medium voltage network are modeled in the source 
resistance (RS) and impedance (XS). A standard local substation 
20 kV/0,4 kV transformer with a rated power of 400 kVA feeds a LV cable 
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type NAYY4x150mm². This is the most common cable type in German LV 
networks (Kerber 2011). With the parameters given in Table 5, the grid 
impedance is expressed using the short-circuit power at the PCC, and the 
R/X ratio is calculated for variable cable lengths (Figure 12). 
 
Figure 12: Main grid impedance parameters for a low voltage grid. 
Upper plot: Short-circuit power (constant), required short-circuit power for 
uncontrolled rectifier. 
Lower plot: R/X ratio for variable LV cable length 
Table 5: Network parameters for grid impedance evaluation. 
Parameter Value Unit Description 
UGrid 400 V Nominal voltage 
RS 620 μΩ Source resistance  
LS 2.6 μH Source inductance 
fN 50 Hz Power frequency 
RTR 5.7 mΩ Transformer resistance 
LTR 70 μH Transformer inductance 
R’NAYY 256 mΩ/km Resistance per unit length 
L’NAYY 255 μH/km Impedance per unit length 
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3.1.3 Assessment of network disturbance 
Harmonic voltages 
Rectifier circuits inject harmonic currents in the power system. Due to the 
line impedance, harmonic voltages build up. In case of an EVSE with a 6-
pulse line-commutated rectifier (Figure 10a), a short-circuit power 150 
times higher than EVSE rated power (shown for a 50 kW charger as black 
trace in the chart, Figure 12) is required for grid access (D-A-CH-CZ work-
ing group EMC 2007). The critical line length providing this amount of 
short-circuit power is 20 m. For longer cable distances, additional 
measures have to be taken for harmonic current limitation, e.g. use of a 12-
pulse rectifier fed by a three-winding transformer. 
An EVSE featuring a self-commutated rectifier meets harmonic emission 
requirements with ease. With a THDI smaller than 10 %, no harmonic as-
sessment has to be done. To suppress interharmonic voltage emission, the 
IGBT switching frequency has to be locked to an integer ratio synchronous 
to the grid frequency. 
Rapid voltage changes  
Fast fluctuations in electrical power consumption generate rapid voltage 
changes. While starting a charging process, EVSEs avoid flicker emission 
with a slow power-on ramp over several seconds. During charging and 
towards the end of the charging process, power fluctuation are small, so 
rapid voltage changes are no limiting factor for the installation of EVSE. 
Supply voltage variations  
The charging time of an EV is estimated to be at least 10 minutes. Therefore, 
the change rate r for supply voltage variation is assessed to r = 0.1 min-1 
and the maximum tolerated voltage drop dmax,LV due to charging activity is 
3 % of nominal network voltage UGrid (D-A-CH-CZ working group EMC 2007). 
This crucial criterion defines the maximal line length between a local substa-
tion and an EVSE and is investigated in detail in this study. 
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3.1.4 Proposed EVSE topology 
Offering the feature of independent regulated reactive power and low 
harmonic current emission, an EVSE with a self-commutated active front-
end is selected for optimized grid integration. The active-rectifier is de-
signed for a power factor of 0.9 at rated power, resulting in a total connec-
tion power of 60 kVA fed by a three phase AC connection 3x100 A.  
3.2 Reactive voltage support  
3.2.1 Expansion of maximal line length 
Analytical approach 
First, the principle effect on supply voltage variations during EVSE opera-
tion and the reactive power support to reduce voltage drop is analytically 
investigated. The voltage drop U∆ during EVSE operation at the EVSE PCC is 
expressed in equation 1 by applying the Kapp triangle shown in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13: Kapp triangle for a) unity and b) capacitive-resistive power factor. 
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Grid Load d mU U U U U   (1) 
cos sindU R I X I  (2) 
cos sinqU X I R I  (3) 
Using the example LV network shown in Figure 12 the resistance R and 
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where l is the cable line length. The current I is calculated from the EVSE 
apparent power drawn from the AC mains. The EVSE power factor is calcu-










Using the geometric relations defined in Figure 13, Um can be defined by 
the following equation: 
2 2 2
Grid m q GridU U U U  (6) 
By substituting Um in (1) using (6), the voltage amplitude drop between 
UGrid and UEVSE is now defined by 
2 2
d Grid Grid qU U U U U  (7) 
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Calculation of maximal line length  
The maximal cable length between the local substation and the PCC can be 
calculated by solving equation (1) for 
max,LV 3% GridU d U  (8) 
calculating with the rated current value and unity power factor in (2), 
(3) and (5): 
80 A   and   0PI  (9)  
As we can see in the upper plot of Figure 14, the maximal line length is 
determined as 330 m. For longer distances, a capacitive power factor has 
to be increased to preserve the dmax,LV criterion. With respect to the mini-
mal required power factor of 0.9 (BDEW 2011) for LV connected loads, the 
maximum line length can be increased by 30 % to 429 m (lower plot in 
Figure 14). 
 
Figure 14: Derivating the maximal line length for the considered low voltage grid. 
Upper plot: Voltage drop UΔ for variable cable length l 
Lower plot: Required cos φEVSE to ensure dmax = 3 % 
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Figure 15: EVSE currents IEVSE, Rated current (light grey), active current IP (black) and 
reactive current IQ (dark grey). 
The benefit of simplified grid access by reactive power support of EVSE 
comes at the cost of increased grid and inverter losses. With increasing 
reactive power consumption, the EVSE draws an increasing line current 
IEVSE (cf. Figure 15).  
With the increasing number of power converters for distributed renewable 
energy (DRE) generation (e.g. for photovoltaic systems) and the integra-
tion of new load types like DC-EVSE, the attributes of the reactive power 
control scheme should be defined carefully. Therefore, the efficiency of 
different approaches is discussed in the following chapter.  
3.2.2 Detailed analysis of reactive 
power voltage control schemes 
Methodology 
When analysing the effects of different reactive power control schemes, 
the characteristics of power converters and distribution networks have to 
be considered. The voltage varies within the tolerance band during the 
course of the day. In addition, weekdays as well as weekends have to be 
distinguished, and network load is also influenced by seasonal effects. This 
requires analysis periods of 24 h, and an examination of the impact of dif-
ferent day characteristic and seasons. In addition, different network topol-
ogies have to be analysed. 
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On the other hand, power converter dynamics have to be modeled for loss 
estimation and correct step-response behaviour of the system. Power con-
verters operate at switching frequencies of several kilohertz, requiring 
simulation time steps in the sub-microsecond range. Feasible simulation 
length is therefore limited to a range of some minutes. 
 
Figure 16: Outline of the developed hybrid approach for voltage-stability analysis and 
reactive voltage support scheme comparison. 
In this investigation, a hybrid approach has been chosen to cover both 
correct power converter analysis as well as different grid scenarios. An 
experimental full-scale power converter emulating fast charging DC-EVSE 
operation has been built in hardware and connected to an artificial mains 
simulator as shown in Figure 16. This Grid-in-the-Loop configuration of-
fers several important benefits: 
 The artificial mains simulation guarantees identical, repeatable and 
freely definable network characteristics for the comparison of re-
active voltage support schemes in different network environments. 
 For pre-testing of network scenarios and power converter  
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 The experimental full-scale power converter could be conFigured 
to emulate any synthetic or real-world measured charging curve.
 As a real power converter is used, validity of power converter 
step-response behaviour and system losses is ensured for this  
particular hardware implementation. 
Full-scale DC-EVSE emulation system 
Topology 
In section 3.1, technical requirements for an optimized grid integration of a 
DC-EVSE have been derived. Considering these requirements, a self-
commutated active front-end for rectification has been proposed. Self-
commutated rectifiers provide the advantage of drawing nearly sinusoidal 
line currents at unity power factor. In section 3.2.1, benefits of reactive 
voltage support for grid voltage stabilization have been analyzed. There-
fore, an active front-end rectifier topology which can operate various pow-
er factors has been selected to feed the voltage link. To emulate DC-
charging operation, a buck converter consumes energy from the voltage 
link, which is dissipated in a power resistor. The topology is shown in Fig-
ure 17 and technical specifications are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Technical specifications of the full-scale DC-EVSE emulation system. 
Active front-end rectifier    
Rated power SN [kVA] 80 
Nominal AC voltage UN [V] 400 
Nominal AC line current IN [A] 200 
Boost inductator LB [μH] 500 
DC voltage link capaci-
tance 
CDC [mF] 1,0 
Nominal DC link voltage UDC [V] 700 
Switching frequency fAFE [Hz] 8,050 
    
Buck converter emulating DC-EVSE operation 
Rated active power PN [kW] 60 
Nominal charging voltage UN [V] 500 
Nominal charging current IN [A] 120 
Power resistor RL [Ω] 4,2 
Filter inductor LF [μH] 400 
Filter capacitance CF [μF] 200 
Switching frequency fBC [Hz] 8,050 
To simulate DC-charging activity, a buck converter draws energy from the 
voltage link. An integral control regulates the power dissipated in the 
power resistor according to a reference signal PDC,ref. The source of the 
reference signal is a set of values stored in selectable data files. The values 
have been preassigned by either computer simulation or by measurement 
and recording of real charging characteristics. 
  




Figure 18: Power converter control concept of the DC-EVSE simulation system. 
Artificial mains network simulation 
Grid-in-the-loop concept 
The Grid-in-the-Loop concept was developed to investigate the effects of a 
fast charging system on different grid structures. It connects a simulated 
virtual grid via an artificial mains to a power converter emulating a DC-
EVSE system as introduced in section 3.1.4. 
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Figure 19: The Grid-in-the-Loop concept. 
The Grid-in-the-Loop, represented in Figure 19, consists of four basic ele-
ments. The main part - the Matlab based real-time network power flow 
solver - includes the possibility to analyse different grid structures during 
a day. The four-quadrant converter is used as an artificial mains simulator, 
connecting the computer simulation of a LV-network and the emulated DC-
EVSE system. The actual active and reactive power drawn from the net-
work simulator is measured by a power meter and is taken into account 
for the next time step of the power flow analysis.  
The Grid-in-the-Loop concept uses the power flow simulation package 
MATPOWER (Zimmermann et al. 2010) to evaluate network voltages and 
load flow on transmission lines. For a 24 h power flow analysis, the calcu-
lation is time-discretized with a step size of 1 s and the algorithm com-
putes the analysis for each of those steps in a row.  
All four elements of the Grid-in-the-Loop concept require some time to 
process the data. The amount of time for each component involved has 
been determined as shown in Figure 20.  
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Figure 20: Timeline of a single calculation step of Grid-in-the-Loop concept. 
A buffer for operating system delays of nearly 500 ms is necessary to en-
sure equidistant time-steps, limiting the maximum update rate to 1 Hz. As 
power flow variations are quasi-stationary and no grid fault dynamics are 
considered in this investigation, this update rate is sufficient. 
The transmission lines and transformers are modeled with a common 
branch model. In addition to the standard grid elements, various types of 
load or generator profiles can be adapted. The consumption of domestic 
loads has been simulated using a behaviour based load profile which has 
been generated with the tool Load Profile Generator of the TU Chemnitz 
(Pflugradt et al. 2013).  
The impact of DRE generation on voltage stability is assessed using a pho-
tovoltaic generator model. Power fed in the LV-network is modeled with 
respect to the geographic position and photovoltaic installation details (E. 
C. Institute for Environment and Sustainability 2014). 
Reference scenarios 
For the purpose of power flow analysis, reference grids have been intro-
duced to assess the impact of adding DC-EVSE to existing LV-networks: 
Based on statistical data, the characteristics of the reference grids are typi-
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cal for typical LV-networks in Germany (Kerber, 2011) (Scheffler, 2002). 
The requirements for modeling are: 
 rated apparent power of local substations 
 general network topology 
 quantity and length of transmission lines 
 photovoltaic generators (number and locations) 
 demographic structure of the region, and 
 total number of domestic loads. 
The modeled reference grids provide the base to assess the voltage stabil-
ity and network losses as a result of connecting DC-EVSE to the grid. To 
consider the typical characteristics of different grids – taking the photovol-
taic generation and population structure in account – three distinguished 
reference scenarios have been selected: the Village, the Suburb and the City 
scenario (Table 7). All scenarios have in common that domestic customers 
are prevailing. However, the customers’ demographic structure varies 
between the particular scenarios.  
The vicinity of Karlsruhe served as reference to model the residential areas 
(Statistical Office of the Federal State of Baden-Wuerttemberg 2014). Ca-
bles of NAYY4x150mm2 serve to model the transmission lines, as this cable 
type is most commonly found in German LV-networks. The installed pho-
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Reactive power voltage support schemes 
On the foundation of (VDE 2011, Westnetz GmbH 2013), four different 
power factor schemes (8) have been implemented for further analysis: 
The fixed and active power regulated schemes (8a and b) are mostly used 
for photovoltaic inverter systems directly connected to the LV-network. 
Providing inductive reactive power based on the instantaneous active 
power infeed, voltage boost is reduced to ensure voltage stability. In LV-
networks with DRE and EVSE systems, this control scheme suffers the 
problem of conflicting policies: DRE systems provide inductive, EVSE ca-
pacitive reactive power, resulting in a partial reactive power cancellation. 
The voltage amplitude regulated and hysteresis controlled reactive power 
voltage support scheme (8c and d) provide a solution to the problem of 
partial reactive power cancellation. Grid voltage measured at the PCC de-
fines the required power factor in these schemes. Major benefits of the 
voltage-based power factor scheme are first a unique control method for 
both DREs and DC-EVSEs and second attenuating the phenomena of partial 
reactive cancellation. As network voltage varies over the cable length, each 




In a first step, all reference scenarios have been verified using the Grid-in-
the-Loop concept. The power converter emulating DC-EVSE charging oper-
ates with one of the reactive voltage support schemes according to Table 8. 
An instance of a test trial, configured with a fixed power factor of 0.9cap, is 
shown in Figure 21. Over 24 hours, six charging operations of different 
power levels are initiated by electric vehicles. It is shown that every time 
the injection of reactive power boosts the voltage and therefore ensures 
voltage stability. 
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Figure 21: Measured power and network voltage at the PCC. 
As analytically shown in section 3.2.1, capacitive reactive power provides 
the capability to increase the maximum possible line length. To confirm this 
result in more complex and advanced LV-networks, all reference scenarios 
were emulated with the DC-EVSE system working in different control 
modes. The procedures have been exercised separately for no DRE infeed 
(winter season) and an elevated level of DRE infeed (summer season). 
All power factor schemes induce a voltage boost of roughly 0.5 % with 
respect to the nominal voltage (Figure 22) and therefore confirm the ana-
lytic results. This enables distribution network operators to permit the 
installation of DC-EVSE systems also at locations which are more distant 
from the local substation. 
With increasing reactive power consumption, the EVSE draws an increas-
ing line current. As higher line currents result in higher network losses, the 
impact of reactive power voltage support is examined using a variation of 
connected load parameters. 
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Figure 22: Voltage curve at connection point of the DC-EVSE, emulated using the rural 
reference scenario. 
Evaluated scenarios for active power loss assessment 
For analysing the effects of controlled EVSE systems on power losses in LV-
networks, the three scenarios village, suburban and city have been simulat-
ed with different load situations. This accommodates the variety of LV-
networks. For the instance of the city scenario and individually for the 
summer and winter seasons, the interactions of voltage support schemes of 
DRE and DC-EVSE are evaluated in the following. An instant of the losses for 
the different power factor schemes (cf. Table 8) are shown for the city sce-
nario and compared to EVSE operation with unity power factor (Figure 23).   
Without photovoltaic infeed, the hysteresis controlled power factor 
scheme causes the least additional losses compared to a unity power fac-
tor. The losses are about 4 % lower than using the other schemes and the 
hysteresis control exhibits less variation of losses. In summer season and 
with maximum photovoltaic infeed, the disadvantage of the schemes a) 
and b) is obvious. Due to the restriction of providing only capacitive reac-
tive power without considering the actual network voltage, voltage levels 
are still boosted even when the network voltage is already high. Therefore, 
the additional losses can increase up to 50 %. 
 




Figure 23: Additional losses of the four evaluated power factor schemes for the city scenario 
in summer (top) and winter (bottom). 
Table 9: Medians of the village, suburb and city scenario in winter and summer season. 
                Scenario 
Median 
Village 
∆PLine 1 / % 
Suburb 
∆PLine 4 / % 
City 











































As it can be learned from Table 9, the hysteresis controller (d) yields al-
ways the best performance, in summer as well in winter season, and in all 
three residential scenarios. The effect is especially advantageous for the 
Village and City scenarios and to a lesser extent for the Suburb scenario. 
3.3 Conclusion 
The requirements for grid access for passive rectifiers and rectifiers fea-
turing an active front-end have been compared. DC-EVSE close to a local 
substation can be installed without special requirements. The benefits of 
active front-end become apparent as soon as line length increases. For 
distant DC-EVSE locations, the supply voltage limitation is crucial. Reactive 
power voltage support is an effective method to increase maximal line 
length up to 30 %.  
A grid-in-the-loop concept has been developed in this investigation to as-
sess the performance of different reactive power voltage support schemes, 
allowing DC-EVSE operation in remote network positions. Therefore, the 
algorithms for DC-EVSEs reactive power voltage support were adopted 
from DREs grid connection requirements.  
Typical network topologies have been simulated on a load flow simulation, 
which had been coupled in real-time to a power converter system emulat-
ing DC-EVSE operation. The impacts on network losses and voltage stabil-
ity have been evaluated. Considering scenarios with DRE infeed and sce-
narios without DRE, the hysteresis based reactive power voltage support 
scheme showed superior performance for voltage stabilization and can 
therefore be recommended for implementation on DC-EVSE. 
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private individuals use 
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This chapter presents results from 45 interviews in the CROME demon-
stration projects targeting employees on the one hand and private individ-
uals on the other hand. The first part of the chapter insists on the profes-
sional challenges that determine the relationship to EV. The second part of 
the chapter is focused on users of EV that have purchased an EV as a per-
sonal decision and examines howtheir mobility practices was changing 
during the first year with this new mobility technology.  
This chapter sets out the results of a sociological study focused on ac-
ceptance of EV conducted as part of the CROME project. "What explains the 
success of an innovation?" This is the fundamental question asked in 1988 
by Madeleine Akrich, Michel Callon and Bruno Latour in a famous epony-
mous text (Akrich et al., 1988). It is indeed not only the quality or technical 
excellence of a product that will ensure its success and its dissemination, 
but rather the process by which this product has gradually engaged the 
support of some social groups and managed to "interest" the various ac-
tors: users and also engineers, designers, etc. We precisely described in  
a previous paper (Pierre et al., 2015) how a technical device contributes  
in engaging the participants in the experiment, constituting a spur to  
virtuous practices (Latour, 2000). In the present chapter we rather focus 
on the appropriation of EV and their integration into daily life routines.  
By analysing the appropriation of a technical system by users, we align 
ourselves with the field of sociology of usage and consumption, which 
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"[examines] usages by relocating them in a general action" (Jouët, 2000,  
p. 499, translated by us). 
Our study examines the mentioned challenges from the standpoint of how 
the vehicles and charging infrastructure are actually used by EV users. In 
this chapter, we focus on the results in France: how is the mobility of EV 
drivers reconfigured to cope with limited driving range? Whilst this is a 
standard question related to EV (s. Jarrigeon et al., 2014), we could not 
leave it aside in this experiment, especially as the diversity of testers (both 
professionals and private individuals) allowed us to analyse a wide variety 
of responses to this constraint. 
4.1 Literature review 
As explained in the literature review addressed by Rezvani et al. (2015, 
p.133), "it becomes (…) important to focus on the actual adoption behav-
iour concerning EV and not only on intentions" – contrary to the majority 
of the available studies (e.g. Lieven et al., 2011, Ozaki and Sevastyanova, 
2011). Some researchers have explored to what extent the use of EV will 
modify its acceptation, and more specifically not the acceptability but the 
acceptance (Bühler et al., 2014, p.36): "Acceptance is one’s attitudinal and 
behavioural reaction after exposure to a product. Prior to exposure, only 
acceptability can be assessed". Indeed, EV usage experience positively 
impacts EV purchase intentions because of high satisfaction of users 
(Ensslen et al., 2013).  
Most of the inventoried literature on social aspects concerning EV concen-
trates on the purchase intentions (s. Ensslen et al., 2012 and 2015). How-
ever, we consider that in order to understand the reasons why an innova-
tion succeeds it is much more promising to analyse the conditions of its 
dissemination and the current practices that surround this innovation than 
to adopt the point of view of purchase intentions. 
Another point is that most of the studies generally deal with a few days use 
(Graham-Rowe et al., 2012), whereas taking into account long time period 
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reduces obviously the bias effects that any trial test induces. Indeed “the 
issue of compatibility of EV in the everyday lives of consumers and their 
habits has also been found as an important contributing factor for poten-
tial adopters" (Rezvani et al., 2015, p.131). In other words upcoming re-
search should involve long time periods, as “it seems promising to focus 
more on studies that examine acceptance of EV within the context of real-
life experience” (Bühler et al., 2014, p. 35). This is also the case of the field 
studies that we will develop here. The main outcomes of few recent stud-
ies8 that deal with a long term use of EV (several months) are depicted in 
the following. 
This is precisely the subject of an article by Bühler et al. (2014) that shows 
the effect of the experience and even of an intensive use of EV on the ac-
ceptance. This survey analyses the perceptions of people who have exper-
imented EV for six months in Berlin and indicates that this use promotes a 
very favourable opinion but doesn’t determine purchase intentions, which 
depend on other factors. The authors classified the experiential benefits on 
one side and those who do not come from the use of EV on the other.  
Furthermore we must mention the significant survey from Ryghaug and 
Toftaker (2014) about EV buyers. They applied a combined method based 
on practice theories and theories of domestication, which are interesting 
for understanding the long term setting up of the EV in a specific context 
(see also Pierre and Fulda, 2015). They focus on the incorporation of new 
practices in routines, given that appropriation is at the heart of anchoring 
an innovation among user groups. This appropriation of an EV is based on 
a learning process that creates a reflexive momentum for establishing new 
routines displacement. 
Pierre et al. (2011) analysed the pioneers of EV in the early 2000s, those 
who could be called innovators in the theory of diffusion’s terminology 
(Rogers, 1962). These people daily overcame the difficulties of the limited 
                                                                    
8  E.g. the study (from Burgess et al., 2013) lasted for a several month period. Nevertheless, the authors do 
not analyse their practice and usage of the vehicles (neither the declared ones) but the meaning that the 
EV carries for them and their opinion on it. 
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battery range through avoidance of certain journeys. Thus EV private users 
easily faced travelling difficulties and did not change their mobility pat-
terns significantly. In the present chapter we intend to ask for the same 
questions among the present-day EV users, who could be identified as 
early adopters rather than innovators in the Rogers’ terminology. Our 
study is one of the few to date that concerns private users who bought full 
EV, thus having made a significant investment in this kind of car9. They are 
therefore users not for a few weeks but for years. We are describing their 
coping with challenges that seem inherent in the use of an EV: how daily 
routines get installed, the constraints that this technology involves and 
how individuals overcome them, voluntary and conscious changes they 
had to make. 
4.2 Data and method used 
The study therefore concentrated on two specific populations who experi-
enced EV and the charging infrastructure: employees of companies and 
public institutions on the one hand, and private EV owners on the other 
hand. As the project was gradually deployed in the Moselle region and in 
Germany, essentially among professionals (data collected in 2012), and 
then in the Bas-Rhin region, mainly among private owners (data collected 
in 2013), we interviewed the two sets of participants in two waves, as part 
of two successive field research projects with relatively clear cut-off points 
(cf. Table 10). 
This research project consisted in a field study, with the objective of un-
derstanding how people used their vehicles and their opinion about the 
charging infrastructure. It involved face-to-face interviews of a semi-
directive nature. During the interviews, our aim was to gain an overall 
vision of mobility and charging practices. More than twenty people were 
interviewed during each phase of the study.  
                                                                    
9  In this perspective, it is comparable to the studies from Ozaki and Sevastyanova (2011) and Caparello 
and Kurani (2012) about plug-in-hybrid vehicles. 
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Table 10: Description of the sample. 
These qualitative studies were part of the evaluation work package of the 
CROME project. They aimed at evaluating the acceptance of EV and charg-
ing process through a bottom-up method. This comprehensive and induc-
tive method completed the online questionnaires carried out by the KIT 
(see chapter 8) by gathering the users’ and fleet managers’ spontaneous 
opinions on using an EV and charging practices: when, where, who, how 
often, what difficulties were encountered. It consisted of face-to-face inter-
views, presenting the users’ interests, problems, needs and experiences. 
The interviews generally took place in the work place or at the users’ 
home, which offered an opportunity to see the car, the electric installation, 
and sometimes to observe the users’ behaviours with their EV. 
This chapter is structured as follows: The first part of the chapter intends 
to analyse the various reasons why stakeholders (i.e. car fleet managers or 
end-users) take part in these trials. At the same time, it insists on the pro-
fessional challenges that determine the user’s relationship to his EV. The 
second part of the chapter deals with private EV users who have purchased 
a car as a personal decision and examines how their mobility practices 
were changing during the first year with the EV.  
Field research 2012 Field research 2013 
 Corporate and public institution 
Professionals and EV managers 
 Private individuals and/or  
independent professionals 
 Moselle (Lorraine)  Bas-Rhin (Alsace) 
 Data collected in 2012  Data collected in 2013 
 22 interviews (30 people)  25 interviews 
 No public charging infrastructure in 
place at the time of the study, but 
projects underway 
 Public charging infrastructure being 
finalized at time of study 
 Public incentive: national bonus+ 
distribution of a domestic socket + 
rebate on the leasing of the car 
 Public incentive: national bonus on the 
purchase of the car + regional bonus 
conditioned to the check of an appro-
priate charging wall box (whatever type 
3 or domestic socket) 
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Although experimental conditions are generally designed to flatten the 
differences between individuals in order to highlight the relationship with 
a technical device "all things being equal", our analysis points out that user 
react differently. We therefore distinguish in our field study two user 
groups: the professionals (employees) using an EV (usually a fleet vehicle) 
and the private EV users, using their own car. 
4.3 The use in a professional context 
The first field study carried out in France (data collected in autumn 2012) 
dealt with professionals using EV when working for regional authorities or 
companies. We met occasional and regular users of EV, as well as fleet man-
agers, who are responsible for EV within the aforementioned organisations. 
During this study phase, we met 7 women and 23 men10 in France (essen-
tially in the Moselle region in mid-2012) in order to talk about the use or 
management of their EV. They had a wide range of jobs: some work for 
groupings of conurbations or municipalities (from secretary to general 
resources manager or technical service director) and some for companies 
in the energy sector (this sector was over-represented) and sometimes 
from the automotive sector. There were also some less typical professions, 
such as a director of a radio station and the manager of a passenger 
transport company.  
4.3.1 The reasons for getting involved 
For the organisations which employ these people, getting involved in the 
CROME project was a way of meeting their environmental obligations and 
of demonstrating their commitment to clients and citizens. The involved 
manufacturers– some in the automobile or electrical components sector – 
also stressed how useful it was for them to be able to test EV equipment or 
components, and how they intended to make savings by replacing part of 
                                                                    
10  Sometimes in individual interviews, sometimes in grouped interviews, with 22 interviews in total. 
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their fleets with EV (e.g. by lower maintenance and fuel costs). The local 
authorities placed greater emphasis on local development: maintaining 
employment (automotive component manufacturers in particular) espe-
cially within the automotive and electrical industry.  
The purchase of EV by these organisations, sometimes in large quantities 
(up to 8 EV in a fleet), was partly initiated by the General Council, which 
subsidized an important part of the cost11 and supported the project (pro-
motion role and cooperation with project consortium). This support signif-
icantly contributed to a positive purchase decision from fleet test partici-
pants, during times of high uncertainty.  
4.3.2 The evolutions of the opinion on the EV through usage 
Users were very pleased to have a vehicle that has a good acceleration (at 
low speeds) and which is quiet and pleasant to drive. Such opinions often 
followed a period of reluctance, with training and practice being required 
for attitudes to change. The negative points which were mentioned, related 
mainly to the following items: 
- the small size of the EV (which should be interpreted with respect 
to the mostly applied EV, i.e. the Smart ED and Peugeot Ion) and 
the lack of boot/storage space. 
- weak acceleration particularly for overtaking and  
- poor battery range and loss of capacity in cold weather (mainly 
due to heating of the driver cabin). 
4.3.3 Allocation modalities in the companies 
Generally speaking, within the companies, the EV were distributed on the 
basis of criteria of use, to persons or departments travelling short distanc-
                                                                    
11  The support provided by the Moselle General Council consisted in financing half of the cost of the EV 
rental, organizing the distribution of charging stations in partnership with EDF, and promising to help 
with the purchase of a specific charging wall box. 
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es: directors of such organisations (helped by fleet managers) selected 
people and units supposed to travel short distances on a regular basis. This 
said, a detailed analysis shows that conditions of use varied, depending on 
the organisation concerned. For half of the face-to-face interviewee sam-
ple, the EV were part of corporate fleets shared by numerous employees; 
for the other half, they were used by one or two employees who coordinat-
ed their needs.  
Shared use of EV (self-service electric vehicles (SEV)) by several users 
Shared use of EV (SEV) is seen as a way of avoiding periods of non-use, i.e. 
idle-time where the required charging already ended. This mode of opera-
tion is more or less successful depending on the organisation and user 
access. For example, taking the EV home after work increases the appro-
priation of the car.  
EV are sometimes used for managerial valorisation and are thus allocated 
in accordance with a complex plan which takes account of seniority or 
merit. For instance in large companies (with more than one hundred em-
ployees) that have a pyramid organisation and a strong concern for equity, 
the EV gets allocated in line with managerial criteria: the “worker of the 
week” might be allowed to take the EV home for the weekend.  
SEV allocated to one or two person(s)  
There is a certain amount of trial and error before companies find the best 
status for these vehicles, probably because there is no universal solution. 
Judging by the index for the number of kilometres travelled, it is among 
individual users that we find both the most promising (i.e. high number of 
kilometres travelled by people making numerous local journeys) and least 
promising cases (e.g. employees who work in one place and not out in the 
field). Therefore, the driving patterns should be analysed in order to as-
sure a consistent allocation to convenient users. 
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A beneficial softening of the usage conditions 
In both situations (SEV for single or several users) people might be al-
lowed to take the EV home. Therefore, we analysed both situations within 
the CROME field test. These conditions increase the variability of our ac-
ceptance study. However, the possibility to take the car home increases the 
mileage of the EV12 and its acceptance. 
4.3.4 Recharging the EV, a user-friendly gesture 
People appreciated to charge on-site at work. The procedure was seen as 
simple and allowed them to avoid the inconvenience of going to a petrol 
station. On-site domestic socket systems were the preferred charging 
technology for most users. It was distributed at the start of the field test. 
Vehicle charging was systematic in cases where the EV were shared (main-
ly after each trip), and generally more ‘reasoned’ when there was a smaller 
number of users – people waited until a certain threshold was reached 
before plugging-in the EV.  
Although vehicles were mostly charged at work, charging sometimes took 
place on standard household sockets, particularly at employees’ homes, 
when the home installation had been diagnosed as suitable. Home charging 
only took place occasionally, but could be more frequent when authorized 
by management in the case of employees who were familiar with electrics. 
Such flexibility was seen as a way to allow employees to familiarize them-
selves with this new technology and to allow occasional charging. Some 
people mentioned incidents which had occurred during home charging due 
to old electricity installations (e.g. extension cord burning during a long 
charging process).  
There was little feedback on the public infrastructure, which was not  
sufficiently operational during this first project phase (in 2012). Neverthe-
                                                                    
12  This link was not totally systematic, as frequency of use and distance travelled must also be taken into 
account when explaining annual mileage.  
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less, we were able to see that employees rarely used public charging infra-
structure in France and even less in Germany. In particular, people work-
ing for local authorities rarely need to travel to regions other than those 
where their citizens live. Nonetheless, some professionals asked for infor-
mation about the allocation and technical specifications of future charging 
stations abroad and the possibility to charge their car– assuming a poten-
tial future need. 
The previous part of our chapter dealt with the appropriation of EV in the 
workplace and underlined the importance of the spreading conditions of 
this innovation. The success in replacing combustion engine company ve-
hicles by EV mainly depends on professional factors such as the flexibility 
of the usage conditions. In other words, the technical system does not im-
pose alone its effects, but deployment facilities generate distinct practice 
modalities that are linked to diverse appropriations of the car. Professional 
deployment context has a structuring effect as it is shown by the possibility 
of coming home by this electric corporate vehicle. 
In other words, EV users are not neutral average people, free of any expe-
rience and willing to candidly test an innovation whose technical charac-
teristics would bear alone the reasons for its success or failure. Their use 
of the vehicle and of the charging infrastructure has to be interpreted in 
the context of the fleet test. 
4.4 The use by private individuals 
The second phase of the study focused on private EV users interviewed in 
autumn 2013 and dealt with how they used the EV and perceived the 
CROME charging infrastructure. The sample was selected from a dataset 
provided by Sodetrel13 corresponding to EV purchasers who had asked for 
a public infrastructure access pass in the field test region.  
                                                                    
13  Sodetrel is an EDF‘s subsidiary entirely dedicated to charging infrastructure systems.  
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Approximately 25 interviews were carried out in 2013 among private EV 
owners living in Bas-Rhin. Their EV were used for private journeys, though 
in certain cases freelancers also used them for professional purposes.  
4.4.1 Acquiring an EV: how and why 
Among the private EV users who decided to make such a significant in-
vestment, we identified three purchase rationales. Some of them were 
developing a technology-oriented project which went far beyond this pur-
chase. For instance a household lives in a smart-home and appreciates 
controlling all energy fluxes inside the house; these people see the EV as a 
kind of new electrical appliance that has to be managed. Others mentioned 
financial reasons, in particular the rise in petrol prices or the cost of re-
pairing conventional vehicles. In all cases, and for the latter in particular, 
the regional subsidy was the deciding factor, turning an interesting oppor-
tunity into a bargain not to be missed14. Ecological factors tended to re-
main in the background; some people mentioned the desire to restrict 
noise in towns or to reduce CO² emissions as leading to increased interest 
in EV, but for most people whilst these were certainly underlying argu-
ments, they were not decisive factors when deciding to purchase an EV.  
The choice of which model of EV to buy was generally based on classical 
criteria: the presumed quality of the vehicle in terms of size, vehicle range, 
comfort, aesthetics, etc. However the question of charging standards was 
one of the criteria at the time of purchase: for some buyers the fact of hav-
ing a dedicated charging station put them off buying certain models and 
led them to choose an EV which could be charged on a standard socket. 
Another important criterion was the type of acquisition (leasing versus 
purchase). Whether they preferred to rent the EV (and more specifically its 
battery) or buy it, this aspect was highly important for some people. It 
                                                                    
14  In Pierre et al., 2011, the buying motives referring to pioneering-ecological spirit (combination between 
current ecology and technophilia) and to seizing opportunities (generous subsidies, bargains coming 
from relatives) were highlighted.  
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might be interesting for future research to link this concern to a general 
conception of investment in sustainable goods.  
4.4.2 Installing a charging wall-box at home 
The wide variety of home charging models (e.g. by Hager, Schneider and 
Sobemscam) and types (type 3 socket, domestic socket, etc.) proves that the 
CROME experiment took place under real market conditions. The cost of the 
private charging infrastructure and the installation procedure are two 
points that were generally not considered in advance, and which were 
thankfully cushioned by the perspective of a conditional subsidy: those who 
bought a dedicated Type 3 socket had not foreseen the cost, and it would 
appear that the conditional subsidies provided by local authorities played a 
large part in this price being accepted. Some people felt that the private 
charging points should be acquired for free, or included in the price of the 
EV, except in cases when such an installation would be a chance to improve 
the service by accelerated charging for example, consumption readings or 
guaranteed electrical safety. When selecting a charging point supplier and 
installer, the criteria were the installation cost, reputation in terms of tech-
nical quality and local preference. The high installation cost caused some 
customers to choose local electricians (small companies) who were cheaper 
and who could advise them on choosing a home station supplier.  
With respect to home charging infrastructure, the interview sample helped 
to identify a few tricky cases: people who rented their garage, or who had 
no private parking space, or whose garage had co-ownership status. Such 
cases were not as problematic as they might seem. Generally speaking, for 
people renting a house with garage, the installation of a charging point 
usually does not pose a significant problem in France if the owner of the 
garage agrees and the EV user is paying for the installation.  
The issue of people living in an apartment with a shared garage is more 
complex, particularly because the costs for electricity consumption in the 
garage or at the outside-sockets is usually equally distributed among all 
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apartments. For co-owners, the difficulties are threefold: first of all they 
need to persuade the property management company or co-ownership 
trustee of their right to install a charging wall-box. Second the installation 
of the wall-box including metering is more complex. Third, once the wall 
box is installed, the apartment is often far from the garage; so either it is 
possible for people to be connected to their own meter though it is not 
always possible to lay the cables. If this is not possible, they must negotiate 
with the joint tenants to pay their specific share of the electricity used. 
Customers whose garage is an integral part of the building will need pro-
fessional support, legal, technical and communicational aid from their en-
ergy company for these various matters. Some people did indeed say that 
they felt helpless with regard to the technical choices they had to make.  
Finally, those who did not have a private parking space used public spaces 
to charge their vehicles. There were 3 such people in our sample. We will 
explain how they used the public charging infrastructure further down  
(in part 4.4.5).  
4.4.3 Charging the EV: a reflexive routine 
Home charging was done on a routine basis without any problem. Most 
private individuals integrated charging into their daily schedules, mainly 
charging at home and often in the evening. Most of the users we met prac-
ticed what we might call reasoned charging, i.e. they charged their vehicles 
when they felt it was needed and not systematically as soon as the EV was 
at a charging point. Hence, the mileage defined the charging frequency, 
which generally varied between 2 and 4 days, depending on the user. This 
charging frequency was calculated on the basis of the remaining battery 
range in relation to the journeys to be made. In other word the charging 
routine relies on quite a complex assessment that is embedded in each EV 
user’s routine gestures.  
It is worth noting that the majority of users were aware of the charging 
cost, which they deemed to be relatively low; they were very confident 
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about the low levels of electricity consumption. They were interested in 
having specific consumption details. There were numerous questions 
about charging, particularly concerning the possibility of using an exten-
sion cable, the EV’s energy consumption and the modes of accelerated 
and/or fast charging. 
4.4.4 The EV, an everyday car 
Because EV only have a limited driving range, due to the battery capacity, it 
is fair to ask whether users feel free of their movement and not restrained 
by the EV capacities. An analysis of the declared journeys – and those 
which could not be made – provides us with information on this matter: EV 
very often became the family’s primary car, and in some cases their only 
car. According to our interviews, some people travelled relatively large 
distances. We agree here with Revzani asserting that "limited driving 
range is more of a perceived barrier than an actual one“ (Rezvani et al., 
2015, p.130). 
Most of the users we met use their EV for regular journeys over short or 
medium distances. Only some journeys by EV were relatively long-distance 
trips (around 100 km). People make surprisingly precise forecasts of their 
future trips. In the users’ mind an EV is well-suited to regular medium-
range journeys, because it is an everyday vehicle, particularly for people 
used to rural and suburban regions. The EV is the most used vehicle, with 
family members competing for car usage. Of course, it is not yet easy to use 
an EV for long-distance or unplanned journeys. The interviewees tended to 
use another vehicle for such journeys.  
Our socioeconomic results from the CROME field test are in line with the 
main outcomes about changes in driving behaviour by other researchers. 
For instance, some researchers working on the plug-in-hybrid EV (Ozaki et 
al., 2013) analyse "how drivers’ existent knowledge and competencies are 
mobilized and transformed while developing the skills required to use a 
hybrid car" (Ozaki et al. 2013). We confirmed their results in many aspects 
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of environmentally improved driving behaviour: people slow down their 
speed, anticipate stops earlier, watch consumption per 100 km on the dash-
board, accelerate less frequently and increase the time of constant speed. 
To cope with unexpected situations with their EV, users adopt charging 
‘emergency’ solutions: they use fast charging at public stations or house-
hold sockets in the social neighbourhood. This type of recharging remains 
infrequent, but is very much appreciated by users, as it increases their 
driving range. In addition most users, and not just those who do not have 
garages, appreciate that the public space provides a charging service open 
to all electric cars. From this point of view the need for public charging 
points is undeniable.  
4.4.5 The use of the public charging infrastructure 
A typology of the users 
Our sample can divided in terms of intensity of use of the public accessible 
charging points on-street, in car parks and in supermarkets:  
First, a small share of interviewees does not use these public accessible 
charging points and are unaware of how to use them. They live far from 
Strasbourg and never go there, or else they live in the city but have a gar-
age and so do not need to charge elsewhere.  
Second, another small share of interviewees use these charging points 
almost every day or at least several times a week; they use stations located 
either at work or near where they live in which case their home is in a 
building, in the town center, without garage. In such cases it is a real ne-
cessity: 3 families in our sample had no private charging station and there-
fore could only charge their EV in public spaces. The ability to charge their 
vehicles this way was a decisive factor when deciding whether or not to 
buy an EV. They almost always use the same charging point, as it perfectly 
suits their destination. Having a small number of preferred points suffices 
to exclusively charge at public stations.  
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Finally, for the majority of users, who charge occasionally, public charging 
is a useful option. One of the reasons for using public stations is the charg-
ing speed: occasional users like to have access to an accelerated charging 
point, and consider this to be a major advantage of public points. They ap-
preciate to benefit from the fast charging at a spot where they go for their 
work, shopping or visits to the town center. This is the same motive as 
those given by interviewees who use public points more frequently. They 
like the accelerated charging which is used according to individual needs 
and the ability to “make the most of” exceptional charging conditions.  
Expectations on the public charging infrastructure  
Negative feedback concerning the public charging infrastructure focused on: 
- malfunctions: extension lead like stuck in a socket,  
- question of standards: terminal not always compatible 
with the EV model,  
- access times and conditions: particularly at supermarkets  
- need for information for instance oncharging point availability.  
Regarding the problem of compatibility and the need to be able to use all 
charging points, most users were aware that they are in a very young mar-
ketbut all users indicated their wish, that in the future all charging stations 
should accessible for each EV user. Regarding the other issues, users are 
waiting for the various involved institutions and companies to propose solu-
tions and explanations, notably via a hotline which would be permanently 
available. The majority of users are waiting for the following improvements:  
- updated information on the location of public charging points,  
- information about the compatibility of charging points,  
- 24-hour access and  
- increased maintenance quality.  
The expansion of the public charging point network is seen as a condition 
of use, as is reliability – and even impeccability.  
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The cross-border issue was important for the people running the CROME 
project, but not so much for the users, who dealt with real situations by 
using a conventional car, or else an EV which does not need to be charged 
abroad as it was possible to do the return trip without charging.  
Regarding accelerated or fast charging in public zones, there are specific 
expectations relating to the turnover of EV which are charging so that the 
charging locations are always available. It should also be noted that some 
people are confused about the difference between normal, accelerated and 
fast charging.  
Finally, users wish to see improvements to the devices used to locate 
charging points, and their remarks provide an outline for the ideal device: 
it should be multi-channelled: on the Internet, on a non-proprietary 
smartphone application, and on a paper list, be regularly updated, of the 
types of socket and vehicle compatibility, and the availability of the charg-
ing points in real time. Furthermore, improvements are required with 
regard to the information EV users receive at the time of purchase. The 
EDF application (http://m.sodetrel.fr/crome/) meets all these needs but 
few people are aware of it, whereas the Chargemap collaborative website 
(http://fr.chargemap.com/) is well-known but is not always reliable.  
4.5 Discussion: main challenges 
from the users’ perspective 
We now discuss the main issues of inter-operability and public charging 
acceptance of the CROME project, and summarize the answers that our 
field study has provided.  
4.5.1 Battery range in areas with high automobility 
Professionals seem to easily cope with the issue of battery driving range. 
Whether for purely professional trips or for commuting, vehicles are allo-
cated in terms of the battery range, to avoid running into any borderline 
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situations. As far as they are concerned, commuting is one of the EV’s main 
usage patterns.  
Even though some private individuals are unhappy with the limited bat-
tery range of their EV, cross-border trips are rare. Some families still have 
a conventional car which allows them to go on longer journeys, whilst 
those who no longer have a conventional vehicle are always able to get 
hold of one by borrowing or renting. They nevertheless still want reliable 
charging from public stations, this being seen as a condition for extending 
their range of EV journeys.  
4.5.2 Diversity of technologies and different standards 
in France and Germany at the start of the project 
Did the different technologies tested in CROME work? Who/what is 
blamed for the dysfunctions and what do people think about the way these 
are resolved? How do users perceive the issues of compatibility between 
the different EV technologies and the charging infrastructure (Gagnol et al., 
2013), charging interoperability and standardisation?  
With the exception of a few specific EV breakdowns and certain critical 
cases of charging in public places, the professionals we interviewed 
deemed the technical devices tested (vehicles and private charging infra-
structure) to be satisfactory. The proper operation of EV and their proper 
coupling with the charging infrastructure were considered to be implicit 
and were not underlined by users. Issues of compatibility and standards 
were considered to be absolutely crucial by private users who had to cover 
larger areas than the professionals. The question of interoperability from 
one country to another, including the cross-border network, was also im-
portant for private individuals, as the majority does not exclude the possi-
bility of one day using the infrastructure available at a European scale.  
The questions of standards for private charging stations were an issue for 
private users, many of whom criticized the fact that partnerships between 
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manufacturers has led to captive technologies. Additionally, they do not 
understand why certain EV require a specific charging station (type of 
socket), or why home wall-boxes are so expensive. 
4.5.3 Cross-border travel 
Are there users who regularly travel back and forth between countries? 
And are they worried about being able to charge their EV on both sides of 
the border? Are behaviours/opinions the same in France and Germany? 
What is the extent of the infrastructure in the different zones?  
Whilst professionals rarely travel to Germany for business purposes, some 
of them would like to do so (for private reasons). Furthermore, knowing 
this to be possible would be an additional reason for buying an EV for per-
sonal use. Private individuals expressed an even clearer desire in this re-
spect, but also deeper concerns. Some were especially suspicious with 
regard to charging abroad, given that fewer alternatives are available to 
them in foreign countries.  
4.6 Conclusion 
In what ways do the uses of EV and charging infrastructures differ between 
professionals and private individuals? As we have just seen, the results 
provide various elements of responses relating to the differences between 
professionals and private users, whether regarding the perception of EV, 
charging methods, financial investments or the feeling of participating in 
projects for the future.  
In both cases (professional a private EV motorists) we showed how rele-
vant usage conditions and concrete practices can be to understand how an 
innovation gets appropriated by end-users. For the latter, we underlined 
the importance of access conditions to the private and public charging 
infrastructure. The part that dealt with EV in a professional context drew 
usage patterns (the so-called "cadres d’usage" from (Flichy, 2007)) that lie 
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at the interface between two kinds of prescriptions: the technical script 
ordering to use the EV mainly for short journeys and professional re-
quirements that mediate the organisational conditions of using an EV. 
Exploring this socio-organisational system helped us to go beyond the 
traditional positioning of the sociology of usage centered on the interaction 
between a user and a technical device. 
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5 Further services for EV 
in the cross border context 
Felix Vogel, Hartmut Schmeck 
Institute of Applied Informatics and Formal Description Methods,  
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
Electromobility services are important and necessary for increasing the 
attractiveness and pushing the development of electromobility on an inter-
national level. Numerous services are available in both, France and Germa-
ny, and they already support users in getting information about urban in-
frastructure and the management of electromobility. Some energy 
providers distribute authentication cards to users allowing them to access 
EVSE on both sides of the border. The interoperability of charging and 
payment services between both countries has been accomplished based on 
a roaming layer developed by Bosch. Fleet and private users from both 
countries can call e-services via Internet or mobile phones before, or access 
them via navigation systems during driving. The usability of the e-services 
has been studied using an online questionnaire. Overall, the results show 
that the users are satisfied with most of the services, but that they have not 
used them frequently. Development of electromobility services 
Mostly, users need electromobility-services for the organisation and man-
agement of charging the batteries of their EV. Services in this scope have 
been developed by many providers for different functions and made availa-
ble via Internet or mobile communication. In the CROME project the concept 
of services is focused on interoperability of systems between France and 
Germany (ISST, 2010). In the next subsections some aspects of development 
and realization of services by the KIT and the partners are presented. 
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5.1 Services in the CROME project 
Within the CROME project various services have been designed and devel-
oped, particularly for charging and mobility with EV. KIT and the industry 
partners together came up with a set of required services and divided 
them into two categories: basic and additional services. In the first part of 
the project, the focus was on developing and testing basic services in both 
countries and on making them available to end users.  
5.1.1 Basic and additional services 
The basic idea of most services has been developed and differentiated 
during meetings between industry partners and the KIT. Many aspects 
have been discussed and the participants decided which services should be 
supported in the project. The basic services have the purpose to guarantee 
mobility and charging availability on both sides of the border, independent 
of different energy providers and EVSE.  
The following basic services have been developed:  
- searching for EVSE, 
- simple (interoperable) charging and controlled charging, 
- emergency solutions (e.g., in case of lost RFID card), 
- personal usage information, 
- delivery and cancellation of identification card, 
- reporting of spot utilisation and customer behaviour. 
A major part of these services could be implemented by software, a small 
part additionally required the customization of hardware. The additional 
services are intended to improve and support electromobility outside or 
inside of the cities.  
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The few value added services are listed below:  
- preconditioning of the EV during parking, 
- advanced controlled charging (timing and load), 
- reservation of charging stations, 
- direct payment, 
- fleet management. 
Both categories of services are available for fleet and private users partici-
pating in the CROME project. The majority of the properties of services 
were implemented by different industry partners in close cooperation with 
the KIT. The data communication between the backend servers and differ-
ent services is encrypted and realized using a roaming layer. 
5.1.2 Services for charging at a public EVSE 
Many public EVSE are situated within cities (e.g., near the center or in 
shopping arcades) or close to cities (e.g., in the suburbs). In crome, a max-
imum of two electric cars can simultaneously charge at a public EVSE. The 
users need an RFID card for authentication, distributed by the respective 
provider. The card is also used for payment of energy consumption and/or 
for parking fees, depending on the contract between the partners 
(Standardization, 2011). 
A display integrated in the EVSE provides several types of information: the 
price for different charging sockets per hour, the time for the charging 
process, provider information such as green vs. conventional energy, etc. 
(see Figure 24). The time from the beginning to the end of each charging 
phase has been recorded and sent to the backend server of the provider. 
The data is used for the billing process and for other analyses. With the 
opportunity of interoperability of services, each energy provider was able 
to implement different business models (Stadtraum, 2001). Some energy 
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providers, particularly EnBW15 in Germany and EDF16 in France, developed 
additional service models and processes and offered them on their web-
sites like: apps for finding public EVSE, or charging electronaut card.  
 
Figure 24: A public EVSE with two recharger cables (left), and the display enlarged with 
socket information (right). 
 
Figure 25: On the right side of the dashboard, the value of different services such as  
SOC, range capability, battery capacity, range in the city and charging time  
are displayed. 
                                                                    
15  Information of services from EnBW via internet. Source: https://www.enbw.com/privatkunden/tarife-
und-produkte/e-mobilitaet/enbw-elektronauten-prepaid-ladekarte/index-3.html (accessed on 
2014/10/14) 
16  Different Services from EDF via Internet. Source: http://about-us.edf.com/strategy-and-sustainable-
development/our-positions/electric-mobility/experiments/electric-vehicle-282898.html (accessed on 
2014/10/14) 
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5.1.3 Services inside an EV 
Car manufacturers such as BMW, Daimler, Mitsubishi, Porsche, Renault, 
Toyota or VW are developing EV for private and business users. The cars 
have different electric properties like driving range, battery capacity, ener-
gy monitoring, performance, and charging speed. Inside EV, there are 
many sensors to catch all the activities of battery energy and states of the 
car during driving or the charging phase. These parameters are processed 
and monitored in a user-friendly way on the vehicles’ dashboards. Among 
the most important parameters is the state of charge (SOC) value, it indi-
cates the current charging state of the battery (in percentage points) (Wei 
He, 2013). Estimating the state of the battery is complicated and it depends 
on different factors such as battery construction, weather, car speed and 
the according algorithms. Nevertheless, this feature is essential for practi-
cal use of EV. Figure 25 shows an example of how information about the 
SOC and related data can be displayed on the dashboard of a car. 
The drivers of EV appreciate information about driving range and charging 
time. The first service depends on parameters such as user road handling, 
traffic, weather, and battery capacity in a complex way. Most car manufac-
turers participating in the CROME project offer these services, and support 
planning the routes to the next charging station. Some services are availa-
ble for mobile devices and can be accessed on both sides of the border.  
5.2 Development of services 
In the CROME project, several services have been designed and imple-
mented. The purpose of the implementation was to develop alternative 
solutions for finding and reserving EVSE on both sides of the border. A 
simulation to calculate the shortest and fastest routes between occupied 
charging stations has additionally been implemented. The next subsections 
introduce the implemented application which can be accessed via Internet.  
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5.2.1 Application for locating EVSE 
Most EVSE are placed inside or close to cities by energy providers or car 
park owners. The address of each charging station is stored in a database 
by the energy providers (e.g. EnBW and EDF). Both providers developed 
several web services only for contract partners. With the introduction of a 
roaming layer platform implemented by Bosch17 the database was made 
accessible for the CROME project partners.  
A web application can simplify the search for EVSE via Internet. Such a web 
application18 has been developed by KIT. It displays the addresses and 
positions of requested charging stations. The search term can be entered 
into an input box or by clicking on the marker map. Using the input box, 
the user writes a city name which opens a list with the related addresses of 
EVSE. Selecting an address initiates the retrieval of many properties of the 
respective EVSE. These are displayed in a new frame on the right hand side 
on the window (see Figure 26).  
The EVSE can inform the user about properties like socket type, price per 
time, provider name, country, and status – free vs. occupied. Below the 
frame, a street map is opened showing two markers; one for the current 
position of the user (red) and the other for the position of the free EVSE 
(green). Another function is to retrieve information about all EVSE within a 
city by clicking on one of the green markers on the left map.  
The usability of the service is simple and it has an intuitive design, com-
pared to other sites (ADAC, 2014). All functions are displayed within one 
window and can be read without scrolling. The application has been devel-
oped by the KIT and used modern web technologies, like PHP 5, HTML5, 
JQuery and CSS 3.  
 
                                                                    
17  Bosch eMobility Services. Source: https://bosch.bosch-emobility.com/de/com/home/homepage.html 
(accessed on 2014/10/19) 
18  KIT web application for finding electric vehicle supply equipments. Source: 
https://felixv.de/crome/html/index.php (accessed on 2014/10/19) 
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Figure 26: Web application for finding the address and position of EVSE, based on data from 
the roaming layer. (Source: https://felixv.de/crome/html/index.php) 
5.2.2 Reservation of EVSE via web app 
The reservation of public EVSE has been considered as an additional ser-
vice in the CROME project. The number of EV in the cities increases every 
year, but the number of public charging stations remains moderate. Every 
energy provider can check if a public EVSE is busy or free and, accordingly, 
inform the user. For this purpose a reservation application for mobile de-
vices has been developed by the KIT.  
The development started with the analysis of requirements and design op-
tions. In cooperation with Bosch, groups of possible target groups of users 
have been identified as well as three kinds of reservation options (parking 
place, charging spots or sockets), and their location properties (public, semi-
public or private). A few reservation scenarios for fleet and private users 
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have been checked, considering all parameters such as parking time, parking 
spot availability, energy demand, and charging time (Lee, 2011).  
 
Figure 27: Web-application for reservation of EVSE in the CROME project. 
Many use case scenarios have been introduced in the application shown 
above (see Figure 27). The application has been implemented for mobile 
devices and can be accessed via Internet. It is a light-weight application 
and can be used for the reservation of public charging stations in both, 
France and Germany. The user can enter the address of an EVSE into the 
search box and the preferred arrival and departure time and date. After the 
confirmation the system checks if the EVSE is free. If positive, the user can 
confirm the reservation of the EVSE which will be stored in the backend. 
Additional functions in the application are storing the histories of address-
es visited before and filtering properties used in the past. The usability of 
the web-application is simple and intuitive.  
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Figure 28: CROME-EVSE overview on ourwebsite, German version (www.crome-project.eu). 
5.2.3 Services on CROME website  
At the beginning of the CROME project, relevant information has been col-
lected, processed and displayed on the CROME website. It started with the 
vision of the project and general information about work packages of the 
industry partners and the KIT. With European standardization of public 
charging stations like “Dual Type Socket” (Type-2 in Germany and Type-3 
in France) it is possible to charge on both sides of the border with a per-
sonal charging cable. The authentication at a public EVSE on both sides of 
the Rhine is simple and it can be performed using an RFID card received 
from the respective energy provider. All charging stations are presented 
on the CROME website including their geo coordinates and their technical 
specifications (cf. Figure 28). In context of “International Roaming”, it is 
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possible to get an aggregated bill for different services like energy cost, 
basic or additional services.  
RFID cards (prepaid in Germany, CROME pass or corridor in France) for 
authentication at public EVSE can be obtained from the respective energy 
provider. The card is immediately activated and available for charging.  
Many research papers, articles and interviews about the CROME project 
have been published during the project phase. The progress of the project 
was regularly documented on the CROME website. Various aspects such as 
user mobility, fast charging, economical instruments and user behaviour 
have been analysed und tested by the KIT and the industry partners. All 
this information and the services provided by the CROME website can help 
the CROME users to better understand all aspects of electromobility.  
5.3 Results of the online survey  
In cooperation with the Institute for Industrial Production (IIP)19 and the 
European Institute for Energy Research (EIFER)20 at the KIT, two bilingual 
online questionnaires have been designed. The main purpose of the survey 
has been an analysis of the users’ mobility behaviour with EV and the usa-
bility of e-services in France and in Germany. Both questionnaires have 
been provided in French and German (using a preferably equivalent phras-
ing), and addressed to both fleet and private users. The results of the anal-
ysis regarding the CROME services are discussed in the next sections. 
5.3.1 Central questions of the study 
In the project, the EV are used with different intentions and requirements. 
The users’ behaviour with respect to mobility and the usage of services 
were central questions of the study. The survey contains questions about 
management, economy, technology, and infrastructure from a user’s per-
                                                                    
19  IIP website: http://www.iip.kit.edu/english/index.php 
20  EIFER website: http://www.eifer.kit.edu/ 
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spective. Additionally, the experiences and expectations of users regarding 
EV and EVSE have been collected and sorted. 
5.3.2 Construction of the online questionnaires 
At the beginning of the questionnaire, there is an introductory text includ-
ing a short description of the project, the intention and the structure of 
the questionnaire as well as further instructions and the expected duration 
of completion. For CROME participants, there are two text fields (user ID 
and EV ID) for identification. The first questions check if the participant 
owns an EV and the number of cars within his or her household (see Fig-
ures 29 and 30). 
The remaining questions focus on the properties of the users’ EV, reasons 
for purchasing an EV, performance of using an EV in every-day life and for 
work, and users’ experiences with the charging process at (public) EVSE. 
Furthermore, questions about the usability of the RFID card, roaming, the 
search services (including searching for public EVSE, parking space fees, 
energy provider information etc.), and willingness to pay for electromobili-
ty are asked (Ensslen, 2013 and section 7). 
 
Figure 29: Part of the online questionary in German.  
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The survey ends with two categories of questions about electromobity 
behaviour of the users and sociodemographic aspects. Both categories are 
important for analysing the data based on the environment of the users 
and the usability of electromobility. The last page provides text fields for 
general feedback regarding the survey or overall improvements, as well as 
further information about the KIT. 
 
Figure 30: Part of the online questionnaire in French. 
5.3.3 Usability of services by fleet users 
The energy providers have already built a quite high number of public 
EVSE in the cities. These, together with several e-mobility-services facili-
tated the use of EV. The services are developed for different devices and 
they help users to find the closest public or semi-public EVSE during a trip.  
Fleet users belong to companies and share one or more EV with other fleet 
users during a day or a week. They use the EV for business trips, e.g., for 
driving to customer sites or to transport documents or other things between 
different places. As the EV have to be continuously prepared for a trip, 60 % 
of the EV belonging to fleet users were daily charged on the premises. 
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To enhance electromobity, particularly fleet users desire fast EVSE at many 
different places. The places in France and Germany are shopping malls, 
motorways, main roads, city car parks and premises. Less frequent places 
are private homes or park-and-ride lots (see Figure 31). The benefits for 
the users include, of course, less worrying about charging and time saving 
(Ensslen et al., 2013).  
 
Figure 31: Chart depicting preferences regarding charging on the premises in Germany  
and France. 
 
Figure 32: Chart depicting the preferences of desired places for fast charging stations. 
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5.3.4 Comparison between private and fleet users 
In the final phase of the CROME project, the focus has been on analysing 
the management of services for private and fleet users in France and Ger-
many. Both user groups have different electromobity behaviour and ser-
vice requirements. Private users are more flexible than fleet users regard-
ing the take-off-time of an EV. Fleet users, on the other hand, have strict 
time schedules and perform business trips of variable lengths.  
The availability of fast EVSE at many different places is very important to 
both user groups, and a guarantee is desired that the charging and parking 
spots are free at arrival time. The reservation of public EVSE is an instru-
ment for planning a trip for a long distance (see Figure 33). To the German 
users it is important to have a good development of electromobility infra-
structure along main streets. A web-based system displaying all public 
charging stations is relevant to both groups, but not mandatory.  
 
Figure 33: Chart depicting the importance of different services for private users. 
The preference of German fleet users for fast charging at public stations in 
cities and the outside of cities is 15 % higher than the preference of French 
users (see Figure 34). French users prefer finding the closest charging 
station via internet and smartphone applications. A guarantee of a free 
parking spot at home and at the workplace is for German users very im-
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portant. For long business trips, French EV drivers appreciate the reserva-
tion of public charging stations more than German EV drivers. 
Both groups set their priorities rather diversely and selected a few e-
services for their own preference. In France, the majority of people live 
outside the cities and EV are used more frequently than in Germany, par-
ticularly to approach the city center. A guarantee for free EVSE at any time 
is important to both groups, with the details depending on the exact situa-
tion and environment of the user. Private users are willing to use services 
for finding EVSE, as opposed to fleet users. In France, the users are more 
enthusiastic about using web-based technology for accessing services than 
in Germany (cf. Sammer, 2008).  
 
Figure 34: Chart depicting the importance of services for fleet users. 
5.4 Conclusion 
At the beginning of the CROME project, a large number of EVSE has been 
installed at various places in the cities and surrounding areas in France as 
well as in Germany. With an RFID card available from the respective ener-
gy provider, a user participating in the CROME project is able to authenti-
cate at an EVSE and initiate charging. Various information such as the price 
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of charging, the expected charging time, the availability EVSE, provider 
data, etc. can be retrieved directly at the EVSE. Depending on the parking 
infrastructure, the price for charging and parking can be summed up and 
directly paid via RFID card. On the website of the corresponding energy 
provider, the user can get a history of all charging activities and statistics 
concerning his or her usability of the e-mobility-services. 
The interoperability of services on both sides of the border has been man-
aged using a roaming layer platform developed by Bosch and other indus-
try partners. In cooperation with Bosch, two web applications for finding 
and EVSE have been developed at KIT. The user interface appears to be 
friendly and intuitive. The application can be accessed via internet or mo-
bile communications using various devices.  
Fleet and private users evaluate the electromobity services quite well, 
regularly accessing them from different devices. Remarkably, French par-
ticipants usually use the services during driving, accessing them via the 
navigation system of their car, while German users organize their trips in 
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6 European harmonisation 
in the context of electromobility 
from a legal point of view 
Eva Weis, Silvia Balaban 
Center for Applied Legal Studies, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
Attaining the government's objective of having one million EV on Germa-
ny's roads by 2020 (Bundesregierung 2009, p.2) and two million in France 
(Negre 2011, p.32) will not least depend on a possible cross-border use of 
the vehicles. Therefore, equivalent conditions concerning the infrastruc-
ture in Germany as well as in France are necessary for the use of EV.21 Dif-
ferent than other new technologies the establishment of electromobility in 
Europe causes instantaneous harmonisation requirements. The significant 
difference is that EV have a mobility purpose, which does not only occur in 
a national context but also in an international environment. An interoper-
able use of EV across borders, requires unrestricted charging processes 
abroad. For that reason EVSE has firstly to be suitable to the physical re-
quirements of the EV, such as plugs, second, the ICT-infrastructure has to 
be compatible (cf. chapter 1). 
The main problem which occurs in the context of legal harmonisation of 
electromobility scenarios is that there is not even a national legislation, 
which could be used as prototype. Indeed, Germany for example launched 
an electromobility act not before 2015 (Bundesregierung 2014). However, 
the only contents regulated by this legislation are questions concerning 
road traffic regulations. Other urgent topics, such as an at least rudimental 
legal framework, about how requirements are set for EVSE are missing. 
                                                                    
21  The first approach of the European union to harmonize E-Mobility systems can be seen in the standardi-
zation mandate 468, which addresses the unification of charging systems for electric vehicles especially 
concerning plugs, see (European Commission 2010) 
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The electromobility law only deals with questions about priorising the use 
of EV within the traffic system.  
The subsequent work firstly shows the framework conditions of the re-
garded situation. Afterwards the present chapter deals with general ways 
of attaining a European harmonisation within its limits and shows the 
harmonisation approach of the European Union (EU) on the example of 
fast charging systems. Lastly other aspects connected to the use of EV will 
be roughly outlined regarding their need of being harmonized. 
6.1 Regarded situation 
The present article deals only with public EVSE, since the European har-
monisation issues occur because of travelling abroad and in this case such 
EVSE will primarily be used. The directive proposal COM 2013 (18) final22 
names public EVSE "publicly accessible recharging or refuelling point" and 
defines them in Art. 2, (5) as "a recharging or refuelling point which pro-
vides non-discriminatory access to the users". Another condition of the 
present examination is that it is assumed that the billing happens down-
stream towards charging process. It is intended, that customers receive 
only one bill from their own contractual partner (usually the domestic 
electricity provider) (Thomas et.al. 2010; Weis 2014, p. 43), even in cases 
of international charging processes. The possibility of prepaid or cash 
methods23 of payment are not part of this examination. The background of 
only focusing on this payment method is the suitability of EV to act to the 
benefit of the local grid, whilst charging accordingly to the current electric-
ity supply or even by returning energy into the grid (Rolink et.al. 2012, p. 
87f; Schill 2010, p. 148ff; Timm & Vierbauch 2011, p. 71). 
                                                                    
22  The following article takes still the proposal version of the upcoming directive as basis, because the 
adopted version was not published at the time of finalizing this article. 
23  Payment methods like credit card or ec card are also understood hereunder. 
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6.2 General possibilities and limits 
of European harmonisation 
At this point the general possibilities and limits of European harmonisa-
tion will be outlined in order to show how such a harmonisation is possi-
ble. The unification of systems could either be achieved by a simple agree-
ment of the producers24, like it has been done for mobile phone chargers in 
2009, or by a technical norm, established by a standardization body and 
choosing only one system as state-of-the-art. Due to the fact, that both 
these ways of having a unified system are not legally binding, a European 
harmonisation has to be considered in order to enable a real incorporation 
in the legislation. As different legal systems are a barrier for a common 
European market a legal harmonisation might be the only valid resort in 
order to prevent a union-specific malfunctioning (Bieber et.al. 2012, 
sect.14 rec.2).  
A legal harmonisation can be initiated for the establishment of a European 
market, in the meaning that there are no internal borders which ensure at 
the same time the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital. 
Art. 26 TFEU states further on that the Union shall adopt measures with 
the aim of establishing or ensuring the functioning of the internal market. 
According to Art. 114 TFEU the EU can use (inter alia) directives and regu-
lations as legal instruments to achieve this aim. In contrast to the regula-
tion which is directly valid the day it comes into force in all European 
countries at once, the directive needs to be implemented into national law 
by the member states.  
Harmonisation measures can only occur if barriers to trade exist or lead to 
significant distortions of competition (Streinz 2008, rec. 925). A directive or 
a regulation must therefore not be used in an abusive way in order to attain 
harmonisation in an area where the EU has no legal competence. Art. 114 
                                                                    
24  See: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-10-1776_de.htm?locale=en; 
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/sectors/rtte/files/chargers/ 
chargers_annex_i__list_of_signatories_en.pdf 
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TFEU should only be used for the purpose of avoiding the establishment of 
obstacles to trade due to a heterogeneous development of the national pro-
visions. Such obstacles however need to be very probable and the measure 
must help to avoid it (Bieber et.al. 2012, sect.14 rec.13; EuGH, C-350/92, 
Slg. 1995, I-1985, rec. 35), as well as to improve the establishment and the 
functioning of an internal market (EuGH, Rs. C-66/04, SlG. 2005, S. I-10553, 
rec. 44). The mere finding of disparities and the abstract risk of obstacles to 
the exercise of fundamental freedoms or of distortion of competition are 
consequently not sufficient (EuGH, Rs. C-376/98, Slg. 2000, S. I-8419, rec. 
84; Bieber et. al. 2012, sect. 14, rec. 13), they must be perceptible (EuGH, C-
300/89, Slg. 1991, I-2867, rec. 23). Compliance with these principles is 
therefore a vital aspect for enabling a legal harmonisation. 
However, unified provisions as a result of a legal harmonisation cannot be 
guaranteed without restrictions. If such a harmonisation would lead to an 
infraction of fundamental rights/ freedoms or the principle of subsidiari-
ty/ proportionality, a harmonisation is not legally permissible. Especially 
reasons relating to public interest must override (Grabitz et.al. 2012, 
art.114, rec.53) and the balancing of interest between the union objective 
and a national provision must clearly lead to the necessity of having har-
monized provisions (Dauses 2012, rec.148). This is in particular the case 
when national regulations are not sufficient. 
6.3 Electromobility harmonisation 
and legal competences 
Indeed, in the field of electromobility the European Commission identified 
the necessity of acting and therefore established a proposal for a directive 
on the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure. In Art. 4 COM (2013) 
18 final the directive outlines rudimentary provisions concerning electrici-
ty supply for transport. The most important already formerly discussed 
issue is the harmonisation of the plug systems used for electromobility, 
which shall be regulated in Annex III COM (2013) 18 final. The reason for 
the unification of plug systems is to enable a cross border use all over Eu-
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rope.25 At this point, the legal backgrounds of harmonisation will be out-
lined based on the example of DC fast charging systems (Mode 4), in order 
to show why the European Union can act in the field of electromobility and 
release such a provision leading to unified systems. 
6.3.1 Example: The harmonisation of fast charging systems 
The starting position of the discussion concerning plugs was the develop-
ment of different plug systems. In the field of fast charging systems mainly 
the CCS and the CHAdeMO system competed. These different fast charging 
systems represent an obstacle to cross-border fast charge EV. A legal har-
monisation is therefore required in the field of fast charging socket systems.  
The European Commission bases the directive proposal COM (2013) 18 
final on the enabling clause of Article 91 lit d) TFEU. According to Art. 90 
and 91 TFEU, the Union has the legal competence to act in the field of 
transport. The Union initiative in this field is mandatory as the Member 
States do not have the necessary legal instruments to attain the necessary 
unified infrastructure design across Europe. European action can therefore 
provide the organisation of the infrastructure in a unified manner and the 
implementation of common standardized technical specifications for a 
single plug system. Legal harmonisation effectively removes the obstacles 
to trade which result from different national regulations and can enable a 
real option for the marketability of these products by setting up uniform 
standards. Hence, real internal market conditions are established (Möstl 
2002, p. 321). As the limits of the European harmonisation, like the en-
croachment of fundamental rights, or fundamental freedoms as well as the 
principle of subsidiarity and proportionality are not infracted, the legal 
harmonisation is necessary for the plug systems and can be based on Art. 
90 and 91 of the TFEU. The Regulation COM (2013) 18 final regulates that 
all EVSE in Europe should at least be equipped with a Type Combo 2 socket 
system and recommends the CCS for DC fast charging.  
                                                                    
25  Compare recital (30) COM (2013) 18 final. 
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6.3.2 Other possible legal competences of 
the EU in the electromobility context 
Besides the enabling clause in the field of transport (Art. 90 and 91 TFEU) 
the European Commission (EC) also has the legal competence for envi-
ronmental protection, which could also allow legal harmonisation concern-
ing other aspects of unifying electromobility systems, which might not 
directly be related to transport competence. That would be, for instance, 
the case, if EV would prospectively be used to contribute to the stability of 
the electricity system, for example through feeding power back to the grid 
(so called vehicle-to-grid). In the moment when an EV is used for feeding 
power back, the original purpose of "transport" recedes. Therefore, it is 
questionable if such harmonisation issues could rather be based on the 
legal competence of environmental protection. As the EC is also seeing the 
protection of the environment as a European objective, a European har-
monisation could also be possible based on the competence set down in 
Art. 191 in conjunction with Art. 192 TFEU. A legal harmonisation would 
therefore also help to foster environmental protection. This can be regu-
lated in a more effective manner at European level as the environmental 
protection cannot be constrained by national boundaries. Hence, this 
might be worth to be considered for further regulations in the electromo-
bility context. 
6.3.3 Further problems and possible 
harmonisation issues of electromobility 
Besides the necessity of harmonizing the charging socket system there 
might be other aspects in the context of electromobility which call for 
harmonisation. For these it has to be taken into account that a harmonisa-
tion could either be achieved through formal measures by the EC or 
through standardization in another way as mentioned in 6.2. To avoid 
misunderstandings it has to be said that harmonisation aspects mentioned 
in the following do not necessarily have to be regulated by formal legisla-
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tion. However, if formal harmonisation measures are chosen the EC might 
have the possibility to justify its actions as being based on the legal compe-
tence in the field of transport and/or environmental protection. 
At this point other exemplary aspects connected to the use of EV, which are 
either not or just rudimentarily covered by the already mentioned di-
rective proposal COM (2013) 18 final will be roughly outlined regarding 
their need of unification, without indicating how unification should be 
achieved. The problems of harmonizing an international system for using 
EVSE can be seen from two different perspectives. On the one hand the 
problems can be viewed by the specific parts that a functioning electromo-
bility infrastructure system will need. From this point of view infrastruc-
ture like identification systems or billing systems have to be mentioned.26 
The other perspective takes the different regulation areas into account. In 
the first place energy law, as a special area of competition law, has to be 
mentioned. Besides that especially measurement law can have an impact 
on the establishment of a European harmonized electromobility market. 
An overview over both perspectives shall now be considered. 
6.3.4 Harmonisation issues from 
an infrastructure perspective 
Example 1: Identification system 
When thinking about harmonisation topics, the identification system 
should be considered. Concerning this matter both the technical questions 
about how to subscribe at a public EVSE and a standard for the structure of 
the customer IDs, if applied, have to be taken into account, so that every 
user, vehicle or contract can be identified throughout Europe. Meanwhile, 
the standardization of the identification number scheme is making pro-
gress. ISO 15118-2 now contains a regulation which allows identification 
throughout Europe. The other mentioned issues of how a user can sub-
                                                                    
26  The same would apply for the already examined plugs. 
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scribe at a public EVSE are still under discussions. Indeed, ISO 15118-1 
also contains regulations concerning this issue, but still offers different 
possibilities. The currently discussed options are e.g. plug & charge (au-
thentication via the cable connection EV-EVSE), credit card payment and 
using other communication infrastructures, such as mobile phones, local 
wifi, and to directly register at a public EVSE (Fluhr & Stich 2013, p.290f). 
Two discussed identification mechanisms are Plug & Charge and the use of 
RFID cards. Indeed both of the systems can be used simultaneously, but the 
specific EVSE has to offer the respectively used mechanism. Without pre-
ferring one of the discussed mechanisms the question has to be asked if it 
is economically reasonable to implement both systems at public charging 
spots or if it would be better to agree on one of the methods. One problem 
of harmonizing this issue is that there is no agreement in for example 
German national context either (ISO 15118-1, p.23f.). But this missing 
national regulation could also be a chance to avoid sunken investments 
and agree early to a European standard.  
Example 2: Billing system 
Another exemplary part of an electromobility system for cross border 
charging processes is the billing system, which probably needs to be har-
monized at least in a rudimentary way. Regarding this it has to be noticed 
that there are currently two different concepts of how metering data, 
which are the basis of the accounting, can be collected. In case of mobile 
metering27 the electricity meter is either assembled within the EV itself or 
integrated into the power cord. Other than this, the concept of stationary 
metering locates the electricity meter within the EVSE. Both concepts have 
advantages, but also suffer from some disadvantages. Indeed, this harmo-
nisation issue seems to be solved since Art. 4 No. 6 COM 2013 (18) final 
rules that "all publicly accessible recharging points for EV shall be 
equipped with intelligent metering systems as defined in Article 2(28) of 
Directive 2012/27/EU […]", but this regulation does not necessarily lead to 
                                                                    
27  See for this system for example (Hechtfischer & Pawlitschek 2012; von Hammerstein & von Hoff 2011; 
Berg et. al 2011; Hechtfischer & Pawlitschek 2011). 
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the conclusion that only the stationary system would be legitimated. This 
provision could also be understood in a way, that just the total meter, 
which also measures the internal consumption of the EVSE, has to be an 
intelligent metering system integrated into the recharging point. If the 
regulation is understood in this way, there is still a need to harmonize the 
used system in Europe. A mixture of those two systems will not lead to 
adequate results, because the mobile system, at least if it is integrated di-
rectly in the EV, will measure all charging processes regardless whether 
there is another measuring device for a single charging process in the EVSE 
and also irrespectively whether the charging process takes place in a na-
tional or international environment. As a consequence, processes allowing 
the clearing of the different measurements have to be implemented for 
national as well as for international issues. 
Another issue concerning the billing system is that the supplier of the cus-
tomer needs to receive the measurement value to invoice the charging 
process. In Germany, for example, there are dedicated processes enforced 
by the federal network agency, which define how meter data has to be 
handled (Bundesnetzagentur 2006, p.37ff; Bundesnetzagentur 2010, 
p.63ff). For international charging processes it is necessary to harmonize a 
further process concerning the handling of meter data, because it is ex-
pected that the billing of both the contractual partner towards the custom-
er and the billing between the involved companies will be based on those 
values.28 In conclusion, there has to be a harmonized way on how required 
data incurring by charging processes can be exchanged. Otherwise there is 
the danger that the data exchange processes differ between the various 
member states or even between the different operators of EVSE and have 
therefore to be implemented in many different ways by a single company. 
It is obvious that this is not economically reasonable.  
                                                                    
28  Indeed today there are also billing concepts based for example on time of use tariffs, but if electric 
vehicles will be used for grid beneficial purposes there has to be an invoice based on real-time measur-
ing values. Another billing concept is in this case hardly imaginable, see also (Weis 2014, p. 42f).  
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6.3.5 Harmonisation issues from a law sector perspective 
Besides the infrastructural perspective possible harmonisation issues can 
also be considered from a law sector perspective. Indeed, not all fields of 
law with effect on the establishing of EVSE have impact with regard on 
international charging processes. For example, the law of public streets 
and roads influencing the establishment of EVSE is irrelevant for interna-
tional contexts, since it only concerns the question whether EVSE may be 
built on a specific place. Fields of law with impact on international charg-
ing processes are for example Energy and Measurement Law. 
Energy law 
First of all, in the context of electromobility, Energy law has to be taken 
into account. National legal frameworks dealing with energy law, like in 
Germany the EnWG, are already today affected by European legislation. 
For example the electricity directive 2009/72/EC or the energy efficiency 
directive 2012/27/EC influences the national energy legislation. 
The basic question concerning electromobility in the context of energy 
legislation is, if either EV have to be seen as part of a smart grid and there-
fore as part of the energy market, or if they are just regular consuming 
appliances and the energy market ends with the EVSE. Due to the fact that 
EV shall also be used to act to the benefit of the grid (Rolink et.al. 2012, p. 
87f, Babrowski et al., 2014), prospectively a perspective which includes EV 
into the energy market will probably be more effective by designing a fu-
ture intelligent energy system. Following this reflection, the legal frame-
work has to adopt electromobility issues besides the classical stationary 
market, since EV and also EVSE are part of this strictly regulated market.  
Another fundamental question and one of the main topics currently dis-
cussed in Germany is a related issue: It is argued whether there is a right to 
access public EVSE through other suppliers than the provider itself or not. 
The legal background of this discussion is based on the question if the 
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EVSE is part of the grid and therefore a regulated infrastructure.29 This is 
not only problematical because of the national legal positions but also 
because the regulation of the grid is based on European Law. Especially the 
right to access grid infrastructures is a fundamental condition of European 
legislation. Because of that a single member state cannot change its regula-
tion if the European perspective tends to see the EVSE as part of the grid as 
well. The proposal of the upcoming directive about an alternative fuels 
infrastructure is not clear regarding this point. In fact, recital 14 COM 2013 
(18) final formulates that "publicly accessible recharging points are cur-
rently not part of the regulated activities of a distribution system operator 
as defined in Chapter VI of Directive 2009/72/EC". On the other hand the 
directive proposal COM 2013 (18) final also cites in Art. 4 No. 8 that 
"Member States shall not prohibit EV users from buying electricity from 
any electricity supplier regardless of the Member State in which the sup-
plier is registered". Independently of the conclusions drawn by the di-
rective proposal, the question has to be answered immediately since it 
determines many further legal questions related to public EVSE in national 
contexts as well as in international cases. 
Due to that fact and because of the already existing European legislation 
regarding the stationary electricity market, the EC is asked to take up posi-
tion regarding these issues with view of international charging processes. 
Without legal certainty even in the national contexts, it is hardly possible 
to develop a system concerning cross-border cases. In the future an ap-
proach could be the consideration of roaming system in the telecommuni-
cation sector to see if there are processes which can be carried over to the 
international electromobility sector.  
  
                                                                    
29  See about this dispute (Weis 2014, p. 194ff; Hartwig 2013, p. 478ff; von Hoff 2009, Lüdemann et. al. 
2014, p. 6; Feller et. al. 2010; Fest et. al. 2010, p. 95f; Michaels et. al. 2011, p. 831; Böwing 2013, p. 97; 
Heinlein 3013, p. 192ff; Boesche 2013, pp. 201f).  
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Measurement law 
Also the measurement law is partially determined by European legislation. 
The European Measurement Instruments Directive (MID) 2014/32/EU30 
regulates amongst others technical requirements that active electrical 
energy meters have to fulfil. Since public EVSE shall be equipped with in-
telligent metering systems31 and a measurement of energy by selling elec-
tricity to electromobility users is in view of the fact that EV can prospec-
tively be used to the benefit of the grid (Rolink et.al. 2012, p. 87f) and also 
because of the necessary efficiency goals32, the regulation concerning 
energy meters has to be kept in mind. Consideration should be given to 
develop electromobility specific requirements, since the current specifica-
tions in MID cannot be transformed without problems in all regards (Weis 
2014, p.75ff). Since energy meters for public EVSE will be used all over the 
European Union the reasons leading to enact the MID also exist in this 
case. Instead there has been already an attempt to incorporate EV chargers 
into the scope of the MID (European Commission 2011, p.21ff), but it failed 
because the approach was not based on measuring topics but rather on the 
harmonisation of plugs.  
6.4 Conclusion and outlook 
European harmonisation is an important and precious instrument for 
avoiding heterogeneous developments within the Member States. Especial-
ly in the field of electromobility diverging regulations are counterproduc-
tive. Therefore, unifying systems all over Europe is mandatory. The har-
monisation of the charging socket system is indeed a very valuable step 
towards a cross border use of EV. Nonetheless, as seen, the directive pro-
posal COM (2013) 18 final does not capture all relevant issues in the con-
text of electromobility, which means that there are still some topics left 
open, which might as well be worthwhile to be harmonized. In regard to 
                                                                    
30  The directive 2014/32/EU replaced the as MID formerly known directive 2004/22/EC. 
31  Art. 4 Nr. 6 COM 2013 (18) final. 
32  See directive 2012/27/EU. 
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the other mentioned issues it would now be useful to start a discussion 
about whether and in what manner unification is needed. However, there 
is currently no need to overregulate a slowly starting market. Still the basic 
frame conditions should be determined and so far as possible already in a 
harmonized way enabling international charging processes. In so doing the 
upcoming electromobility market gives, due to the possibility of an early 
unification, a real chance to avoid mistakes which were for example made 
with regard to other technologies in the past. Since electromobility sys-
tems are not yet well established in the Member States, there is an oppor-
tunity to build an interoperable system from the bottom up, without major 
changes in national regulations. In this way, financial risks could also be 
reduced. Nevertheless the starting point needs to be set up currently. 
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of the EV in CROME 
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7.1 Data acquisition 
The data acquisition in CROME is the basis for the technical analysis of the 
use of the EV. Therefore, information about trips and charging events has 
been collected using five different data acquisition systems by the OEM 
and KIT (cf. chapter 1). To cope with the heterogeneity of the data result-
ing from different samples, methods of acquisition and data logging devic-
es has been a major challenge. 
7.1.1 Definition of a common data sample 
In a first organisational step, a common data sample was agreed between 
KIT as research institution and the OEMs. This negotiation had to find a 
satisfactory compromise between the interest of research to gain as much 
information as possible and the interest of the companies to protect their 
intellectual property, which lies e.g. within the operational strategy of the 
EV. The minimum requirement was a sample that enables for the analysis 
of key figures of mobility and the evaluation of the cross-border usage of 
the EV. Another central aspect was the identification of national idiosyn-
crasies in EV usage that can be found in the comparison of the sub-fleets of 
the two countries. In addition, for several vehicle types, further data has 
been gathered as the basis for a technically oriented analysis and a more 
precise investigation of the energy consumption for mobility and comfort 
needs. Table 11 gives an overview of the common data sample, which was 
agreed on, including expansions for additional analysis. 
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Table 11: Data acquisition during trips and charging events. 
 Trips Charging Events 
Date and time X X 
Vehicle position (longitude, latitude, altitude) X X 
Indoor and outdoor temperature X X 
Utilisation of heating and air conditioning X  
Remaining range X  
Vehicle speed X  
Total mileage X  
Actuation of brake and accelerator pedal X  
Longitudinal and lateral acceleration X  
SOC of battery  X X 
Engine revolution speed and engine torque X  
Energy consumption  X 
Depending on the dynamic of the signals, different groups of acquisition 
frequencies have been defined.  
For some EV types data could merely be collected in histograms due to 
technical constraints of the vehicle data acquisition systems. Furthermore, 
the systems were unable of collecting GPS-data, which was seen as crucial 
for the analysis of cross-border usage. Thus, an additional measurement 
system has been developed to fill this gap. 
7.2 Smartphones as data loggers 
The need for the completion of the acquired trip data of two EV types moti-
vated for the development of a custom-built measurement system. Its main 
data acquisition task was seen in the collection of GPS data and its automat-
ic transfer via mobile radio communication. Moreover, it should be easily 
applicable to the EV as a retrofit with preferably no need for a fixed installa-
tion, as the EV had already been distributed to customers at this time. 
Smartphones with a dedicated data logging application had been identified 
as the ideal choice for those requirements (cf. Pfriem et al., 2014). They are 
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capable of collecting GPS data with position, speed and altitude as well as 
accelerations. The connection to the mobile cellular network enables for 
data transfer after each trip, what was the basis for parallel data analysis 
throughout the active phase of the fleet test. In addition, this regular read-
out of data is the basis of an operation unlimited in time as the memory 
can be cleared after each transfer of trip data and a monitoring of user’s 
activity is ensured (i.e. sending reminders for using the application is pos-
sible). A major advantage over traditional automotive data logging equip-
ment is the touch-screen as a comfortable interface for user interaction. 
Driver input was used to identify the driver via unique ID to be able to 
differentiate between individual persons in multi-user scenarios. Further-
more, an optional multiple-choice questionnaire has been implemented to 
collect additional data about the trip (if the user didn’t decide to skip it). 
This additional data consists of the number of adults and minors on board, 
the trip purpose, the payload, the intention for a cross-border trip and the 
combination with other means of transport during the trip. 
 
Figure 35: User interface of data logger application 
A post-processing method was developed for the exploitation of the accel-
eration data from the smartphones. This procedure serves the purpose to 
recalibrate the axis-system of the acceleration data, based on the measured 
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data. It is necessary, as the data is recorded in an internal axis system of 
the smartphone, which is mounted in the car for each trip in a suction 
mount in an unspecified position with an unknown rotation to the vehicles 
axis system. The acceleration data is needed for further analysis in the 
vehicle coordinate system according to DIN 70000. Therefore, three Euler 
rotations from the source axis-system to the target axis-system have to be 
defined. The first two rotations are defined during the phases in which the 
EV is without movement, where gravity is measured as the only accelera-
tion. This defines the orientation relative to the vertical axis of the vehicle 
as the axis is in opposite direction to gravity. Slope mistakes are minimized 
by the evaluation of all stop-phases of the trip, where in mean there should 
be no resulting slope angle. The longitudinal axis of the EV is identified by 
the evaluation of acceleration events from stop phases, as they occur at 
intersections or traffic lights. The direction of the acceleration during 
straight-forward acceleration events defines the longitudinal axis of the 
car and the angle for the final rotation. A control of the straightness of the 
acceleration event is done with an evaluation of the GPS bearing signal. 
The lateral axis is defined as rectangular to both other axes and therefore 
does not need a separate calibration. In an additional rotation the cross-
talk between longitudinal and lateral acceleration is minimized to remove 
imprecisions in the axis recalibration process, which might have remained 
up to this point. Further information about the method to use smartphones 
as data loggers has been published in (Pfriem and Gauterin, 2014). 
7.3 Key figures of mobility 
The basic analysis of mobility in the fleet test is founded on data of about 
120,000 trips from six different vehicle types. They covered a total length 
of about 600,000 km in a driving time of approximately 20,000 hours. 
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7.3.1 Trip length 
The trip lengths show a variation between the different vehicle types from 
a median of 15 km for the Porsche Panamera Plug-In Hybrid to just above 
2 km for the Mercedes-Benz A-Klasse E-Cell (see Figure 36).  
The Porsche Panamera data has an interquartile range of over 40 km with 
an upper quartile of 45 km and shows a clear difference in usage in com-
parison to the others. This might be a result of the plug-in hybrid topology 
of the Panamera while all other cars are BEV. Another difference is the 
vehicle segment, where the Panamera stands apart as a luxury sports lim-
ousine. It will be left out of the group for further analysis, which will be 
focussed on BEV. The group of BEV shows, that the distances driven are 
mostly far below the vehicles’ maximum range of at least 135 km. The car 
with the longest range shows the lowest distance median and the two with 
the shortest maximum ranges rank second and third. This demonstrates 
that the driving distances are mainly a result of the individual usage sce-
narios and not of the vehicles’ characteristics.  
 
Figure 36: Boxplots for comparison of trip lenghts per vehicle type. 
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The combined analysis of BEV trip lengths reveals a clear focus on short-
distance mobility with a mean length of merely 8.3 km per trip and a medi-
an of 5.1 km (see Figure 37). 
 
Figure 37: Empirical distribution function of BEV trip lenghts. 
This is significantly shorter than the average trip length in Germany of 
11.5 km (Infas et al., 2010). Only 5 % of the trips account for distances 
beyond 28 km. 
7.3.2 Trip duration 
The predominant short trip lengths result in mainly short durations with 
more than half of all trips shorter than 15 minutes (see Figure 38). The 
median is 13.1 minutes and the mean value lies at 20 minutes. This is again 
shorter than the average trip in Germany with 23.2 minutes (Infas, 2010). 
Only 19 % of all trips last longer than 30 minutes. 
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Figure 38: Classing of trip durations. 
7.3.3 Mobile days 
A mobile day is defined for this analysis as a day on which the EV has been 
employed for at least one trip. The combined analysis of trip lengths on 
mobile days reveals that the cars are used for an average distance of 
28.3 km and a median of 20.3 km per mobile day. Again, this is far below 
the maximum range of the vehicles and even 95 % of all mobile days stay 
below 80 km, which is only 60 % of the shortest maximum driving distance 
of the BEV. 
It has been found by Franke (2013) that EV users tend to prefer a range 
buffer of an average of 20-25 %. Even with 25 % range buffer and the 
smallest maximum range of the EV, over 98 % of all mobile days can be 
covered. And with recharging during the day this percentage can be raised 
to almost 100. The data likewise reveals that in rare occurrences the EV 
are employed beyond their maximum range, as they are recharged during 
the day between trips. 
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Figure 39: Empirical distribution function of combined trip lengths on daily basis. 
7.3.4 Movement area 
The GPS data shows, that the EV are mostly used in a constrained local 
area. The movement area is defined as the smallest circle that includes all 
GPS values measured per car. In this analysis, EV with at least 50 trips with 
valid GPS data are included. The mean radius of 32.7 km is strongly influ-
enced of one outlier with a movement radius almost twice as large as the 
second largest radius.  
 
Figure 40: Distribution of the radius of the total movement area. 
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Half of all vehicles are employed in an area with a radius of less than 
26.6 km and therefore never conduct long-distance trips. 
7.3.5 Battery capacity usage 
The analysis of the usage of the battery capacity again shows the battery to 
be overdimensioned for most cases in the monitored usage. About three 
quarters of all trips start with a SOC above 60 % and the median lies at 
79 % (see Figure 41). The consumption per trip has a median of 4.5 % and 
an upper quartile of ca 10 %. In result, the distribution of end-SOC has a 
median of 71 % and a lower quartile of still 53 %. 
 
Figure 41: Boxplots of SOC difference per trip and start and end values. 
7.3.6 Cross-border mobility 
One project goal was to create a framework for cross-border mobility in-
cluding charging. Likewise, the cross-border mobility was monitored via 
GPS tracks. Crossings of the French-German-border have been monitored 
for several vehicles with both countries as starting point. In sum, about 
17,500 trips could be analysed in this aspect, though much of the trip data 
does not include GPS information. The analysis showed a share of 0.7 % of 
the trips to be cross-border. This should not be seen as a result of possible 
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limitations in cross-border charging. It can be seen as the effect of the 
strong regionally limited focus of the vehicle users, which has already been 
pointed out. 
7.4 Charging analysis 
The analysis of the charging behaviour reveals that the batteries of the EV 
are overdimensioned for most cases in the fleet test. 
 
Figure 42: Boxplots of SOC difference per charge and start and end values. 
The median of the SOC at the start of the charging process is 69 % and 
three quarters of the charging processes start above 48.5 %. In general, the 
EV are fully charged with few variation of end-SOC. Likewise, there is usu-
ally only little energy transported with a median of 22 % SOC per charge. 
This habit offers a huge potential for bidirectional charging as the vehicles 
could usually serve as a source of electricity at the beginning of the charg-
ing process with more than half of their total battery capacity. On the other 
hand it offers the potential for a significant cost reduction by employing 
smaller battery sizes, which fit the demand of energy for mobility better. 
The charging durations show a median of 119 minutes and stay far below 
the plug-in time. 
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Furthermore, it has to be noted, that the charging speed decreases towards 
high SOC (see Figure 44) and therefore the charging processes seem rather 
slow, as they usually happen with a large share in high SOC classes.  
 
Figure 43: Empirical distribution function of charging duration. 
 
Figure 44: BEV charging speed at different SOC levels. 
The EV are recharged very frequently with a median of one day, despite 
the fact that they are not used on every day. Therefore, the number of re-
charging processes per mobile day is even higher. As a result of the low 
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depth of discharge, it can be expected, that the batteries will show only 
small effects of wear and tear through the usage. 
7.5 Comparison of Germany and France 
The comparative analysis of the mobility between Germany and France is 
based on the evaluation of Smart ed data to eliminate distortive factors like 
different ranges or top speeds of the cars, as other EV models were (main-
ly) solely available in one of the countries. 52 technically identical EV build 
the base for the comparison and are almost evenly distributed between 
both countries. The total tracked trip length is more than 490,000 km in 
aggregated data and over 50,000 km in GPS-traces at 1 Hz acquisition rate. 
Further information can also be found in (Pfriem and Gauterin, 2014). 
7.5.1 Trip length 
The comparison of the trips in both countries shows a stronger use of the 
EV in Germany for distances between 1 and 15 km while EV used in France 
are driven comparably more often for trips in distance classes between 15 
and 50 km (see Figure 45). 
 
Figure 45: Trip length distribution in Germany and France. 
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The biggest difference can be found for trips between 20 and 25 km, which 
are three times as likely to happen in France as in Germany. Long trips 
beyond 50 km are very uncommon in both countries and we can in general 
observe a focus on trips below 10 km length. 
7.5.2 Trip length on mobile days 
The EV are used for combined ranges up to 200 km per day. With an offi-
cial range of 135 km in the New European Driving Cycle (Smart, 2010), the 
EV must have been recharged significantly during the day for those cases. 
But these occurrences are very rare in both countries and only about each 
2 % of mobile days show distances beyond 100 km (see Figure 46). 
 
Figure 46: Empirical distribution function of combined trip lengths on daily basis in 
Germany and France. 
Despite the trend to shorter distances on individual trips, the EV used in 
Germany are driven on longer cumulated daily distances than the EV used 
in France. In the fleet test, the median of 25.2 km in Germany is about 25 % 
higher than in France with a median of 20.4 km per day as a result of a 
slightly higher number of trips on mobile days in Germany than in France. 
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7.5.3 Trip duration  
In the fleet test, German EV trips last significantly longer than French trips 
in terms of time with a median of 14.4 min, which is about 20 % higher 
than the French median of 12.1 min (see Figure 47).  
 
Figure 47: Boxplot of trip durations. 
At first glance, this result seems contradictory to the distribution of trip 
lengths. But the explanation for that can be found in the comparison of the 
speed profiles of the trips.  
7.5.4 Speed profiles 
The median of the driving speed for German trips is 24 km/h, whereas the 
French median of 28 km/h is approx. 17 % higher, what allows for longer 
trips in shorter time. The variation in mean speeds between trips is almost 
identical in both countries.  
The speed profiles for both countries show, that the EV are predominantly 
used at urban speeds below 60 km/h (see Figure 48). Both curves also 
present an unusual peak at the top speed of 100 km/h to which the ana-
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lysed EV type is limited. This demonstrates that users regularly experience 
speed limitation, which could be a possible obstacle for acceptance. The 
data suggests that a higher top speed would suit the users’ needs better. 
The curve of the German drivers shows peaks at 30 km/h, 50 km/h and at 
70 km/h, what are common speed limits in Germany, whereas the French 
speed distribution shows a much higher share around 90 km/h, the com-
mon speed limit for rural roads in France. The most significant difference 
is the higher share of top speed in France, what corresponds to the higher 
percentage of long trips. Long trips usually take place with a significantly 
bigger portion of high speeds than short trips. 
 
Figure 48: Probability density function of driving speed. 
7.5.5 Mobility in the course of the day 
The use of the EV throughout the day shows clear differences between the 
countries (see Figure 49). The French use is distributed more or less sym-
metrically around the middle of the day, whereas the German usage re-
veals a focus on the first half of the day. Another difference is, that the 
French mobility is shifted one hour towards the afternoon in comparison. 
This may be due to the fact that German workers tend to start and stop 
working earlier than the French, which can also be observed in the com-
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parison of departure times in large German (Infas, 2010) and French 
(Commisariat général au développement durable, 2011) Mobility studies. 
This result is of special importance for the integration into the electricity 
grid. The EV are very likely to be connected to the grid at the end of the 
working day after the last trip for charging. In case of immediate charging, 
the peak load on the grid of both countries will occur at different times as a 
result of different national working cultures. From a European perspective, 
this could offer a potential for cross-national grid stabilisation in the future. 
 
Figure 49: Probability density function for hours with mobility. 
7.6 Conclusion and discussion 
Within the CROME project we were able to gather mobility data from ap-
proximately 120,000 trips with EV. We merged data from pre-installed 
CAN data loggers and from a newly developed measurement system of a 
smartphone with a custom-built application in the fleet vehicles. 
It was shown, that the vehicles are predominantly used on short trips in an 
urban environment within a limited geographical area. Most of the EV 
were employed within small corporate fleets, where there was no need for 
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long EV trips due to a regional focus of business or the alternative of con-
ventional cars for long distances.  
It was also pointed out that there are some notable national idiosyncrasies 
in our fleet test. Individual trips on the French side are longer in terms of 
distance, whereas the combined trip lengths on a mobile day are longer on 
the German side. The French trips show a faster speed profile with a larger 
share in speed regions for rural roads, resulting in a higher average speed. 
This is an effect of the less dense settlement structure in the French project 
region. The analysis showed that the EV are already suitable for the usage 
in corporate fleets. In most cases, a maximum of half of the battery capacity 
was used between two charge processes and range showed to be sufficient 
with a notable buffer for almost all mobile days.  
However, the results from the analysis of only approximately 100 EV can-
not be transferred directly to all business situations. Although, many com-
panies and especially regional authorities show comparable usage profiles 
to the project’s test drivers. Especially small and medium-sized businesses 
often have a regional business focus. In Germany 80 % of all commercial 
vehicles are used less than 80 km per day (Hacker, et al., 2011). Therefore, 
many companies could as well benefit from a share of EV or a total re-
placement of vehicles with combustion engines within their fleet in terms 
of energy efficiency and the mitigation of CO2 emissions (cf. Ketelaer et al. 
2014). From a cost perspective, for regionally focussed businesses it would 
be better to choose EV with a smaller, demand-based maximum range to 
avoid an overinvestment into the expensive battery, when it is almost nev-
er used to full capacity. 
A larger share of EV in corporate fleets would presumably result in a cor-
responding offer of second-hand EV for private customers in a few years. 
Currently more than 60 % of all new vehicle are registered by commercial 
owners (Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt, 2014). Therefore, it is important to build 
EV that suit the needs of corporate users to address a large share of the 
vehicle market. This could be a significant support of the market ramp-up 
of BEV and affect the offer for private users within a few years as well. 
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8 Adoption of EV in the 
French German context 
Axel Ensslen, Patrick Jochem, Martin Rometsch, Wolf Fichtner 
French-German Institute for Environmental Research /  
Institute for Industrial Production, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
A significant data source for the user evaluation has been created during 
the three online interviews during the project phase. Between September 
2013 and July 2014 answers to the third survey on acceptance of EV used 
in a professional environment within the CROME project were collected. 
This survey focused on the users’ and fleet managers’33 long-term experi-
ences with EV in the French-German project region. Professional as well as 
private EV adoption intentions are analysed in this article. After presenting 
a brief literature review, this chapter characterises the sample of CROME’s 
third online questionnaire. The survey participants’ sociodemographic 
background, their mobility behaviour as well as EV usage patterns are 
described in detail. Furthermore, the participating organisations, their 
fleet managers and the vehicle fleets within their organisations are charac-
terised. Afterwards, relevance of different car purchase decision criteria in 
the private and organisational context are compared. As EV users’ expecta-
tions given in the first two surveys concerning range, purchase price and 
charging time are only satisfied to low degrees (cf. Schäuble et al. forth-
coming and Ensslen et al. 2015), these barriers are analysed in detail by 
measuring the EV users’ willingness to pay, the minimum range required 
and acceptable charging times. Furthermore, the participants’ stated pref-
erences concerning their next car purchase intentions are analysed and 
evaluated. A binary logistic regression model is derived from the survey 
data providing information on private EV purchase intentions. This model 
takes into account socio-economic data, mobility behaviour, survey partic-
                                                                    
33  The persons in charge of the EV in the companies who have partly been involved in the decision making 
process to acquire the EV. 
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ipants’ attitudes towards the environment as well as their willingness to 
seek for information on future developments of EV in order to characterise 
potential future EV adopters. The sample is suitable for research questions 
on private EV purchase intentions, as (i) the sample is comparably unbi-
ased, i.e. the major part of the survey participants had not bought an EV for 
their private purposes when they completed the survey, so self-selection 
process might be negligible (cf. Globisch et al. 2013). Furthermore, (ii) the 
professional EV users had already experienced EV, which is a decisive fac-
tor influencing EV purchase intentions (cf. Ensslen et al. forthcoming). The 
purpose of the chapter is to analyse purchase intentions of a specific popu-
lation: EV users and fleet managers who experienced EV during a period of 
about two years in a professional context.  
8.1 The third survey in the context 
of the CROME project 
Comparing market developments of EV34 in France and Germany leads to 
the conclusion that the French market for EV currently rather captures the 
position of a lead market, as in France 37,100 EV were registered in June 
2014 whereas only 24,000 EV were registered in Germany in July 2014 (cf. 
Nationale Plattform Elektromobilität 2014). The French car market is con-
siderably smaller than the German (cf. Dudenhöffer et al. 2014). Germany 
on the other hand is rather characterised as lead supplier for EV together 
with the United States (cf. Nationale Plattform Elektromobilität 2014). The 
Nationale Plattform Elektromobilität (2014) even provides an explanation 
for the high dynamics of EV diffusion in countries like Denmark, France, 
the Netherlands and Norway. According to the authors the monetary in-
centives provided constitute a large lever for EV diffusion (cf. Pfahl et al. 
2013). The Nationale Plattform Elektromobilität (2014) compares the 
markets from a macroeconomic point of view by considering national 
framework conditions, national EV stock and number of charging points. 
                                                                    
34  Within this study 99 % of the respondents were users of pure electric vehicles (BEV). In this article BEV 
users are considered and referred to as EV users. 
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Furthermore, information on German EV users’ willingness to pay (WTP) 
for EV and their perception of the EV specific particularities concerning 
range and charging infrastructure are provided (cf. Nationale Plattform 
Elektromobilität 2014 and Plötz et al. 2013). 
In order to analyse German and French EV users’ and fleet managers’ per-
ception of EV, user acceptance has been analysed within the CROME pro-
ject based on a multi-methodological, interdisciplinary approach (cf. Fig-
ure 50). The acceptance analysis as part of the evaluation concept 
consisted of repeatedly questioning the CROME participants using and 
managing the EV in a professional environment by online surveys with 
different focuses (expectations, first experiences and long-term EV adop-
tion), as well as of face-to-face interviews of some private and professional 
users (cf. chapter 4) and workshops with fleet managers. Additionally, 
technical data on trips such as speed and acceleration were collected by 
using data loggers and smartphones (cf. chapter 2). 
 
Figure 50: Evaluation concept for EV user acceptance in the CROME project  
(cf. Ensslen et al. 2013a). 
Before the project CROME started in 2011, the projects Kléber in Stras-
bourg (cf. Pierre 2014; Pierre 2015) and MeRegioMobil (Paetz et al. 2012) 
in the region of Karlsruhe analysed EV user acceptance in the Upper Rhine 
region, but from a rather national perspective. Afterwards the projects 
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CROME, ELEC’TRA (cf. Tanguy et al. 2015) and RheinMobil (Stella et al. 
2015) analysed EV user acceptance from a binational point of view.  
General information on CROME can be found in Gagnol et al. (2013). De-
tails on the subjective and qualitative part of the user acceptance study, i.e. 
results from the interviews with professional and private EV users and 
fleet managers are available in Pierre (2014). Details on current research 
on technical issues of EV, i.e. the analyses of data from dataloggers in the 
vehicles are available in Pfriem and Gauterin (2013), Pfriem et al. (2014) 
and chapter 7. 
This section puts its focuses on the findings of the online questionnaires 
among the professional EV users within the multi-methodological, inter-
disciplinary approach of the CROME project. More precisely we are focus-
ing on the findings of the subjective and quantitative part of the user ac-
ceptance analysis, i.e. the results of the first two online questionnaires on 
the CROME participants’ expectations (Q1) and their first experiences (Q2) 
are presented before corresponding research questions for the third online 
survey (Q3) and this article are derived. Furthermore, early private EV 
adopters amongst a specific population are characterised, notably amongst 
EV users who experienced EV during a period of about two years in a pro-
fessional context.  
8.1.1 EV users’ expectations (Q1) 
Between 2011 and 2013 the car manufacturers participating in the CROME 
project (cf. CROME 2014) could convince some organisations purchasing 
EV to participate in the CROME project and to take part in the EV user ac-
ceptance studies. In order to collect quantitative data on the EV users’ and 
fleet managers’ opinions on EV usage and to learn about their expectations, 
the first online survey was distributed directly to the fleet vehicle users 
after their organisations decided to take part in the CROME project. Fur-
thermore, the survey was completed by addressing the participating or-
ganisations’ fleet managers and decision makers. In order to analyse EV 
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users’ and fleet managers’ expectations responses to the first survey were 
collected from September 2011 until April 2012 (cf. Ensslen et al. 2012). 
Most of the EV users stated that the EV are allocated in their employers’ 
vehicle fleets and are used by several persons, predominantly for profes-
sional trips. At that point of time some of the EV users had already made 
first experiences with the EV, others did not have any experience with the 
EV at all. Ensslen et al. (2012) tackled the research question whether there 
are differences concerning user acceptance of EV between the French and 
German respondents. According to their results, the French respondents 
seem to be more optimistic about purchasing an EV for their private pur-
poses within the next 10 years than the German EV users. Less of the 
French answered “maybe” and more of the French chose the answer “yes”. 
The question, who of the EV users within CROME could envision purchas-
ing an EV for private purposes within the next years was further analysed 
in order to identify main characteristics of early EV adopters in the French-
German context. Therefore, Ensslen et al. (2015) developed two binary 
logistic regression models. One of the two models estimated the EV users’ 
and fleet managers’ purchase intentions based on their socio-economic 
background, their experience levels with EV as well as their car usage be-
haviour. Results show that respondents who could envision purchasing an 
EV within the next 10 year are likely to have a higher level of income, to 
have a household equipped with two or more cars and to travel more than 
50 kilometres a day on average, not necessarily by car. This model addi-
tionally shows that possibilities to experience EV (e.g. by test drives) are 
important leverages to support adoption of EV by private car buyers. As 
organisations kept on joining the CROME project until August 2013, 238 
responses to the first questionnaire were collected from September 2011 
until November 2013 (cf. Figure 51). 
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Figure 51: Date of survey completion of the first survey (Q1) in CROME. 
8.1.2 EV users’ and fleet managers’ first experiences (Q2) 
Based on the second survey which was completed between September 
2012 and May 2013, the CROME participants are characterised according to 
their attitudes, values and norms. Ensslen et al. (2013b) characterised the 
survey participants, who had on average experienced EV for one year, 
based on 19 items assessing their individual innovativeness, environmental 
awareness, price sensitivity, attitudes to EV and the perceived image of EV. 
The second binary logistic regression model developed in Ensslen et al. 
(2015) used this characterisation and joined these factors with the re-
spondents’ answers provided in the first survey (Q1) on their EV purchase 
intentions. According to the model presented dependencies between the 
respondents’ attitude towards EV, their innovativeness as well as the per-
ceived image of EV can be observed. Dependencies between the respond-
ents’ EV purchase intentions and their environmental awareness as well as 
their price sensitivities could not be observed. Unfortunately these findings 
are limited as the model had to be estimated based on only 60 answers of 
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8.1.3 Research questions, methods used 
and structure of this article 
Based on the findings of the two first online questionnaires (Q1 and Q2) 
presented above and results of the qualitative user acceptance study (cf. 
CROME 2014: pages 63 – 67) the third online questionnaire (Q3) was de-
veloped focusing on the professional EV users’ and fleet managers’ long-
term experiences and their willingness to further adopt EV in the profes-
sional as well as the private context.35 EV acceptance is assessed by indi-
viduals’ EV purchase intentions. Therefore the field test participants were 
interviewed about their planned next car purchase profoundly. The article 
analyses the differences between criteria influencing purchase decisions in 
the private and organisational context. Statistical significance levels of 
differences are determined by nonparametric Mann-Whitney U tests36. 
Identifying respondents who have a higher probability to choose an EV 
when being asked about their next car purchase decisions is of particular 
interest. Hence, the focus is on describing powertrain choices based on 
exogenous variables accounting for attitudes, sociodemographic back-
ground and mobility behaviour. Corresponding dependencies are estimat-
ed by using binary logistic regression analysis. 
In order to characterise potential EV adopters and EV specific barriers this 
article has the following structure: Section 8.2 presents the data sample 
including the sociodemographic background of the survey participants, their 
mobility behaviour, EV usage patterns and their employment by industry. 
Section 8.3 compares car purchase decision criteria mentioned by EV users 
buying cars for private purposes and fleet managers buying cars for profes-
sional reasons. Section 8.4 describes the professional EV users’ next private 
car purchase intentions before section 8.5 assesses EV specific barriers pro-
vided by the EV users. Potential early EV adopters are characterised in sec-
tion 8.6 before a conclusion and an outlook complete this chapter. 
                                                                    
35  With further focus on additional services (cf. Chapter 3). 
36  With IBM SPSS Statistics® 
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8.2 Sample description 
The following analyses are derived from the third online survey (Q3) that 
was distributed to the professional EV users within CROME. This survey 
was completed by the EV users and fleet managers between August 2013 
and July 2014 and focused on their long-term experiences with EV. Overall 
134 responses from 67 French and German respondents were collected. 82 
respondents stated to be only EV user, 37 stated to be fleet manager and 
EV user, 7 stated being fleet manager only and 5 provided the answer of 
neither being EV user nor fleet manager. 3 persons did not provide any 
answer in this issue. The EV used by the survey participants are owned by 
organisations in different sectors (cf. Figure 54). 
8.3 Sociodemographic background 
The majority of the survey participants are male (81 % of the Germans and 
69 % of the French). On average they are about 45 years old (SD=10) and 
well educated, as more than half of the respondents have an academic 
background. Only 18 % of the French and 10 % of the German respondents 
live in single person households. More than a third of the survey partici-
pants did not want to provide information about their households’ net 
income level. On average the German EV users have a net household in-
come of 4,088 Euros and the French of 3,547 Euros (cf. Figure 52). Com-
pared with national averages female participants are underrepresented. 
Well-educated male respondents living in multiple person households with 
a high income and being between 30 and 59 years old are overrepresented 
(cf. Ensslen et al. 2013a). Although this repartition is not representative for 
the French or the German population, it might be representative for the 
people working in the participating organisations. 
The French as well as the German EV users participating in this survey 
majorly live in municipalities with less than 20,000 citizens whereas most 
of them state that their workplaces are located in municipalities with more 
than 20,000 citizens (cf. Figure 53).  
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Figure 52: CROME EV users‘ monthly net household income. 
 
Figure 53: Number of citizens in the home municipalities of the EV users (l.h.s.) and in the 
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Figure 54: Employment by industry of the CROME participants (n=123) and employment by 









Employment by industry of the
French CROME EV users
Industry (A-F without D)
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply (D)
Wholesale and retail trade, transport, accomodation and food service activities  (G - I)
Information and communication (J)
Financial, insurance and real estate activities (K - L)
Professional, scientific and technical activities; ... (M - N)
Public administration and defence (O)
Education, human health and social work activities (P - Q)
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44 % of the CROME EV users participating in the third online question-
naire state to be working in public administration. 23 % of them in the 
energy sector. Those two sectors are heavily overrepresented, shown by 
the distribution of employees in France and Germany (cf. Figure 54), as 
employment in these sectors normally makes up for less than 10 % of the 
total employment in France as well as in Germany. Only about a third of 
the survey participants work in other sectors representing an employment 
share of more than 90 % in France and Germany (cf. Figure 54). 
The overrepresentation of the respondents in the sectors public admin-
istration and energy supply might be linked to these organisations’ inter-
ests as e.g. development of new business segments. This might have been a 
driving factor for energy supply companies to participate. As several mu-
nicipal utilities participated in CROME, they might have influenced public 
authorities to participate. Furthermore, employment stakes and the posi-
tive communication effect of showing to be environmentally aware and 
innovative by using EV might have been another important factor influenc-
ing organisations in the public administration sector to participate. 
8.4 The respondents’ mobility behaviour 
Three out of four survey participants (n=117) use cars on a daily basis and 
about 20 % of them at 1-3 days per week. As the EV has predominantly 
been acquired as a fleet vehicle used on average by more than 10 persons 
for professional trips (cf. Table 12), it is used less frequently than cars in 
general (cf. Figure 55). 23 % of the survey participants use an EV on a daily 
basis, 34 % at 1-3 days per week and 25 % at about 1-3 days per month. 
About 18 % use an EV less frequently. The German field test participants 
use the EV less frequently on a highly significant level (cf. Figure 55) what 
could explain why individual trips of the German users are shorter but 
have longer cumulated daily distances than the EV used in France (cf. 
chapter 7.5.2). The fact that the EV used by the German survey participants 
are used by more people than the French EV further supports this assump-
tion (cf. Table 12). Furthermore, about half of the survey participants state 
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to do walking trips on a daily basis. The other modes of transport are less 
important for most of the EV users (cf. Figure 55). This might be linked to 
the fact that the major share of survey participants lives in rather rural 
areas, where public transportation is rare, and uses cars for commuting to 
the workplaces allocated in the inner cities. 
 
Figure 55: CROME EV users’ mode of transport. 
8.5 EV usage patterns in CROME 
As already stated, on average the French as well as the German survey 
participants experienced the EV for almost two years. The EV within the 






















































































(Almost) daily 1 - 3 times per week
1 - 3 times per month Rarely, less than once a month
(Almost) never
Mann-Whitney Test results (MW): 
°p<0.1;  *p<0.05 ; **p<0.01;  ***p<0.001
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CROME project driven by the French participants are used by less persons 
than the EV driven by the German field test participants (cf. Table 12). 
Table 12: Experience, number of EV users and EV usage purposes in CROME. 
Furthermore, the EV users were asked which purposes they use the EV for. 
It can be observed, that the EV usage scenario of the French survey partici-
pants is more diversified. The EV is used for commuting more frequently. It 
is also used more frequently for private purposes at week-ends or during 
holidays, for transportation purposes of goods (e.g. in order to transport 
products, material or machines) or in order to transport persons. The 
French as well as the Germans stated to use the EV very frequently for 
provision of services (e.g. installation, repairing, consulting, visiting and 
care); the German fleet test participants use the EV almost exclusively for 









U Test) N Mean N Mean 
Experience with EV (in months) 71 23.31 68 21.72 0.35 





















69 12.78 56 4.64 0.001 
...for private purposes... 69 3.91 56 1.30 0.003 
...for transportation of 
goods... 
69 7.39 56 0.00 0.098 
...for provision of services... 69 51.78 56 39.20 0.099 
…for transportation of 
persons… 
69 10.72 56 2.71 <0.001 
...for other professional job 
completions… 
69 13.41 56 52.14 0.006 
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8.6 Characterisation of the participating 
organisations and fleet managers 
The fleet managers were asked about their influence on car purchase deci-
sions in their company37. Most of the fleet managers do not take the car pur-
chase decisions in their companies alone. Most of the respondents state to 
have a certain influence on their organisations’ car purchase decisions (cf. 
Figure 56). This is the reason why this population is particularly interesting 
for providing information on future car purchase intentions, particularly EV. 
 
Figure 56: Fleet managers‘ estimate on their influence on future car purchase decisions 
within their organisations (n= 40). 
The fleet managers were asked about the powertrains of the vehicles in 
their current fleet today and their estimation for 2020. As only fleet manag-
ers of EV owning organisations were questioned, alternative fuel vehicles 
including hybrids in general already account for 21 % of the participating 
organisations’ vehicle fleets today (15 % EV, cf. Figure 57). According to the 
participating fleet managers the share of alternative fuel vehicles will be 
                                                                    
37  Differences between the French and German fleet managers’ answers are not significant. N=40; 
U=192.5; Z=-0.206; p=0.837. 
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more than doubled until 2020 and PEV, i.e. PHEV, REEV, BEV will make up 
for more than 30 % of the vehicles in their organisations’ fleets in 2020.  
CROME might have been an important project for the participating organi-
sations in order to experience future developments. According to the fleet 
managers the EV share in the participating French organisations is current-
ly significantly higher than in the participating German organisations (cf. 
Figure 57). According to the fleet managers’ answers the share of EV in 
2020 will be significantly higher in the French organisations (cf. Figure 58). 
 
Figure 57: French (l.h.s; n=25) and German (r.h.s.; n=18) fleet managers’ descriptions for the 
composition of their current organisations’ vehicle fleets. 
 
Figure 58: French (l.h.s; n=25) and German (r.h.s.; n=18) fleet managers’ descriptions for the 
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8.7 Car purchase decision criteria –
 private vs. professional 
The fleet managers and the EV users within the CROME project were asked 
which criteria they consider during the vehicle buying process. Fleet man-
agers were asked to provide information about the differences in their pur-
chasing decision for private and business purposes. According to the results 
provided in Figure 60, price is the most important criterion for a large part 
of EV users and fleet managers. Surprisingly, the difference between the 
two groups was not significant for this criterion. According to the results 
provided in Figure 59 the next cars’ emissions are of higher relevance in 
professional decision-making. On the other hand design, acceleration and 
fuel efficiency is more important for private car purchase decisions.  
Engine size38 and car brand39 is more important to the French fleet manag-
ers, whereas versatility40 is significantly more important to the German 
fleet managers. This might be linked to the differences observed concern-
ing sectoral distributions of the French and German organisations partici-
pating in CROME and the purpose the fleet managers intend to purchase 
the cars for (e.g. vehicles as fleet cars or as company cars). The purchase 
decision criteria safety41, emissions42, versatility43 and fuel efficiency44 are 
more important to the German EV users than to the French. 
Comparing the results of Figure 59 with the results of Peters & de Haan 
(2006) who asked 1307 Swiss households in representative telephone 
interviews in 2005 about the criteria influencing their decisions when 
purchasing new cars, the most important criteria (purchase price, car size, 
safety) are on average ordered in the same way. Differences can be ob-
served concerning the ranking of the criterion fuel type. The findings pre-
                                                                    
38  N=32; Mann-Whitney U = 68.5; Z=-2.178; p=0.029. 
39  N=32; Mann-Whitney U = 76.5; Z=-1.870; p=0.062. 
40  N=32; Mann-Whitney U = 66.5; Z=-2.324; p=0.020. 
41  N=104; Mann-Whitney U = 1005; Z=-2.324; p=0.020. 
42  N=104; Mann-Whitney U = 1071; Z=-2.093; p=0.036. 
43  N=104; Mann-Whitney U = 987; Z=-2.491; p=0.013. 
44  N=104; Mann-Whitney U = 881.5; Z=-3.248; p=0.001. 
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sented in Figure 59 oppose the results of Peters & de Haan (2006) where 
fuel type is ranked behind the criteria design and gearshift. According to 
Figure 59 fuel type is similarly relevant as fuel consumption, total cost of 
ownership (TCO) and car brand and definitely of higher relevance than 
gearshift. Availability of EV and the possibility to experience the new tech-
nology might have influenced the CROME users and fleet managers to give 
fuel type a higher weight than the Swiss households back in 2005.  
8.8 EV users’ next car purchase decisions 
The CROME sample of professional EV users is suitable for research ques-
tions on private EV purchase intentions, as (i) the sample is unbiased, i.e. 
the major part of the survey participants had not bought an EV for their 
private purposes when they completed the survey. Consequently self-
selection processes might be negligible (cf. Globisch et al. 2013). Further-
more, (ii) the professional EV users had already experienced EV, which is a 
decisive factor influencing EV purchase intentions (cf. Ensslen et al. 2015). 
The CROME EV users participating in the survey were asked about their 
experience levels of purchasing cars45. Only 7 % of them state not ever 
having purchased a car. 84 % of the 125 EV users answering this question 
state having purchased a car at least twice; 31 % of the 125 EV users even 
stated having purchased a car 6 times or even more frequently. The EV 
users were asked whether they plan to purchase a new car or rather a 
second-hand car for their private purposes. About one third of them stated 
planning to purchase a new car46. Furthermore, the EV users were asked 
whether the next car they intend to purchase will be an additional car or 
whether it will replace another car in the household47. Only 9 % of the 123 
EV users providing an answer to this question stated that the next car will 
be an additional car or the first car ever purchased in the household. 64 % 
                                                                    
45  Differences between the French and German survey participants’ answers are not significant. N=125; 
Χ2=1.623; df=3; p=0.654. 
46  Differences between the French and German survey participants’ answers are not significant. N=121; 
Χ2=0.283; df=1; p=0.595. 
47  Differences between the French and German survey participants’ answers are not significant. N=123; 
Χ2=8.002; df=5; p=0.156. 
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stated that the next car will replace another car in the household. 27 % of 
the respondents did not know which vehicle they intend to replace or if 
they want to purchase an additional car (cf. Figure 60). 
 
Figure 59: Relevance of different criteria during the purchase decision of cars in the private 
and professional context (private n=104, professional: 32). 


















Percentage  of fleet managers and EV users 
Order of criteria considered during the next professional and 
private car purchase decisions 
first subsequently later at the end
Mann-Whitney Test results (MW) for testing the difference between professional  
and private car purchase decisions (only calculated for selected criteria):  
°p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 
professional 
private 
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Figure 60: According to the respondents, will the next car be an additional car or a car 
replacing another car in the household? (n=123). 
Being asked about medium and long-term car purchase intentions, 60 % of 
the EV users state that they will purchase a new car during the next 10 
years48. 30 % of them state that they will maybe do so. Only 10 % state that 
they will not buy a car during the next 10 years (cf. Figure 61). 
 
Figure 61: Statements of EV users on car purchase intentions for their private needs during 
the next 10 years (n=125). 
The EV users were also asked whether they could envision purchasing an 
EV within the next 10 years for their private needs49. More than a fourth of 
them stated yes, about half of them was rather undecided and stated may-
                                                                    
48  Differences between the French and German survey participants’ answers are not significant. N=125; 
Χ2=1.945; df=2; p=0.378. 
49  Differences between the French and German survey participants’ answers are not significant. N=126; 
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be and one fifth of them stated not being willing to envision purchasing an 
EV within the next 10 years (cf. Figure 62). The same question had been 
asked in the first survey and was analysed for the CROME users providing 
an answer to this question between August 2011 and April 2012 (cf. 
Ensslen et al. 2012). Surprisingly the share of respondents answering 
“Maybe” increased somewhat and the share of respondents answering 
“Yes” decreased slightly, but not significantly50. The share of respondents 
providing the answer “No” remained relatively constant. Please note that 
only a small share of the survey participants of the third survey had also 
participated in the first survey, so the population in the samples changed. 
Therefore analysis concerning the development of the same users’ private 
EV purchase intentions over time is not possible. 
 
Figure 62: Could the EV users envision purchasing an EV within the next 10 years (n=126). 
Furthermore, the EV users were asked to choose among different power-
train technologies when they buy their next car51. The respondents had the 
possibility to choose between the following alternatives: (1) internal com-
bustion engine vehicles (ICEV) driven with gasoline, (2) ICEV driven with 
diesel, (3) liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) or compressed natural gas (CNG) 
vehicles, (4) BEV, (5) PHEV or REEV52, (6) hybrid EV which can not be 
charged with electricity and (7) indifferent. About half of the 113 respond-
ents chose ICEV, 14 % stated that they are indifferent concerning power-
                                                                    
50  NQ1, April 2012=108; NQ3=126; Mann-Whitney U = 6316.5; Z=-1.027; p=0.304. 
51  Differences between the French and German survey participants’ answers are not significant. N=113; 
Χ2=9.792; df=6; p=0.134. 
52  PHEV and REEV have been grouped together, as both powertrain technologies combine the possibility to 
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train choice. Only 12 % chose BEV, but 28 % stated to choose PEV consist-
ing of BEV, REEV and PHEV (cf. Figure 63). This is consistent with the 27 % 
of respondents stating that they could envision purchasing an EV within 
the next 10 years for their private needs provided in Figure 63. 
 
Figure 63: Which powertrain technologies state the EV users to choose when they purchase 
their next car? (n=113). 
8.9 EV specific barriers 
As no significant differences between the French and German respondents’ 
answers concerning the minimum range of an EV can be observed53, the 
cumulative distribution of answers provided by the 116 French and Ger-
man EV users is presented in Figure 64. About 20 % of the EV users would 
be satisfied with a minimum range of 176 km, 40 % with 240 km and 70 % 
with 300 km. 90 % of the EV users would be satisfied with a minimum 
range of 500 km (arithmetic average: 308.28 km, median: 300 km). 
The French and German EV users’ expectations concerning charging time 
for 100 km range differ on a low significant level54. 50 % of the French 
respondents expect a charging time of 30 minutes or less whereas 50 % of 
the German respondents expect a charging time of an hour or less. Overall, 
                                                                    
53  N=116; Mann-Whitney U = 1647; Z=-0.185; p=0.854. 
54  N=116; Mann-Whitney U = 1362; Z=-1.771; p=0.077. 
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60 % would be satisfied with a charging time for 100 km of 30 minutes. 
50 % would be satisfied with a charging time of one hour (cf. Figure 65). 
 
Figure 64: Minimum range of EV so that the EV users would consider purchasing an EV when 
they buy their next car (n=116). 
 
Figure 65: What is the maximum time an EV needs to be charged in for 100 km range so that 
you would actually consider an EV when you buy your next car? (n=116). 
No significant differences between French and German respondents’ an-
swers concerning relative Willingness to Pay (WTP) for all kinds of PEV 
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(BEV, PHEV or REEV) were observed55. About 40 % of the EV users are 
willing to pay more for a BEV than for a gasoline driven ICEV. Somewhat 
less than 40 % state equal WTP between BEV and a gasoline driven ICEV 
(cf. Figure 66). WTP for a PHEV or REEV is somewhat higher. Somewhat 
less than 60 % of the EV users’ state being willing to pay more for a PHEV 
or REEV compared to a gasoline driven ICEV. About 40 % of the EV users 
expect equal prices (cf. Figure 67). 
 
Figure 66: Relative willingness to pay (WTP) for BEV(n=50). 
 
Figure 67: Relative willingness to pay (WTP) for PHEV and REEV (n=51). 
                                                                    
55  BEV vs. ICEV: N=50; Mann-Whitney U = 299; Z=-0.02; p=0.984. 
 PHEV vs. ICEV: N=51; Mann-Whitney U = 280.5; Z=-0.47; p=0.638. 
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8.10 Characterising EV adopters 
In order to characterize the CROME users choosing a PEV during their next 
car purchase decision, the different powertrain alternatives are grouped in 
two clusters: A PEV cluster consisting of the two subgroups BEV and PHEV 
/ REEV and another cluster including all other alternatives. According to 
Backhaus et al. (2008) a subgroup used in logistic regression analyses 
should at least contain 25 respondents. With regards to contents as well as 
limitations concerning the size of subsamples provided, this was the only 
possible option for pooling the subsamples, as the subgroup of respond-
ents indicating EV choice only contained 25 users. In order to identify and 
characterise the EV users who stated that they will choose an EV during 
their next car purchase decision, a binary logistic regression model is esti-
mated (n=86).  












et al. 2008) 
Portion of variance ex-
plained by the predictors: 
(Very) good results 
No significant difference between the forecasted 
values of the model and the observed values could 
have been observed. According to Backhaus et al. 
(2008) acceptable if p>0.7. 
The model’s parameters and corresponding interpretations indicate a good 
model fit particularly concerning the model’s Nagelkerke and Cox & Snell 
R². According to the Hosmer-Lemeshow test results no significant differ-
ence between the forecasted values of the model and the observed values 
can be observed. Nevertheless, according to Backhaus et al. (2008) the p-
value in this test should be above 0.7. Unfortunately this is not the case. An 
overview of the results is provided in Table 13. The following two equa-
tions describe the resulting probability of individuals’ intention to choose a 
PEV during the next car purchase decision of the EV users depending on 
their car usage frequency, EV usage frequency, nationality, environmental 
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awareness and willingness to seek for information on further development 
of EV in the future (cf. equations 1 and 2). 
 (1) 
with 
   (2)56 
Description of the variables: 
: Choice of a PEV when buying the next car (0: No / 1: Yes) 
 Daily car usage (0: No / 1: Yes) 
 Daily EV usage (0: No / 1: Yes) 
 Nationality (0: German / 1: French) 
 Information seeking on further development of EV (6 point Likert scale) 
 Environmental awareness (6 point Likert scale) 
: Error variable 
According to Table 14 all variables in the model discriminate significantly 
between the EV users choosing an EV when they purchase their next car 
and those who rather chose another powertrain alternative. Daily car us-
age negatively impacts the choice of a PEV in the next car purchase deci-
sion. On the other hand a daily EV usage has a positive impact at a similar 
magnitude. The French respondents are rather willing to choose a PEV as 
well as respondents who are environmentally aware57 and who seek for 
                                                                    
56  Significance level of Wald statistic: *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01; ***: p<0.001. Further information on the 
model’s variables and coefficients is provided in Table 14. 
57  Environmental awareness is measured by the item “If we continue as before, we are heading towards  
an environmental disaster”. A 6 point Likert scale with an additional „Don’t know“ answering option  
is applied.  
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information on further developments of EV58. These results are in line with 
the findings of Frenzel et al. (2015) who interviewed more than 3,111 
private as well as professional EV users. According to their results the mo-
tivation of German EV users to adopt EV can amongst others be explained 
by their interest in innovative technologies and their willingness to reduce 
their personal environmental impact. 
Table 14: Quality criterions of the Logit model. 
 β S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(β) 
95 % C.I. for 
EXP(β) 
Lower Upper 
 Daily car usage -2.741 0.821 11.131 1 0.001 0.065 0.013 0.323 
 Daily EV usage 2.508 0.967 6.725 1 0.010 12.278 1.845 81.709 
 Nationality 2.002 0.767 6.813 1 0.009 7.401 1.646 33.266 
Information seeking 
on further development 
of EV 
1.219 0.429 8.093 1 0.004 3.384 1.461 7.837 
 Environmental 
awareness 
0.552 0.277 3.969 1 0.046 1.737 1.009 2.991 
Constant -9.452 2.816 11.266 1 0.001 0.000   
8.11 Conclusion and outlook 
In this chapter, selected results of the third and final questionnaire among 
professional users of the CROME project were presented, notably the par-
ticipants’ socio-demographic backgrounds and their mobility behaviour 
including EV usage patterns. The comparison of usage patterns between 
French and German users showed that the German field test participants 
share their EV with more other users than the French. The French partici-
pants on the other hand use the EV in more diversified ways. The partici-
                                                                    
58  Information seeking on further development of EV is measured by the item “I will keep myself informed 
about the future developments of EV”. A 6 point Likert scale with an additional „Don’t know“ answering 
option is used. 
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pating fleets were examined including expectations of fleet managers con-
cerning future fleet composition regarding powertrain technologies. Ac-
cording to the fleet managers’ expectations the share of alternative power-
trains will more than double until the year 2020. In the participating 
French organisations, the share of EV in the vehicle fleets is significantly 
higher already today – as well as in 2020 – than in the participating Ger-
man organisations. Criteria influencing car purchase decisions of fleet 
managers purchasing cars for organisations and professional EV users 
envisioning to buy EV in the private context are compared. Several differ-
ences are observed, but criteria representing monetary aspects (purchase 
price) turned out to be the most important.  
The next car to be purchased by the EV users will predominantly replace 
another car in the household. According to the respondents’ answers, 27 % 
of them can envision purchasing an EV within the next 10 years. The ob-
servation of EV specific barriers showed that about 40 % of the EV users 
expect the prices of EV to be equal to those of ICEV, so they would consider 
purchasing an EV when they purchase their next car. On the other hand, 
40 % of the survey participants providing answers on their WTP for BEV 
and ICEV would be willing to pay more for a BEV. Even 60 % would be 
willing to pay more for PHEV or REEV than for ICEV. National differences 
between French and German participants were examined concerning 
charging time. French users are suspected to wish slightly shorter charging 
times. 60 % of the respondents stated to be satisfied with a charging time 
of 30 minutes for 100 km. Concerning the range of the EV, 70 % of the 
users would be satisfied by a range of 300 km. Given this information 
about EV specific barriers, one can assume the potential that lies in further 
improvements, particularly concerning EV range and purchase prices. 
Potentials for EV adoption could certainly be increased by reducing these 
EV specific barriers. Binary logistic regression analysis was applied in or-
der to characterise potential future private PEV adopters. The following 
two clusters of powertrain choice (1) PEV (BEV, PHEV, REEV) and (2) oth-
ers (Hybrid, LPG/CNG, ICEV Gasoline, ICEV Diesel, Indifferent) were used. 
While daily car usage in general is assumed to constrain a positive choice 
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of an electric powertrain, the model implies positive impacts of daily EV 
usage. Experiencing EV on a daily basis might lead to the conclusion that 
EV fulfil daily mobility needs. On the other hand, survey participants using 
conventional cars every day without making the experience of using an EV 
every day might not experience that an EV fulfils daily mobility needs. 
Further items positively impacting stated EV purchase intentions are envi-
ronmental awareness as well as the willingness to seek for further infor-
mation on the development of EV. On top of that, the model depicts the 
French users to be more likely to decide purchasing an EV in their next car 
purchase decision. As the sample sizes of participating fleet managers to 
assess future professional vehicle purchase decisions were limited, further 
data needs to be collected in order to obtain stable results.  
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9 Quantitative analysis of 
public charging station use  
Elise Nimal, Anne-Sophie Fulda  
European Institute for Energy Research 
Restricted EV’s range is seen as a main drawback of electric mobility, leading 
one user to depend on an intermediary charge while a long distance travel is 
realized (Ministère de l'écologie du développement durable et de l'énergie, 
2014). Therefore, convenient and reliable public charge may be considered 
as a catalyst for electric vehicles spread (Glachant, M., Thibault, M-L., Fau-
cheux, L. 2011). Public decision makers are questioning about charging in-
frastructure: is a public charging station economically profitable? Where are 
the best locations? What are the targeted users? (Setec its, 2013).  
During the CROME project, a lot of information about the electric vehicle 
charging behavior was generated. The interviews conducted in France 
have shown that users change their charging habits throughout the exper-
iment (to a reasoned load) and that charging at home is very well accepted, 
more than at public infrastructure (cf. Chapter 4). This chapter adds in-
formation by focusing on feedback from the experiment on public charging 
station use in France. This is to better understand the practices of users 
and their appropriation of public infrastructure. The main questions dis-
cussed below are as follows: are stations used regularly? Does their loca-
tion affect their use? Who are the most regular users? Are they private or 
professional users? How frequently do they charge the vehicle?  
In order to answer these questions, we analyse the data gathered by the 
charging stations installed during the CROME project in France, and the 
files relating to the charging cards (badges) given to French participants in 
the project. The chapter is divided into two parts: analysis of the station use 
data and analysis of user behaviour, based on the records from the badges.  
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9.1 Station use 
9.1.1 Charging stations’ locations 
The following paragraph describes the location of the stations which were 
analysed. There are nineteen stations located throughout Strasbourg re-
gion, five in the Colmar area and the remainder nine are localized in the 
east of France (Haut-Rhin, Bas-Rhin and Moselle). Figure 68 shows the 
charging stations located in the Strasbourg and Colmar city centers (whilst 
other stations - Forbach, Sarreguemines, etc. – are included in the data 
tables, for readability reasons they do not appear on the maps).  
 
 
Figure 68: Location of charging stations, Colmar and Strasbourg city center (ArcGIS Google 
street base map). 
Strasbourg 
Colmar 
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There are 3 different types of stations:  
- 5 fast charging stations close to motorway exits or to express ways 
in Cora supermarket car parks. 
- 16 stations in car parks (semi-public, mode 2/3) 
- 12 on the curbside (public, mode 2/3). 
9.1.2 Database 
First of all, we describe the data structure for the charging stations. The 
records are divided into three distinct tables, depending on the type of 
station they come from:  
- Fast-charging stations (AC, DC) located in Cora supermarket car 
parks. The data was collected between April 1st, 2013 and 27 Oc-
tober 27th, 2014; this table consists of 2509 entries. 
-  Stations located in car parks and offering standard AC charging. 
The data was gathered between August 19th, 2013 and November 
4th, 2014. The sample consists of 717 entries.  
- On the curbside stations, offering accelerated AC charging. 6241 en-
tries covering the period from April 1st, 2013 to October 27th, 2014. 
The RFID cards were identified for every charge at these stations. 
Not all of these entries could be used and some are related to events which 
did not result in a charge. A filter was therefore introduced in order to 
retain only data which led to a charge. Ineffective charges are records con-
sidered as not resulting in batteries being charged; in this analysis, these 
are charges with a duration of less than 3 minutes and/or with zero energy 
consumption. Ineffective charges represent approximately 30% of the 
entries and they were removed from the subsequent analyses (Figure 69). 
One possible explanation for the high number of ineffective charges is the 
lack of knowledge about how to use the stations; difficulties encountered 
when new vehicles (sometimes prototypes) first came into using public 
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infrastructures may be another reason. Finally, it also appears that some 
stations did not communicate properly.  
 
Figure 69: Spread of entries for all types of stations. 
Manufacturer data, specific to station breakdown, was analysed in order to 
identify malfunctioning stations. Figure 70 shows the number of entry 
errors (“uncommunicated”) per month and per station. “Uncommunicated” 
means: the charging station is working but it cannot communicate with the 
server. The number of errors of this type is very high representing more 
than 15483 entries (89% of the errors).  
The number of “uncommunicated” errors is more or less evenly spread 
over all months in 2013 and 2014. All the curbside stations were affected 
in the same way by this communication error, though the Sarreguemines 
(Pax-Europole) station was more seriously affected than the others.  
9.1.3 Charging frequency of stations 
In the figures below, the number of effective charges is analysed per sta-
tion in order to study its frequency of use. According to the number of 
entries reported by the car park stations, the latter are rarely used, with an 
average of 0.1 use per day since the stations were put into service. This 
frequency equals an average of one use per ten days.  
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Figure 71 shows the number of effective charges for each curbside station 
for the period April 2013 to October 2014. The average number of charges 
per day since the stations were put into service is 0.45 (meaning less than 
one use per two days), but this dissimulates significant differences ranging 
from 1.86 to 0.3 (excluding the defective Sarreguemines Pax-Europole 
station). The station located at Place de Lattre de Tassigny was identified 
as being the most frequently used: almost twice a day.  
 
 
Figure 70: Number of occurrences with “uncommunicated” status for curbside stations per 
month (above) and per charging station (below). 
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Figure 71: Number of days of operation since installation, number of charges and average 
number of charges per day at the curbside charging stations. 
 
Figure 72: Number of charges per day for the Strasbourg curbside and car park stations 
(ArcGIS Google street base map). 
Figure 72 describes the number of charges per day for each station in 
Strasbourg city center (curbside and car park). The stations located on the 
outskirts of Strasbourg city center are frequently used, whereas those 
located in city center car parks are less used.  
The districts with the most frequently used stations are mixed and dense 
in nature. This might be explained by the users’ activities as they perform a 
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range such as work, shopping or leisure while they park for charging. They 
might also be local residents using the parking space (and the opportunity 
to charge) to avoid parking difficulties at home - this being a considerable 
problem in the investigated districts.  
The stations located in car parks are rarely used. This might be due to their 
less efficient technology, but also to the difficulty of accessing them, as not 
all users necessarily have a car park pass. 
Analysis of the data allows us to focus on the use of fast-charging stations. 
On average they were used for 1.3 charges per day since installation. 
Again, we can see a significant difference between the Molsheim station, 
which is the most frequently used with 2.15 charges/day, and the Stras-
bourg Sud station, with only 0.3 charges per day (Figure 73). Unfortunate-
ly, the sample is too small to allow further interpretation. 
 
Figure 73: Number of days used since installation, number of charges and average number of 
charges per day for fast charging stations. 
More specifically, for the period from October 17th, 2012 to February 15th, 
2014, the data per station type show that activity is essentially concentrat-
ed at curbside stations and fast charging stations.  
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9.1.4 Charging time spreads 
In order to better understand how the stations are used, we look at the 
weekly and daily spreads. Figure 74 shows that weekly use is almost the 
same for all types of station. The time-spread curve shows a higher level of 
activity between Tuesday and Friday. On Saturdays, fast charging stations 
are more likely to be used. On Sundays there is a clear drop in the number 
of uses for all stations.  
 
Figure 74: Weekly usage pattern of station type. 
Figure 74 shows a weekly distribution of the number of entries between 
April 2013 and February 2014, for all stations in each category. The values 
are then aggregated by day of the week, regardless of the week or year in 
which the record was obtained.  
The spread of charges per day is more uneven when shown per station 
type. The three graphs show the spread of charging start times throughout 
the day. On the one hand, the fast-charging stations are used throughout 
the day, with a peak at around 16h00.  
The charging stations in car parks, on the other hand, are mostly used in 
the early morning; probably because this is the time that holders arrive to 
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use the car parks while they are at work. Besides, the curbside stations are 
used throughout the day but especially on midday.  
 
Figure 75: Daily charge spread (in %) depending on starting time. 
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9.1.5 User’s preferences for charging stations 
This paragraph analyses the data of badges used at the stations between 
April 2013 and October 2014. The analysis covers exclusively the curbside 
stations, as they are the only ones recording such information. The number 
of users varies at any given station.  
At the Place de Lattre de Tassigny station for example, one badge holder 
charged his vehicle more than 300 times. It is nevertheless possible that 
this badge might be shared (a company badge, for example) and therefore 
corresponds to operations of several different persons.  
Another station profile shows the Place de la République station: among 
the 45 badges identified, the maximum number of charges is 50 for an 
individual badge.  
 
Figure 76: Number of charge per badge: example using two stations (Place de Lattre de 
Tassigny and Place de la République). 
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The regularity of the stations’ usage is shown in Figure 77. This is the 
number of badges used per day at the station. Profiles vary significantly:  
- The most frequently used station – Place de Lattre de Tassigny – is 
quite regularly visited by several users during the same day, with 
a few rare peaks and no real interruption. 
- Stations which are less frequently used– Place de la République, 
Schluthfeld, Robertsau, Quai de Turckheim and Bordeaux (the ex-
ample given below is based on data recorded at the Balayeurs sta-
tion) – show both periods of non-use and periods of peaks. 
- The remaining stations, rarely used (here is Ostwald station taken 
as an example), show an uneven profile, with numerous troughs 
and even some periods with no activity at all. The highest peak, 
with 6 badges read in one day, might be due to tests carried out by 
a maintenance agent.  
To conclude, our analysis of the station data allowed us to identify differ-
ences in use between the various stations: 
- Depending on type: available throughout the day, the curbside sta-
tions were the most frequently used.  
- Depending on charge type: users fully appropriated the fast-
charge stations. 
Furthermore, certain stations are mostly used with a limited number of 
badges – albeit without being ignored by the other users – whilst other 
stations have multiple users but no predominant badge. 
Finally, the daily rhythm varies with station accessibility (car park or 
curbside) and in accordance with charging type (fast, normal). 
With a view to providing a more detailed understanding of how users ac-
cept public charging, the following section offers a “client analysis”.  
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Figure 77: Number of usages per day with badge for three curbside stations: “place de Lattre 
de Tassigny”, “Balayeurs” and “Ostwald”. 
9.2 User pattern 
The database of badges managed by a French operator is described below.  
In the badge file, received for feedback in the CROME project, users were 
recorded between 3 January 2013 and 4 September 2014. The analysed 
data base covers entries from:  
- 264 badges, 
- 237 different clients listed, 
- and 299 entries. 
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The numbers of badges and clients differ due to multiple ownerships by 
people or companies. 
The data base includes the badge identification number, the user type (lo-
cal authority, private user or company), the badge owner’s home location 
and, in some cases, the vehicle used by badge holders.  
About a quarter of the badges are used by regional authorities, a quarter 
by companies and half by private individuals. 
Only 100 of all badge holders provided details of the type of vehicle used. 
The Renault Zoé is the most recorded car, with 94 ownerships. Also listed 
in fairly significant numbers are Smart, Nissan Leaf, Kangoo ZE and Peuge-
ot Ion. The fourth online questionnaire reveals that these vehicles are also 
the most popular with French respondents.  
There are 132 users’ name which do not relate to any particular type of 
car, either because the users did not wish to respond to the questionnaire 
or because a company owns several models and cannot predict which car 
will be used with a given badge.  
9.2.1 Users’ locations 







East (incl. Alsace and 
Lorraine) 
63 68 163 294 
Other locations 3 2 5 
Zone total 63 71 165 299 
294 of the 299 badges are referenced in the east of France. Table 15 shows 
that 63 badges are owned by local authority, 71 by companies and 165 by 
private users.  
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Figure 78 shows that the addresses linked to badges are spread through-
out the east of France. Some addresses appear in the Moselle region, but 
the badges were mainly distributed in the Rhine Valley. Strasbourg and 
Colmar present a greater concentration of badges owners (due to higher 
population density). However, a large number of badges were also distrib-
uted in the more rural areas of western Alsace.  
In Figure 79, the badges are classified in terms of user type. The map fo-
cuses on the urban area of Strasbourg, as this is the area with the greatest 
concentration of badges. The spread in terms of user type reveals no par-
ticular pattern.  
The badge number is recorded in the databanks of curbside stations but 
not in the database from fast charging and car park stations. Consequently, 
the following paragraphs show an analysis of badges used exclusively at 
curbside stations.  
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Figure 78: Badges’ location in the east of France (ArcGIS Google street base map). 
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Figure 79: Badge location per user type, Strasbourg zone (ArcGIS Google street base map). 
9.2.2 Number of stations used per badge 
The following paragraph shows the number of stations used per badge. On 
average, a badge is used at 2.45 public stations but only 78 of 264 badges 
are used at more than one station.  
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Some badge holders use several charging points, which suggests a more 
flexible way of using the system. Some badges were used at many different 
stations (Figure 80); the vast majority of these belong to private users.  
 
Figure 80: Badges classified in terms of stations used. 
9.2.3 Frequency of badge usage 
Details of badge use frequency are set out below, with the average number 
of charges, the differentiation of badge use in terms of user type and  
user typology.  
On average, each badge was used 6.8 times at curbside stations during  
the period from 3 January 2013 to 4 September 2014. However, this aver-
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age conceals a significant disparity in uses, particularly in relation to the 
type of badge holder (private user or company). Figure 81 shows the num-
ber of records listed in the tables for the curbside stations, per badge  
and user type.  
 
Figure 81: Relationship between number of badges and charges for local authorities, 
company and private user at curbside stations. 
The majority of badges used at the stations relate to charges by private 
individuals; the latter are the most regular users, with an average of 15 
charges per badge. Professional users charge less often – approximately 
ten registrations per badge – whilst public authorities hardly ever used 
their badges.  
Figure 82 shows the number of charges at curbside stations, per badge. 
Each column relates to a badge. The number of uses describes an exponen-
tially decreasing curve. 
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Figure 82: Number of uses per badge at curbside stations. 
This distribution of the number of charges highlights a large number of 
badges with few uses, and a smaller number of badges from holders per-
forming numerous charges. Eight badges were used more than one hundred 
times and only two of these belonged to companies. The lower number of 
uses may be due to the fact that they do not need to charge at public stations.  
Finally, the badges were classified in terms of number of uses, using the 
Ascending Hierarchical Classification (AHC) method. Figure 83 highlights 
three types of behaviour:  
- Category 1 corresponds to very infrequent users, possibly persons 
who wish to try a public charging station out of curiosity. 
- Category 2 corresponds to relatively frequent users. These may be 
people who use public stations for additional charging; this result 
is suggested by a sociological survey on private and professional 
users (cf. Chapter 4).  
- Category 3 corresponds to very regular charges in public stations. 
According to the qualitative survey, it may refer to constrained  
users who are unable to charge at home (Pierre, M., Jemelin, C., 
Louvet, N., 2007); this increased use may also relate to mainte-
nance personnel. 
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Figure 83: Number of charges per badge with user categories highlighted. 
9.2.4 Location of badges and used stations 
A cross-analysis of badge location and station use shows that behaviours 
vary considerably. Two types of user would appear to be particularly rep-
resentative of private individuals:  
- Firstly, certain users seem to rely on public charging stations and 
charge with very significant frequency at a single station located 
close to their homes;  
- Secondly some users plug in at the city center, at various public 
stations. This analysis highlights the following typologies of use, 
interpreted as: “constrained charging” and “additional charging”. 
Finally, badges analyses showed that private individuals use the public sta-
tion infrastructure more than professionals. The system is used by a relative 
small number of regular users who charge at different stations. Two user 
profiles are highlighted: users who consider stations as additional charging 




This chapter has demonstrated that public charging infrastructure is re-
quired for electric vehicles deployment; especially for users that depend 
on it or consider it as additional charging. Analysis of the charge and client 
data bases allowed us to make a differentiated appraisal of public charging.  
During the CROME project, electric vehicle users were able to experiment 
with the public charging infrastructure; they experienced particular diffi-
culties when using the stations, a certain number of which were out of 
order (Pax-Europole for example). A significant number of badges remain 
unused after the user tests maybe because they do not need public charg-
ing. However, some users readily appropriated public stations for addi-
tional charging. Certain stations – particularly curbside stations in the 
denser districts of Strasbourg – were frequently used.  
Finally, there is the case of “constrained charging” for a small number of 
users who appear to rely on public charging stations because they are un-
able to charge elsewhere.  
Users also seem to have appropriated the service available from fast-
charge stations.  
It would be useful if this analysis of feedback from the experiment will be 
an ongoing process, so as to gain a better understanding of user behaviour, 
for example by refining user profiles over a larger sample (in years to 
come) and through a more effective examination of fast-charge stations 
when it becomes possible to identify badges during the charging process.  
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10 Integrating BEV into 
daily travel behaviour 
Tim Hilgert, Martin Kagerbauer, Christine Weiss, Peter Vortisch  
Institute for Transport Studies, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 
In addition to the investigation of BEV in business contexts, particular 
interests focus on how BEV can be used in people’s everyday life. We in-
vestigated the possible usage of BEV for the CROME field study partici-
pants. Therefore we used national household travel survey data (MOP) and 
estimated the share of car trips that can be substituted by BEV. Our results 
show that the participants of the CROME field study have a car usage fre-
quency and intensity above average. These participants can replace most 
of their trips by a BEV. However, substituting their existing conventional 
vehicles completely by BEV is in most cases not feasible since they cannot 
replace all their trips. 
10.1 Introduction 
As part of the CROME research project, data of BEV’ usage patterns and 
surveys about the participants’ behaviour were carried out. The partici-
pants of the project mainly used BEV of companies’ car fleets for business 
trips. Based on this field study, the research of the Institute for Transport 
Studies at the KIT consists of two parts:  
We analyse business car trips to show differences of the usage between 
trips made with BEV and conventional vehicles ICEV. Therefore, we use the 
data of different travel surveys. We investigate that the trips made with 
BEV during the CROME research project are shorter than comparable trips 
made with ICEV. 
Another aspect deals with the usage of BEV in people’s everyday life. For 
that reason, we model and analyse the daily travel behaviour of the CROME 
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research projects’ participants. Finally, we estimate the potential of inte-
grating BEV in their daily travel behaviour. The results show that using 
BEV in a company’s fleet is a realistic scenario. However, the potential of 
substituting a personal ICEV completely by a BEV is very low concerning 
this target group. In general, they have a car usage above average. That 
causes range problems when substituting all car trips by BEV. 
10.2 Data and models used 
For our analyses, we use the data of three surveys which are outlined in 
the following: the CROME field study, the German survey MOP and the 
French survey ENTD. In addition, we use the CUMILE model which bases 
on MOP data. 
The data of the CROME field study involve trip data and data of partici-
pants carried out by online surveys during the project (cf. Chapter 1). The 
trip data consists of two sources. First, individual trips (begin, end, length, 
distance, etc.) gathered by data loggers are available. These data loggers 
were directly connected to the vehicles and collected the data automatical-
ly for every trip. Second, trip information gathered by smartphones which 
were attached to the vehicles are available (cf. Chapter 7). Altogether, we 
use 10,240 trips of data loggers, 6,418 trips collected by smartphones and 
survey data of 286 participants for our analysis. 
Since 1994 the German Mobility Panel annually collects data on the travel 
behaviour of the German population. It is both – a multi-day and a multi-
period travel survey. Each year approximately 1,000 households with 
2,000 persons (10 years and older) participate to the MOP survey by filling 
in a travel diary in the course of one week. They provide detailed infor-
mation on all trips including times, modes, purposes and distances. Partic-
ipants also provide information on sociodemographic characteristics. The 
survey is carried out on behalf of and funded by the German Federal Minis-
try of Transport and Digital Infrastructure. The Institute for Transport 
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Studies at the KIT is responsible for the design, scientific supervision and 
analyses of the survey. (Streit et. al. 2014) 
Our analyses are based on the MOP data collected from 2003 to 2012 with 
a sample of 9,016 participants. To estimate the group of business car trip 
makers, we use the data of 1,964 persons of the full sample who performed 
8,504 business car trips.  
The French survey ENTD is a one-day survey that gathered the daily travel 
behaviour of people in the years 2007/2008 with a sample of 2,026 busi-
ness car trips (Shanti – EU Travel Survey Wiki 2013). 
Additionally to the surveys, we use the CUMILE model to extend our re-
searches. This model has been developed by the Institute for Transport 
Studies and depicts car mileages at every day of the year of the German car 
fleet (Weiss et. al. 2014). CUMILE is also based on the data of the MOP and 
several other surveys. 
10.3 Methodology 
In the following section, methods are presented for the analysis of business 
trips, the modelling of the daily travel behaviour and the integration of BEV.  
10.3.1 Analysis of business trips 
To analyse business trips, we use the data of all three mentioned surveys: 
the CROME field study, the MOP and the ENTD.  
For the analysis of trips with BEV, the trip-data collected during the 
CROME field study is compared to other business trips with ICEV. The trip 
data for ICEV is gathered by the two other national surveys (MOP and 
ENTD). To show differences in the car usage, we compare the average trip 
length of business car trips. Therefore, we investigate confidential inter-
vals of average trip lengths. 
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10.3.2 Modeling daily travel behaviour 
At the first step of the travel behaviour’s investigation, we compare the 
daily travel behaviour of business car trip makers between the CROME and 
the MOP participants. Since the CROME field study mainly contains busi-
ness trips with BEV, the daily travel behaviour of the field study partici-
pant’s remains unknown. Therefore, we developed a model that syntheti-
cally generates this assumed behaviour. This model is based on the data of 
the CROME field study and the MOP.  
For this model, we implement a variation of the statistical matching meth-
od. The method of the statistical matching is often used in different con-
texts, e.g. market research. It helps to link different layers of information. 
In the field of the market research, information are often available for a 
subset of people and other information for another subset only. The statis-
tical matching method helps to synthetically model all information for the 
whole set of people. (Noll 2009) 
The surveys of the CROME project contain data of the participants’ socio-
demographic and the commuting habits. The overall travel behaviour of 
the CROME field study’s participants is reproduced by using the CROME 
and MOP data. The matching is based on the assumption that the travel 
behaviour can be predicted by using statistic similarities of persons’ socio-
demographic and commuting information only. 
With the method of the statistical matching, we compare different varia-
bles (age group, gender …) of the CROME and the MOP participants. Statis-
tical twins are identified in the set of the MOP participants according to 
selected variables. This allows us to estimate the unknown travel behav-
iour of the CROME participants. In order to find the best set of variables, 
we developed an algorithm that searched for the best matching. It itera-
tively performed the matching for every possible combination of variables. 




Figure 84: Example of the statistical matching method to reproduce the overall travel 
behaviour for a CROME participant. 
In this example, the CROME participant has six statistical twins that were 
found in the set of the MOP. These six statistical twins represent the travel 
behaviour of the CROME participant. To determine characteristic travel 
values, e.g. the modal split, the values are weighted (1/6 in this case). 
10.3.3 Integrating BEV 
Our developed algorithm allows even to integrate BEV into the travel be-
haviour. It uses the modelled data for the CROME participants from the 
previous step as well as the travel behaviour data of business car trip mak-
ers of the MOP. The algorithm proves whether a trip could be done with an 
BEV or not. In considering all trips it is possible to define the potential of 
BEV for the CROME participants as well as for the business car trip makers 
of the MOP. 
To make a trip with a BEV, the trip has to fulfil different criteria. The first 
criterion considers the mode of transport. We only substitute trips with 
cars and several trips with bikes or by foot. Other studies like Krems et. al. 
(2011) analysed a potential for substituting trips that were previously 
done with bikes or by foot and are now done with BEV. This effect was 
mainly caused by the environmental image of BEV. The second criterion 
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considers the distance of a trip. It should not exceed half of the range of the 
BEV (including a comfort distance of the participant since we assume that 
the actual infrastructure does not ensure charging facilities at the final 
destination). As a third criterion, the trip has to be a part of a tour of trips 
that can be done with a BEV. Additionally to the idea of the distance crite-
rion and the charging facilities, this criterion combines sets of trips to tours 
that begin at home and end at home. A tour can be done with a BEV if the 
range of the vehicle do not fall below 10% of the full range by performing 
this tour. Figure 85 demonstrates the principle of combining trips to tours 
for a period of one day.  
Using this method, we estimate all tours and decided whether they are 
feasible for BEV or not. In this example, the third tour cannot be done with 
a BEV since it exceeds the actual possible range of the vehicle.  
 
Figure 85: BEV range during a day to estimate potential tours for BEV. 
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Additionally to the consideration of one week based on the MOP data, we 
investigate the distance travelled at all days of the year using the CUMILE 
model. This model is also based on the data of the MOP but depicts car 
mileages at every day of the full year of the German car fleet. Because the 
model is based on the MOP we use the determined statistical twins of the 
CROME participants for the model. Subsequently we estimate the days of 
the year that exceed the range of the BEV for the CROME participants. In 
addition to an average week, we also consider seldom events in the travel 
behaviour such as holiday trips by using the CUMILE model. Furthermore, 
this implies two perspectives: One consideration based on an average week 
and on trip basis and one based on the period of a full year on daily basis. 
10.4 Results 
Results are presented for the analysis of business trips, the modelled daily 
travel behaviour without BEV and after integrating BEV. 
10.4.1 Analysis of business trips  
The trips gathered within the CROME field study are comparably short (cf. 
Chapter 7). Most of them are in a distance scope of 10 km. This is one of the 
major results and the most significant difference to trips that were gath-
ered by other surveys. Considering the other surveys, business trips have 
an average length of 20 to 30 km. One reason for this difference might be 
the limited range of the BEV. The vehicles used in the CROME vehicles fleet 
had an average range of about 150 km. Regarding the infrastructure of 
charging possibilities nowadays, charging at the place of destination is not 
ensured. This is why the driver always has to consider the trip back in his 
mode choice decision. Considering these aspects, the maximum distance of 
a trip is about the half of 150 km. 
To compare the trips between the different surveys, we estimated the 
95 % confidential interval of the average trip length. For the surveys MOP 
and ENTD, we made two analyses: One without a constraint in distance 
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and one with the constraint that trips longer than 77 km are not consid-
ered due to the aspect of the range. The following Table 16 shows the ex-
amined results.  
Table 16: 95 % confidential interval of the average trip length for the surveys used. 
Survey Unconstrained Trips ≤ 77 km 
CROME (data loggers) [6,5 ; 6,8] km - 
CROME (smartphones) [8,7 ; 9,1] km - 
MOP 2003-2012 [24,2 ; 26,5] km [13,8 ; 14,5] km 
ENTD 2007/2008 [21,7 ; 25,5] km [15,7 ; 17,1] km 
Regarding the constrained trips to a maximum of 77 km, trips during the 
CROME project are still shorter than trips of other surveys with ICEV. 
These differences may have several reasons: 
The vehicles fleet in the CROME project consisted mainly of small cars like 
the Smart ED. Cars in this class are normally used for shorter trips. Addi-
tionally to that, using a car in a vehicles fleet offers the possibility of choos-
ing the right vehicle for a specific trip. The results of the user surveys dur-
ing the project indicate that 79% of the vehicles used in CROME do not 
replace an existing vehicle of the company’s fleet. If the driver knows that 
the range is not sufficient for an upcoming trip, he or she chooses an ICEV 
of the fleet. Subsequently, BEV are mainly used for shorter trips. 
Another reason for shorter trips arises by substituting trips former done 
by foot or bike. This effect has also been examined in other studies like the 
MINI E study (Krems et. al. 2011). Caused by the positive image of BEV 
concerning environmental sustainability, people substitute some of their 
trips. Trips done by foot or bike are normally shorter than trips by cars. 
Consequently the share of shorter trips increases. 
The last reason to explain the fact of shorter trips at the CROME project 
deals with the structure of the sample at CROME. There are several cars in 
the sample that have a high impact on the average trip length. As an exam-
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ple, one car logged over 2,000 trips with an average length of about 3 km. 
At other surveys like the MOP or ENTD, cases like this do not have such a 
high impact due to weighting factors that ensure the representativeness of 
the sample. 
10.4.2 Analysis of daily travel behaviour 
The results of the travel behaviour for the CROME participants, represent-
ed through the statistical twins, as well as for the business car trip makers 
of the MOP indicate a high use of cars in their daily travel behaviour. The 
share of car trips is above average. Table 17 shows the results for the share 
of trips done with cars and the distance travelled per week for the different 
groups. As a reference, the table also includes the share and the distance 
for all participants of the MOP (9,016 participants). 
Table 17: Comparison of average car usage and average distance traveled per week of 
CROME and MOP participants. 
Target Group 
Average share of 
trips by car 
Average distance 
travelled per week 
CROME – participants 80 % 471 km 
MOP – business car 
trip makers 
71 % 520 km 
MOP – all participants  41 % 282 km 
The high share of car trips has several reasons. 71% of the CROME partici-
pants and 80% of the business car trip makers of the MOP use their car to 
commute to work. This fact causes that other trips are also often per-
formed with cars due to convenience, e.g. shopping on their way back 
home. Second, CROME participants often use their car because of their 
place of living. Over 58% of the participants live in a rural area or in a 
small city. Usually, public transport is less developed in these areas. 
There are also several reasons to explain the high distances travelled per 
week in addition to the reasons above. The CROME field study covers work-
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ing people only. Regarding the average distance travelled of all persons, 
also the distances of for example children or seniors are taken into account. 
They often make trips with lower distances. Business car trip makers also 
have higher distances travelled per week because they often perform trips 
during their working time. While a lot of working people typically do not 
leave their working place during their working time, business car trip mak-
ers also make trips during their working time, for example visiting a client. 
This also causes a distance travelled per week above average. 
10.4.3 Integrating BEV 
We first show the results considering an average week of the year under 
the assumption that every person has a BEV available beside their ICEV. 
These results base on the developed algorithm presented in the methodol-
ogy section. Using this algorithm we investigate every trip and decide 
whether it could be conducted by a BEV or not.  
We estimate the share of BEV trips for the CROME participants (using the 
modelled data of the statistical twins) and figured out that no participant 
can completely replace his ICEV. On average, still 13% of the trips have to 
be done with ICEV. We also calculated the shares for the business car trip 
makers of the MOP and set two different BEV ranges (135km and 255km). 
The results are similar and mainly caused by the high distance travelled 
and the car usage above average shown in the previous section. Table 18 
shows the results in terms of the modal split including BEV when they are 
available in addition to conventional vehicles.  
Additionally, we analysed on how many days of a full year the daily car 
mileage exceeds 90 % of the BEV range. Therefore, we used the CUMILE 
model. Table 19 shows that the average number of days of the CROME 




Table 18: Comparison of average shares of trips for different modes of transport for CROME 
and MOP participants. 
Target Group ICEV BEV Other modes 
CROME – participants 13 % 72 % 15 % 
MOP – business car trip makers  
(135 km range) 
14 % 63 % 23 % 
MOP – business car trip makers  
(255 km range) 
10 % 67 % 23 % 
Table 19: Number of days that exceed the BEV-range using the CUMILE model for the 
CROME and MOP participants. 
Target Group Average 25 %-Quartile 75 %-Quartile 
CROME – participants 35 days 13 days 50 days 
MOP – business car trip makers  
(135 km range) 
41 days 6 days 55 days 
MOP – business car trip makers  
(255 km range) 
17 days 1 day 21 days 
10.5 Conclusion 
We analysed the travel behaviour of business car trip makers and focused 
on the potential to integrate BEV in the daily travel behaviour of vehicle 
users. Despite different methods combining statistical analysis and simula-
tion, the results are consistent with each other. 
Our results show that the car usage frequency and intensity of the group of 
business car trip makers is above average. This fact makes them interesting 
for the use of BEV in general. However, they cannot replace all conventional 
car trips by BEV since some tours exceed the BEV range. On the one hand, 
they can perform over 70% of the trips with BEV on average. On the other 
hand, there is nearly no potential to completely substitute existing ICEV. 
Within the CROME project, BEV were used in company fleets. This is a 
realistic scenario and can be a valuable opportunity for using BEV. Being 
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part of a fleet reduced the weakness of the limited range in a personal en-
vironment since other cars are available. BEV are a good possibility to 
cover the high share of tours with a sufficient distance range due to the 
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The project Cross-border Mobility for Electric Vehicles – CROME – was one of the fi rst 
cross-border fi eld tests among several electric mobility projects in Europe. The pro-
ject’s fi eld test was located in the border region between France and Germany and 
included the French regions Alsace and Moselle as well as the German regions 
of Karlsruhe, Baden-Baden, Freiburg and Stuttgart. The vision of the project 
was to create and test a safe, seamless, user-friendly and reliable mobility 
with electric vehicles between France and Germany as a prefi guration of 
a pan-European electric mobility system. One of its major aims was 
to contribute to the European standardisation process of charging 
infrastructure for electric mobility including reliable electric supply, 
cables, plugs etc. and corresponding services (e.g. identifi ca-
tion, billing, and roaming) and to provide stakeholders with an 
early customer feedback. Besides descriptions of the pro-
ject’s achievements, this book provides selected results 
from the accompanying research.
